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CHAPTER I 
AN HISTORICAL AND COEPARATIVE STUDY OF SCORING 
PRACTICES FOR Ai·IERICAN COl-!CERT BANDS 
The unique circumstances that have encompassed the 
historical development of the band, and the concert band 
in particular, need to be kept within a proper perspective; 
reflecting con~tantly the rather involved interaction of 
sociological, cultural, and aesthetic factors. Although 
the evolution of the military band may be clearly defined 
and understood in terms of its primary military function, 
there are many variables and complexities when vie•Ted through 
the music and the instrumentation that have accoi:J.panied 
this development. The concert band, as it developed from 
the military band, presents even greater complexities when 
studied through its changing role from the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth centuries in Europe, to the bands of 
America including Gilmore, Pryor, Sousa, Conway, Kryll, 
Innes, Reeves, and Creators, and finally to the present 
concert and symphonic bands of our schools and colleges. 
Although the thread of music history is closely interwoven 
with the development of the orchestra, and music historians 
have written extensively in this regard, the hi~torical 
significance of the band becomes very secondary when 
studied through the music expressly conposed for it prior 
to the twentieth century. Even if quantity were not the 
criteria, it would be difficult to disprove the band's 
secondary role through examples of original works written 
for it during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
Beethoven 1 s 1Hli tair-lYiarsch in Dl with its charm-
ing trio all' Ongarese is a contribution to band's litera-
ture; but it cannot truly compare to any one of his string 
quartets, to say nothing of one of his orchestral \•IOrks. 
2 
There seem to be practical reasons for this austere herit~ge 
of original comr-ositions for the b'lnd. One factor is 
related to the slower ;Jhysi cal development of the \-Jinds 
from the standpoint of their acoustical and mechanical de-
sign. This is in contrast to the relatively simpler acousti-
cal and mechanical problems of the strings and the keyboard, 
solved at earlier and at more strategic times. The flute, 
for exariple, was revolutionized by Theobald Boehm in 1847, 
whereas the great improvements in violin making were started 
almost two hundred years earlier with the \Wrk of Hi cole. 
Amati and Antonio Stradivarius.2 
Another factor is related to the wind instrument's 
lack of significance within the cultural and social patterns 
1Examples from this work are presented in its 
original version in Chapter V. 
" 
2cu~t _Sac~s, The Histor~ of Eusic~l Instruments 
(New ~ork: ~. d, loorton Co., 19 O), p. 35c. 
3 
of the church and the aristocracy during those neTiods these 
groups exercised their leadership Ul)on musical developments. 
The tmJer musicians, or thuermer, may be considered exceptions, 
although there is little relationship to their music and to 
band's music, as such. These consorts of trombones and 
zinken3 performed in the tovJers of the churches and date 
back to the Middle Ages, Goldman speaks of social distinc-
tions that gave royal recognition to the trumpet and drum 
from the time of the Crusades (1092 - 1271) to the late 
nineteenth century.~ By relegating the other winds to the 
lmver classed infantry, it can only be suroised as to Hhat 
extent this state of prejudice may have delayed the develop-
ment of the oboe, flute, bassoon, horn, and trombone. 
The development of the band has reflected traditional 
concepts of its outdoor function. The follo\ling description 
of a program organized by Patrick Gilmore in 1872 is indica-
tive of the extremes and excesses which accomnanied these 
concents: 
The volcanic musical monster started to erupt shortly 
after three o'clock on Monday afternoon, June 12 1 1872, 
••• At the second verse Gilmore turned everything on 
full blast -- twenty thousand voices, one thousand piece 
band, and full organ: all screaming and blasting a\Jay 
double forte!? 
----------------------------
3zinken were keyed instruments constructed of i·Jood. 
They were conical and used a cup mouthpiece. 
~ichard Franko Goldman, The Concert Band (IJeiv York: 
Rinehart and Company, 19~6), p. 23. 
5H. 1d. Schcvartz, Bands of America (;TevJ YorJ': Double-
day and Company, Inc., 1957), p. 69. 
There are interestin~ and challenging possibilities, 
however, for the concert band as it exists today in schools 
and colleges. The comparatively recent growth in the status 
of these concert bands is reflected in the expanc.ing reper-
tory of original works written for the band by leading con-
temporary composers. To appreciate better the possibilities 
for a 'golden' era of concert band nusic, examin~tion should 
be made of the relevant features of the band's less 'golden' 
past. 
I. T=-:z PRODLEH 
State<:Jent of the problem. It 111as the purpose of 
this study to e;~cine the development of the concert band 
through the music that has been composecl, t:!'anscribed, and 
arranged for it. The scorir-.g techniques for band have been 
a reflection of various exigencies, such as: (1) the aesthetic 
desires of' the composer, (2) the composer's understanding and 
interpretation of the available instrumentation, (3) the 
limitations upon performance due to the various stages of the 
physical development of lvind instruments, and (L:-) the various 
functions served by the band. It was endeavore? to establish, 
therefore, through analysis of selected works from the 
eighteenth century to the present: 
a. the developing patterns of orclJest:!'atione.J_ croncepts 
as superimpose~ upon the varying instrumentations 
of bands; 
b. a basis for an evaluation of the repertory, the bulk 
of 111hicl1 dates from the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, consisting to such a great extent of 
orchestrPl and keyboard transcriptiocs; 
5 
c. an understanding of contemporary works for band with 
special emphasis upon the treatment of the various 
instrumental choirs, and the composer's efforts for 
balance, clarity, transparency, and coloristic effects; 
d. principles for the editing and the rescoring of music, 
especially transcriptions from the nineteenth century, 
for adaptation to present concepts of the American 
cc,ncert band. 
Just.Jfic;a tion of the study. An inventory of the 
music in the libraries of bands in the United states, and 
a brief exami_n•tion of prograns offered during t"le past few 
decades will furnisr, an understanding of the nature of the 
repertory available to the crmcert bancl. There is little 
doubt that the majority of the concert material has been 
borrO\.Jed frc'm eighteenth and nineteenth century orchestral 
music. In the comprehensive listing of music written for 
band by Berger, three general categories of the approximate-
ly 2, 500 entries 1-~ould include (a) more than rme thousand 
transcriptions representing around one hundred eighteenth 
and nineteenth century composers; (b) between eighty and 
ninety serious wor':s b.~' contemporary cmcposers c-Jr)_ tten 
expressly for band; and (c) the re;1"ainin::; t'wusands of com-
positions that include light progr·~ nusic, training 
material for school bands, marches, solos, duos, trios, 
fanfares, and various functional pieces such as dances and 
processionals. 6 A few of the twen~ieth century composers 
6 Kenneth Berger, Band Music Guide (Evansville, 
Indiana: Jerger Band, 19~ 200 pp. 
6 
represented above include such men as: Gustav Holst, Ralph 
Vaughn Hilliams, Paul Hinder'i th, Vincent Persichetti, Paul 
Creston, Percy Grainger, Darius Milhaud, Aaron Copland, 
Serge Prokofiev, vfilliam Schuman, 0 t torino Res :~Jig hi, Gordon 
Jacob, and Norton Gould. 1\ fourth category should be 
mentioned ~hich would include original music for ~ind groups 
~ritten orior to the eighteenth century by such men as 
Johann Pezel and Giovanni Gabriel!, as vlell as a fevl isolated 
'dorks by Deethoven, ; iendels sohn, and 3erlioz of the nine-
teenth century, 
The great need of the concert band is for more origin-
al music by contemporary composers and some progress has 
recently been realized. Althoc.gh many modern -,,wrks such as 
"Sacre du Printemps" by Stravinsky and "King Javid 11 by 
Honegger show a predilection for •,;ind ctnd ;Jercussive effects, 
there seems to exist an element of musical bigotry in their 
avoidance of utilizing the band, as such, as their expressive 
vehicle, Farmer also cor.:c1en t s upon this si tua ti on: 11 If one 
scans Stravinsky's 11 Sacre du Printemps" (1913), there is an 
inclination to enquire vJhy the strings are present in the 
score at all. 11 7 The firmly established orc'·estra, corres-
ponding elements of our economy and ~usician unions, and 
the tradition of orchestral prestige; all tend to contribute 
to the concert band's diminutive share of the leading 
7Henry George Farmer, Military ~usic (Ne~ York: 
Chanticleer Press, 1950), p. 66. 
composer's creative efforts. In studying the fluctuating 
development of the instrumentation of the concert band 
during the past half century, Another segment of this 
evolutionAry process is realized. The growth of the band's 
7 
instrumentation, from about 1900 to the present, might be 
compared to that of the orchestra from Joseph Haydn to 
Richard Strauss. Amazing incongruities of scoring practices 
have accompanied this development. Much of the arrnnging 
for band during this period reflected insecurities of what 
might be expected in a band's instrumentation with indis-
criminate doubling as a major consequence. During this era, 
the criteria for the inclusion of an instrument on a 
passage seemed based more upon its ability to play in the 
required range of the passage than upon a musicRl or 
aesthetic reason. There are many exceptions to this we11.kness, 
but most of the exceptions have come from the European 
arrangers who wrote for a more specific instrumentation than 
w~s possible in America for the period encompassing the last 
half of the nineteenth century to within one or tHo decades 
of the present. Although the following excerpt from Fatton 
might be construed as an exaggeration of the points in 
question, it is included as an interesting commentary of the 
band's status in 1875: 
As is known, we have in America, for the most usual com-
binations, Eb cornets, Bb cornets, Eb Altos, Bb Tenors 
and Baritones, Bb and Eb Bassi, Drums and Cymbals, and 
to these, large professional Bands often add Eb and Bb 
clarinets, and sometimes a Piccolo Flute. These latter 
8 
instruments are but little used ::unonc; Arn teurs, for the 
reason that they are too difficult to nlay, and in many 
ArnateurnBands the Bb Baritone is omitted for the same 
reason. 0 
The transition from the brass doEJin.c: ted bands of the 
nineteenth century to the more or less stabilized concepts 
of balance within the woodwind, brass, and percussion 
sections of the uresent concert band, is an interesting 
phenomena. It is necessary to h'l.Ve an a''Jareness of this 
developmental period of the band in this country through an 
appreciation of its important role in furnishing popular 
entertainment. The outdoor band, the Elarching band, the 
traveling professional band, the service band, and the circus 
band all preceded the school band movement. Whereas the 
actual school sponsorship of bands had an entLusiastic start 
when Glenn Woods, instrumental teacher in the Oakland, 
California schools, received an appropriation from the city 
for the purchase of instrunents in 1913; 9 Sch1·1artz SDe:1~:s of 
a total of h·Jenty thousand bands, includin;_; ar1a teur, pro-
fessional, service, and semi-professional bands, at the 
height of the commercial band's popularity in 1910.10 
The historical nature of the Americ.an band is very 
involved with interrelationships of the factors mentioned 
So. F. Fatten, 1!:. Practical Guide to the A'rangement 
of Band Nusic (Nel•l York: J"ohn F. Stratton Co., 187~), p. 41. 
9::;:d,,;ard B. ;Jiq;e, !lis tory of 
the U.S. (Boston: Oliver vi tson Co., 
:::·ublic School Uusic in 
lc2~ lr·n ) 0) ' p. 00 • 
above. There are various extremes from the past in the 
band 1 s instrumentation and in the quality of its music to 
be considered before an understanding and an appreciation 
of its present state can be realized. 
II. SOURCES OF DATA 
Materials in various categories have been selected 
to give substance to the foundation and background of the 
study, Three general areas and their sources include 
(a) articles and books of specific historical significance 
to bands; (b) books on arranging, transcribing, and scoring 
for bands; (c) important applications to wind instruments 
from books on orchestration; and (d) books devoted to the 
history of instruments. 
The school instrumental movement has been especially 
responsible for a great many articles on the band; some of 
these offering pertinent historical data related to the 
study. They include such issues as instrumentation, ser-
vice bands, repertory and programs, municipal bands, foreign 
bands, and scoring for bands. 
Several books were found that were devoted to the 
history of the service bands, including one master's thesis. 
Although many books have been written expressly for the 
training of school bands, a few of these books have contri-
buted items of a historical nature, In addition to these, 
a number of books have been written within the past twenty 
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years that have directly been concerned with the history 
and evolution of the American concert band. 
10 
There have been interesting opportunities to compare 
several treatises on band scoring, for each author of the 
various periods treats the band as it exists in that period. 
Differences between American, English, Italian, German, and 
French approaches to band scoring were studied through the 
contributions of such men as Mayhew Lake, L. P. Laurendeau, 
Erik Leidzen, Phil Lang, G. F. Patton, Paul Yoder, and 
Hallowell (1836) from the United States; Hector E. Adkins, 
Henry G. Farmer, Jacob A. Kappey, ChGrles Mandel, and Adam 
Carse of England; Alessandro Vessella of Italy; Henri Kling 
of Switzerland and GermAny; Hector Berlioz and F. A. Gevaert 
of France, 
Since the study is almost entirely limited to pub-
lished mAterials, the search for early examples of American 
published band music was focused on one of the earliest 
municipal bands in the country; the Bangor Civic Band, 
Bangor, Maine, established ~· 1850. A search through the 
entire library, undertaken by Sam Harris, a former member 
and director, brought forth about twenty works published in 
this country before 1900. A chronological selection from 
1876 to £2• 1890 was made for inclusion in the study. 
Manuscripts, scores, parts, and microfilm were 
selected from Boston Public Library, Boston University Concert 
Band library, Library of Congress, U.S. Navy Band School 
library, Crane Symphonic Band library (Potsdam, New York), 
Sibley Library of the Eastman School of Music, and from 
the private collection of Will~rd I. Musser, whose library 
contained the cornet solo 8rrangements pl~yed by William 
Jaeger with the Marine Band before 1900. 
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A unique photographic procedure has been used to 
illustrate the band scores selected for the study. Since 
there are relatively few full band scores available from 
publishers in this country prior to the past decade, scores 
have had to be constructed from the full set of parts. The 
practical and the most minimum size manuscript paper for 
the twenty-five to twenty-nine staves needed for a band's 
instrumentation is 11" X 13 1/2". These were reduced 
photographically to the 8 1/2" X 11" size paper needed for 
inclusion in the study. Equipment included an (a) Exacta 
XV 35 rom. camera with a pre-set diaphragm lens (F 2.8- F 22); 
(b) Exacta Copymat Stand with attached lighting unit, two 
33" rigid, parallel steel pillars set in a horizontal, 
diecast base, calibrated for accurate height settings; and 
(c) Eastman Kodak Micro-file film for maximum black and 
white contrast. The setting of the earner~ was F 22 at l/5th 
of a second. On certain faded manuscripts, a 1/2 second 
exposure was used. 
III. DELINITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Historically, the influence of the European military 
band would seem to be a most important factor in the 
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development of the band in America. The circumstances, how-
ever, which have influenced the growth of bands and especial-
ly the band's music in America, are very indigenous to this 
country with less in common with the European bands than is 
generally realized. These circumstances have tended to 
retard the qualitative growth of the American concert band's 
literature and instrumentation, particularly true when com-
pared with parallel periods in Europe. On the other hand, 
there are highly developed points of artistic merit in the 
period of Sousa, Pryor, Kryll, and later, of E. F. Goldman, 
which add to the erratic portrayal of the American band's 
total development. 
The study will primarily attempt to focus upon the 
American concert band with several str3tegic references for 
comparative purposes to the more consistent status of the 
bands in England and Europe. Although the military band 
cannot be entirely disassociated with that of the concert 
band, the study will occasionally refer to a military or 
service band with specific regard to its function as a 
concert group. Somewhat related to this is the exclusion of 
music such as marches, fanfares, popular airs, dances, solos, 
and potpourris. If one is to do justice to the art of scor-
ing for bands, the music selected should be indicative of 
the better efforts of a particular era in reflecting that 
art or skill. 
The e8rliest example of music scored for an American 
concert band or for a European band arbitrarily define the 
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chronological boundaries of the study. Hayer speaks of a 
published work with an indefinite date from the Scala 
collection in the Library of Congress.ll The composition, 
"Grand Hilitary Divertimento" by William Webb, was published 
by G. E. Blake of 13 South Fifth Street in Philadelphia 
sometime between 1814 and 1840, the dates of the firm's 
existence. An early method book by Hallowell, "The Instru-
mental Director," dates back to 1836 and contains several 
short pieces for as many as five wind instruoents.l2 
The earliest work for band published in the United 
States that is included in the study is Verdi's "Scena and 
Aria," arranged by J. B. Claus and published by J. White in 
Boston in 1876. There are also a fevr scores compiled from 
manuscripts that stem from a similar date. The "!larch in D" 
by Samuel Wesley, written in London in 1777, represents the 
earliest example of a band score from any source. The 
specific period to be covered in the analysis of scores is 
thereby from 1777 to the present. 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE REi,:AIHDER OF THE STUDY 
Four major sections have been selected for their 
aptness in setting a framework upon which a practical 
llFrancic JJ. Hayer, "A History of Scoring for Band: The 
Evolution of Band Scoring in the United States" (University of 
Ninnesota: unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1957), p. 81. 
12Hallowell, The Instrumental Director (Entered 
according to Act of Congress by Glazier, Hasters and Smith, 
A.D. 1836, in the Clerk's Office of the Court of Haine). 
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sequence is made possible. They consist of historical 
relationships, chronological survey of treatises on band 
scoring, analysis of selected works, and a concluding 
section with recommendations and a summary. Specifically, 
the organization is as follows: Chapter II is a general 
history. This chapter contains an overview of the history 
of vlind instruments in so far as it may contribute to the 
background of the study. Recent investigations by such men 
as Richard Franko Goldman, H. W. Schwartz, and Frederick 
Fennell on the history of the band give a timely perspective 
to this aspect of the study. vlith regard to the history 
of musical instruments, applications from the musicological 
studies of .Anthony Baines, Nic!1olas Bessaraboff, Adam Carse, 
Karl Geiringer, Curt Sachs, et £1., are of inestimable 
value. The tracing of innovations and improvements on wind 
instruments and a survey of instrumentation for bands are 
an integral part of this chapter. Chapter III is a 
chronological survey of books on scoring for band. Approx-
imately twelve books have been written in tl1is subject area 
in the United States since the turn of the century. The 
chapter also draws from various books on orchestration, for 
many of these directly and indirectly refer to the band; the 
treatises by Berlioz, Kling, Gevaert, and Forsythe, especial-
ly. References and comparisons to European methods on band 
arranging and instrumentation are also made. 
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The major portion of the study is concerned with 
the actual analysis of t 11e selected compositions for ba::-;d, 
The t\JO general categories for these selected works are 
transcri.Dtions and original vJorl-:s. Chc:pter IV . ~ conslsus of 
transcriytions for band before 1900. In a fe1.J instances, 
more than one transcription of a particular number is used, 
and the differences in treatment are discussed. ~eference 
to the original is also stressed. Chapter V contains original 
v1orks for band or large vlind groups prior to 1900. This 
c':taDter includes such works as the liilitair-i:arsch in J 
bv Beethoven and works by Berlioz, ~iozart and Samuel Wesley. 
Chapter VI conprises exarrples of European bared scoring. 
Selected works from Germany, Italy, and France are studied 
\.Jith attention to international compari.sons. Chapter VII 
includes transcriptions for band from 1900 to the present. 
A few selections have been included which v1ere transcribed 
before 1900 to illustrate contrasting scoring techniques. 
Chapter VIII contains original band cor;posi tions fror.1 1900 
to the present. ',iorks by leading co~:posers of this period, 
such as Ralph Vau[:hn ~.rlillic:J.ms, Gustav .~"~Olst, Uttorino ~~espighi, 
fa ul ~linderLi th, Lorton Goulcl, Arnold Schoenberg, 2cnd Vincent 
l"ersichetti have been selected. Clifton .'iilliams, Fre.nk 
~rickson, and Clare Grundman represent the school band raper-
tory. Chapter IX \·Jill present t'1e conclusions and a summary. 
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL BACKGROUND OF BANDS AND 
WIND INSTRill-fENTS 
The American concert band has undergone several 
metamorphoses since its humble beginning in the early nine-
teenth century. The six to twelve piece brass bands of 
this period had their counterpart in the village brass bands 
of England and of countries on the continent. However, the 
European military bands during these same periods had al-
ready reached a level of performance and organization that 
antedated any conparable level in the United States by two 
or three decades. The famous band of the Garde Republican 
of Paris was founded in 1852 by Emperor Louis Napoleon. The 
tradition of French military music extends back to the reign 
of Louis XIV (1643 - 1715) who employed Jean-Baptiste Lully 
to organize his bands and to compose music for them. Charles 
II of England brought back from his exile in France a vivid 
impression of the Band of the Hautbois. In 1783, English 
bands consisted of two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, 
and two horns. Within a short time the English regimental 
bands were increased to twenty-four musician~ and included the 
finest European musicians each regiment could muster, for 
there existed a competit1ve rivalry for performance standards 
between the various regiments. A typical regimental band 
during the Napoleonic era included piccolo, Eb soprano 
clarinet, 16 clarinets, 4 bassoons, 2 trumpets, 1 bass 
trumpet, 4 horns, 3 trombones, 2 serpents, 2 snare drums, 
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bass drum, triangle, and cymbals. The serpent, a creation 
of the sixteenth century, had an enlarged 18 1 shape and was 
constructed of wood with a leather covering. A forerunner 
of the tuba, the serpent served its purpose of giving a 
foundation to the military groups until it was succeeded 
by the valved tubas from about 1835. 
Carse speaks of the accelerated period in the 
evolution of the military band from about 1760 to 184o. 1 
During this time the insignificant band of oboes, horns, 
and bassoons grew into a large group of wind instruments 
that were truly functional outdoors. Important developments 
within this period included (a) the advent of the clarinet, 
from about the sixties; (b) the gain of a more substantial 
bass part by the use of serpents, and the addition of 
trombones just before the close of the eighteenth century; 
(c) the appearance of the keyed brass instruments, notably 
the keyed bugle, and subsequently the ophicleide; and 
finally (d) the use of valved brass instruments from about 
1830. The so-called Turkish Music, with cymbals, triangles, 
and other percussion instruments, had already begun before 
the end of the eighteenth century. 
lAdam Carse, The Prince Regent's Band (London: 
Music & Letters, July 1946), p. 147. 
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Although the earliest roots of the band may be 
acknowledged in biblical references, such as the 200,000 
silver trumpets ordered for the use of the Israelites by 
David (these instruments to be made after the style invent-
ed by Moses); or in Queen Elizabeth's band in 1587, consist-
ing of ten trumpets and six trombones; or in the previously 
mentioned Band of the Hautbois organized by Lully for 
Louis XIV: the conglomeration of instruments that made up 
the band has varied from country to country, even village 
to village, and presents a pattern of inconsistency that 
lives with unusual tenacity to the present day. Certainly, 
one phenomena of music's development is this peculiar state in 
which music published for bands in one country must still be 
edited to fit the instruments and the instrumentation found 
in another country. Music published a few decades ago in 
the United States must also be adapted to the still chang-
ing concepts of the band's instrumentation. The more 
logical and consistent development of the orchestra is an 
enviable situation by contrast. One of the earliest 
treatises on the instrumentation of a band is by Mandel, 
£2• 1860, and his remarks concerning the status quo of the 
band and the orchestra at this time is enlightening: 
An orchestra of stringed instruments, combined with 
vocal solos and chorus, always has, and always will 
produce the most elevating impression, and is alone 
that which forms, improves, and perpetuates a really 
artistic taste for music. Reed bands, on the contrary, 
permit the minds of those present to be busied with 
other pleasures, which they endeavor to unite with 
artistic enjoyment ••.• What a band of stringed 
instruments is in a room, a theatre, a concert-hall, 
etc., reed bands are in the open air. A merry-making, 
no matter of what description, held out of doors, 
appears incomplete without a reed band.2 
The orchestra, as found by JohP.nn Sebastian Bach 
and Georg Friederick H~ndel at the end of the seventeenth 
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century, consisted of a central keyboard or chordal instru-
ment, a four-part string orchestra, a pair of oboes or 
flutes, bassoons in a bass part, a pair of trumpets, and 
drum. The orderly development of the orchestra from this 
period to the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is 
clearly understood through its music. For the most part 
this music is still performed by orchestras throughout the 
world as originally scored. This is in striking contrast 
to an affair in 1854- celebrating the birthday of Queen 
Victoria at which a British massed band attempted to play 
"God Save the Queen," but produced such a devastating, 
dissonant effect, for not only was the anthem scored in 
different ways, it was also pitched in different keys.3 
A tremendous factor causing the variance between 
orchestral development and that of the band is directly 
related to the crudity of early wind instruments. Medieval 
wind instruments, mainly on the evidence of pictures and 
2charles Mandel, The Instrumentation of Military 
Bands (London: Boosey and Sons, ca. 1860), p.~. 
3Hector E. Adkins 1 Treatise Qll the Military Band (London & Co., Ltd., 1931J, p. 7. 
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carvings, were widely used in the Gothic period r.nd include 
pipe and tabor, superior flageolets (including the proto-
type of the recorder), flute, and conical bore reed instru-
ments such as the shawm and the Western bagpipe. The 
beautifully illustrated Cantigas manuscript (Alfonso the 
Wise de s. Maria, ~· 1270) in the Escorial Library is an 
excellent source for the myriad of wind instruments that 
abounded in the Gothic period. Baines speaks of a town band 
at Pisa in 1324 with a shawm, nakerer, and two pairs of 
trumpeters.4 
Although the lyre, kithara, harp, psaltery, lute, 
rebec, vielle, and tromba mc>rina had little more care and 
finesse in their construction than the brass trumpet, cross 
flute, recorder, shawm, crumhorn, and trombone or sackbut; 
the immature state of applied acoustics made the intonation 
and probably the tone quality of the winds much inferior to 
that possible on the strings, There is evidence through the 
inventories of collections such as owned by Count Raymond 
Fugger in Augsburg in 1566, and the collection of three 
hundred and eighty-one instruments owned by King Henry VIII 
of England in 1547, that the winds in use at this time were 
at least prominent in terms of their numbers. The Renais-
sance search for more and more instruments was related to the 
4Anthony Baines, Woodwind Instruments and Their 
History (New York: W, W. Norton & Co., 1957), p:-232. 
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practice of grouping complete families (consorts) of instru-
ments for the performance of sixteenth century music with 
its increasing number of parts. Sachs writes of the 
numerical prominence of the winds with a percent~ge descrip-
tion of three collections from this period:5 
COLLECTION 
King Henry VIII 
Berlin Court Orchestra 
Duke of Tyrol 
WINDS STRINGS PERCENTAGES 
272 
60 
186 
109 
12 
50 
.72 
.85 
.79 
.28 
.15 
.21 
Buchner comes to the conclusion that the Renais-
sance knew more different kinds of musical instruments than 
in our own day.6 Wooden wind instruments, rather than the 
brass of earlier periods such as the trumpet, trombone, horn, 
and olphant, predominated. The desire to ~chieve deeper 
tones and to solve the technicAl problem of playing the open 
holes by arranging the channel in 2S small a space as possi-
ble, led to the development of wooden wind instruments of 
unusual design. The sorduns, with a channel bent two or 
three times in the body; the rankets, with as many as nine 
channels built within its cylindrical body, were all a 
result of this desire. 
It is important to realize that these instruments and 
many of their prototypes, such as the double bass pommer with 
5curt Sachs, The History of Music11l Instruments 
(New York: w. W. Norton & Co., 19~), p. 303. 
6Alexander Buchner, Musical Instruments Through the 
Ages (London: Spring Books, 1957), p. 234. 
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its length of one hundred inches, and the family of zinks 
or zinken (cup mouthpiece, wood construction with finger 
holes), were also very much in evidence through the impor-
tant periods of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; 
and still in use up to the mid-thirties of the nineteenth 
century. It is little wonder that the composers in the 
periods following the Renaissance turned logically and 
aesthetically to the keyboard and strings, for the acoustics 
and the mechanics of the string family were more easily 
understood with less conjecture as to expected results. 
An interesting commentary on the status of wind music in 
1817 by five members of a woodwind quintet is included for 
its rather timeless application: 
For a long time only stri~ged instruments have had 
the privilige of commanding attention at musical 
gatherings. Ought not one to regret that the wind 
instruments, which by their nature are much closer to 
the human voice, are, so to speak, kept out? 
The progress of instruments depends more on com-
posers than on players •••• It is only by diligence 
a.nd perseverance that they will arrive at such musician-
ship as to overcome the repugnance which many composers 
feel toward writing for wind instruments, and only in 
such a way will they establish a real rivalry with the 
stringed instruments, bringing to an end the priority 
of the latter, for which we have described the princi-
pal causes. 
The complaint levelled against the wind instruments 
is that there is no music written for them which is of 
sufficient interest to make anyone care to hear it 
performed.? 
7From a preface to Anton Reicha's Six Quintets for 
Wind Instruments, Opus 88 (Bonn: N. Simrock, 1917). 
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The parallels in the developments, inventions, and 
discoveries of wind instruments with the music composed for 
them, and the resulting instrumentation at ecch stage 
deserve careful consideration. The circumstAnces which 
prompted Mozart to embrace the clarinet after hearing it at 
Mannheim in 1778, or while touring England some sixteen 
years earlier, are as dependent on the instrument itself as 
it may have been on the performers. When Mozart wrote his 
famous remark to his father, "If only we had clarinets," 
Baines comments as follows: 
We must remember that he referred not to the Boehm, 
nor even to the Oehler, but to the simple boxwood 
instrument with narrow
8
bore, five brass keys and tiny 
hard-reed mouthpieces. 
The changing styles of wind playing through the 
years and the possible differences in timbre are rather 
subjective points open to debate. When Tovey speaks of the 
clarinet, as used by Mozart, as being "richer and more re-
sourceful than other wind instruments,"9 he is obviously 
not speaking of twentieth century woodwind performance. If 
Tovey could hear the oboe solo in the second movement of 
the Bizet "C major Symphony" or the flute solos in Debussy's 
''L'Apres Mide,'' as performed on present instruments by first 
chair symphony men, the conclusions as to which woodwind 
instrument is most expressive would be difficult to determine. 
8Baines, QQ• cit., p. 302. 
9nonald Tovey, Instrumentation, from Musical Articles 
in Encyclopaedia Britannica (London: Oxford University Press, 
194-8), p. 79. 
In order to understand better the evolution of 
wind instruments and the music composed for them, the 
following descriptive table was designed. Features of each 
phase of each wind instrument's mechanic~l improvement is 
briefly discussed ~nd the more important innovations in 
the instrumentation of orchestras or in other ensembles are 
mentioned chronologic~lly. The sixteenth century is select-
ed as a st~rting point to better illustrete the contrast 
between the development of the winds and that of the string 
family. The violin was perfected during a comparatively 
short time during the sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries. Andrea Amati (ca. 1535 - after 1611) of Cremona 
and his sons, Antonio and Hieronymous, created the classical 
shape of the violin with their greatest protege, Antonio 
Stradivari (£a. 1640 - 1737) following the direction of 
their craft with such devotion and success. It is ag~inst 
this backdrop of string instrument perfection that the chrono-
logical development of wind instruments is set in order to 
further an understanding of the wind instruments' l~g in 
gaining a share of the great music for such a long period. 
Date 
1515 
1520 
1560 
1581 
1590 
1607 
1616•2 
1619 
1638 
Instrument 
bassoon 
trombone 
TABLE I 
A CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE OF WIND INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT 
FROM THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY TO THE PRESENT1 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
A Phagotum was devised by Canon Alfranio of Ferrara with two parallel g 
connected tubes. 
Hans Henchal constructed slide trombones similar to present instruments. 
French horn Horns were given definite pitches with added crooks. 
trwnpet 
tuba 
trumpet 
bassoon 
bassoon 
trwnpet 
A Ballet for the marriage of Margaret of Lorraine included two trombe. 
The serpent is credited to Canon Edme Guillaume of Auxere. First used to 
support choir singers in Plain Song. 
Clarino and tromba sardine are used in Monteverdi's "Orfeo." 
A picture by Denis van Alsloot of Antwerp depicts a dulzian played at left 
thigh with right hand on top. 
Use of fagotte in score by Heinrich SchUtz (1585 - 1672). 
Fantini wrote a method, Modo per imparare !!: sonare di tromba. 
1A complete bibliography for the Table may be found at the end of the Table. 
2The asterisk denotes approximate dates. 
(Continued on the following page) 
"' (\J Date Instrument 
1638 bassoon 
1650* trumpet 
1651 trumpet 
1660* oboe 
1660* flute 
1660* bassoon 
1670* flute 
1671 oboe 
1678 oboe 
1680* flute 
1690 clarinet 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Low Bb appears in a set of Variations for Fagotto by a monk, Fray Bartolome 
de Selma y Salarende, 
C and D crooks are added to trumpets. 
A slide trumpet, Zug-trompete, was in the inventory of Veit of Naumberg, 
The Hautbois of France: jointed construction in J parts; bell with open 
holes in waist; jointed great key for lowest hole; reed mounted clear of 
upper joint; two octave range. 
Addition of D1 hole with closed key for left hand little finger, 
Dulzian or Curtaile acquired a separate bass joint, wing joint, bell, and 
three keys between a. 16)6 and £!.t 1660, 
Size of finger holes diminished, 
Cambert scores for oboe in opera, "Pomone," 
Adopted by Horse Grenadiers in England, 
The lower part of the bore acquired a connoidal contraction, 
The instrument of Johann Cristoph Denner: three pieces with six equal 
spaced tone holes, thumb hole, and two small holes in foot joint; large, 
cylind~ical mouthpiece with reed on top, 
(Continued on following page) 
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Date Instrument 
1695 oboe 
1698* flute 
1698 bassoon 
1700* bassoon 
1705 French horn 
1705 flute 
1711 French horn 
1713 bassoon 
1715* oboe 
1715 French horn 
1716 clarinet 
1722 flute 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
"The Sprightly Companion" is first known printed tutor for oboe, 
The transverse flute was first used in Paris opera orchestras, 
Woodcut by Johann C. Weigel of Nuremberg gives evidence of transition from 
dulzian to bassoon. 
The fourth key, G# for little finger, was added, 
Use of two cernes de chasse in "Octavia," an opera by Reinhard Keiser of 
Hamburg. 
Jean Baptise Loeillet of Ghent introduces transverse flute to England, 
Theatre Royal orchestra of Dresden includes two Waldhorns. 
Johann Matheson of Hamburg wrote of low Bb and A. 
Oboe replaced Waits in England. 
Handel calls for horns in "Water Music Suite" and Scarlatti used them in 
his opera, "Tigrane," 
Clarinette appears in France in works published by Estienne Roger of 
Amsterdam, 
The transverse flute was lengthened to include low C and C#. 
(Continued on following page) 
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Date Instrument 
1722 French horn 
1722 clarinet 
1726 flute 
1'730 clarinet 
1735 French horn 
1740 clarinet 
1750* oboe 
1752 flute 
1752 clarinet 
1753 trumpet 
1760 French horn 
1760 French horn 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Cors de chasse with detachable 6 3/4" bells for concealment inside hats 
were made in England. 
Clarone is made with two springs for covering lowest tone holes. 
Quantz adds a D# key besides the Eb key for intonation, 
Left hand changes to top with addition of long shank for B. 
Rameau used horns in "Les Indes Galantes," 
J. M. Molter wrote a "Clarinetto concertato in D." 
Left over right hand is established, 
Essay by Quantz described a single keyed flute with wooden tuning slide, 
Dedicated to Frederick II of Prussia, 
Clarinette is featured on programs of the New Theatre in London, 
A stopt-trumpet was built in a crescent shape in imitation of practice 
adopted by Hampel of Dresden for horn. 
K8lbel placed a single key on the horn, 
Hampel conducted experiments with cotton wool and the hand for muting 
with subsequent changing of pitch, 
(Continued on following page) 
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Date Instrument 
1762 French horn 
1770 trumpet 
1770 clarinet 
1770 alto clarinet 
1772 bass clarinet 
1774 flute 
1780 tuba 
1780 bassoon 
1788 French horn 
1790 clarinet 
1800 flute 
1800* oboe 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Gluck used the horns in a soloistic manner in "Orpheus, 11 Arias No. 9 and 
33. 
KBlbel of St. Petersburg adapted keys to the bugle. 
T. Collier of London built a clarinet with five keys. 
Basset horn is credited to Mayrhofer of Passau. 
Basse-tube is credited to G. Lot. 
Covered type keys are added for F, G#, and Bb. 
Basson ~: The form of the serpent is shaped like a bassoon. 
Attributed to an Italian, Regibo, in Lille, France. 
The fifth and sixth keys were added; Eb and F#. 
Charles Clagget of London (Irish by birth) devised a valve to go from 
horn in D to horn in Eb using the same mouthpiece. 
Baumann of Paris added a sixth key, third space C#. 
Tromlitz attempted a design for a covered hole flute. 
Closed G# key was added, but did not supplement the doubled hole covered 
by third finger. 
(Continued on following page) 
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Date 
1800* 
1800* 
1800 
1801 
1803 
1803 
1808 
1808 
1810 
1810 
1810* 
Instrument 
oboe 
French horn 
tuba 
trumpet 
clarinet 
bassoon 
clarinet 
clarinet 
clarinet 
cornet 
trumpet 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
A vent key to improve F# was added between 1800 and 1810. Also added: 
low C#, closed F, closed Bb on upper joint~ closed upper C for right 
forefinger or left ring finger. 
Gradual transition for £2!-bass and £2!-alto to horn in F. 
Alexander Frichot and J. Astor invented a bass horn with a bore similar to 
the serpent and shaped like a bassoon. 
A chromatic keyed trumpet was built by Weidinger of Vienna. 
A twelve keyed clarinet was built by Simiot of Lyons. 
The range was extended upwards to high C with added keys to wing joint. 
Iwan Mdller performed a sixteen keyed basset horn by Grenser of Dresden. 
Reverend Fred. Nolan of Colchester invented a ring touchpiece for a lower key. 
H. Birmann used a twelve keyed clarinet by Griessling and Schott of Berlin. 
Keys are adapted to bugles by Joseph Halliday in England. The Kent bugle is 
named in honor of the Duke of Kent. 
John Hyde devised a coil with springs set near the mouthpiece that would 
slide in and out with pressure from the embouchure for tuning and changing 
pitches. 
(Continued on following page) 
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Date Instrument 
1810* clarinet 
1811 clarinet 
1812 French horn 
1812* oboe 
1815 French horn 
1817 bassoon 
1818 clarinet 
1818 bassoon 
1818 French horn 
1819 tuba 
1820* fluegelhorn 
1824 clarinet 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Maller attempted to place the tone holes in proper position with thirteen 
covered keys, but was rejected by the French conservatory. 
Weber wrote the Concertina and two Concertos for B!rmann in 1811 and 1812. 
Dikhoth of Mannheim designed a spring tensioned slide for lowering the 
pitch one-half step. 
A long shanked key was devised to extend to low B on the bell. 
St8lzel is credited with devising a valve arrangement. 
Almenraeder experimented with a fifteen keyed bassoon. 
Germans were counselled to play with the reed on the lower lip. 
J. F. Simiot of Lyons placed a metal U-tube in the butt. 
Blfthmel and St8lzel construct and patent a horn with two or three tubular 
push valves. 
Spontini scored for an ophicleide in his opera, "Olympia." 
The valved bugle is developed in Austria between 1820 and 1930. 
An eighteen keyed clarinet with pillar mountings was patented by William 
Gutteridge of Cork. 
(Continued on following page) 
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Date Instrument 
1824* trumpet 
1825 cornet 
1825* oboe 
1825 bassoon 
1827 flute 
1827* tuba 
1827 trumpet 
1829 cornet 
1830 French horn 
1831 flute 
1832 French horn 
1832* bassoon 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Inventions of various types piston and rotary valves by Ehlmann of Vienna, 
Wieprecht of Berlin, and Perinet of Paris. 
The addition of valves to the post horn gave start to cornet family. 
A thirteen keyed oboe was made by Josef Sellner of Germany. 
C. J. Sax designed and built a covered hole bassoon. 
William Gordon, a Swiss, designed a flute with proper spacing of the tone 
holes and covered them with a system of interlocking keys and shanks. 
The serpent was used until ca. 1855: "La Siege de Coronthe" by Rossini, 
1826; "Rienzi" by Wagner, 1842; and "Les Vepres Siciliennes" by Verdi, 
1855. 
A patent was granted to Labbaye of Paris for a trumpet with three valves. 
Rossini scored for the cornet in "William Tell." 
C. A. MUller of Mainz added a third valve to the horn. 
Theobald Boehm made William Gordon's acquaintance and they collaborated on 
the construction of a flute. 
Joseph Riedl of Vienna improved the rotary valve. 
Almenraeder and J. A. Heckel formed a partnership. 
{Continued on following page) 
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Date Instrument 
1835 oboe 
1835 tuba 
1835 trumpet 
1836* oboe 
1837 oboe 
1838 flute 
1838 flute 
1839* clarinet 
1839 flute 
1840* clarinet 
1841 saxophone 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Henri Brod proclaimed dissatisfaction with the four keyed oboe. Vogt, French 
Conservatory, recommended the eight keyed oboe of G. Triebert, 
Johann G. Moritz of Berlin constructed a tuba according to Wieprecht's 
specifications. 
Halevy scored for two valved trumpets and two natural trumpets with crooks 
in "La Juive. 11 
Brod devised metal pillar mounts for keys and adopted shallow metal cups for 
the key pads, 
Brod constructed a half-hole plate for the left forefinger. 
Coche and Buffet improved the Boehm flute with needle springs. 
Dorus invented a G# mechanism, 
H. Klose and Auguste Buffet worked to adapt the Boehm system to the clarinet 
(~. 1839 - 1843). 
Cornelius Ward improved the action of the ring keys by reversing the position 
of the axles, 
Adolphe Sax: extended the range to low D; added ring keys to lower joint; 
and used forged keywork (1840 - 1842). 
First built by A. Sax in complete family of keys. 
(Continued on following page) 
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1847 
1849 
1849 
1854 
1855 
1860 
1860 
1870* 
1874 
1875 
1877 
Instrument 
flute 
oboe 
flute 
clarinet 
bassoon 
oboe 
clarinet 
oboe 
trumpet 
bassoon 
flute 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Boehm restored the original cylindrical form of the body with a parabolic 
headjoint. He also included improvements of Coche and Buffet. 
F. Triebert was granted a patent for an improved Bb. 
G. Briccialdi invented a Bb lever still in use. 
The Boehm system was advertised in London. 
Boehm designed a twenty-nine keyed bassoon built by Triebert. 
Barret designed: automatic octave keys, thumb key in place of half-hole, 
linkage for C and Bb from lower rings similar to present Conservatory 
system. 
The articulated G# and forked Bb was added to the Boehm system. 
Triebert added the articulated G# and devised a linkage from lower rings 
for third line Bb and fourth space C. 
D. J. Blaikly made a compensatory device to bring in extra tubing auto-
matically upon depressing the third valve. 
Morton of London fitted an ebonite lining to the wing joint. 
A Rockstro-Model flute was built by Rudall, Carte and Co.; open tone 
holes were similar to present French system. 
(Continued on following page) 
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Date Instrument 
1882 oboe 
1885 bassoon 
1889 bassoon 
1890 clarinet 
1906 oboe 
1925* oboe 
TABLE I (Continued) 
Innovations, Improvements, Orchestral Use 
Francois Loree improved the Triebert and Barret models with the present 
Conservatory model the result. 
The twenty-one keyed bassoon was prescribed in the Julius Weissenborn method. 
Heckel was granted a patent for an ebonite lining for the wing-joint bore. 
The Boehm system was adopted at the Brussels Conservatory. 
The Plateaux model with perforated cover plates in place of open rings was 
perfected by the Loree firm in Paris. 
German makers such as Heckel changed to the French style oboe from previous 
German designs. 
The information for Table I was selected from the following sources: 
Adkins, £2• ill•; Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1944); Baines, £2• cit.; Philip Bate, The Oboe, An Outline Of Its History, Development and 
Construction (New York: Philosophical Library); Nicholas Bessarabo£f, Ancient European Musical 
Instruments (Boston: Harvard University Press, 1941); Buchner, £2• cit.; Birchard Coar, The French 
Horn (Dekalb, Illinois: Birchard Coar, 1947); Ulric Daubeny, Orchestral Wind Instruments-zLondon: 
Wm. Reeves, 1920); Robert Donington, The Instruments of Music (London: Pitnam Publishing Corp., 
1949); Francis W. Galpin,! Textbook of European Musical Instruments (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1937); 
Karl Geiringer, Musical Instruments: Their History from the ~Age to the Present Day, trans. 
Bernard Miall (London: George Allen and Unwin, 194J~yndesay G. Langwill, The Bassoon and Double 
Bassoon (London: Hinrichsen Ltd., c. 1947); F. Geoffrey Rendall,~ Clarinet (New York:-:Philosophical 
Library, 1954); RichardS. Rockstro, ! Treatise .Q!!. the Flute (London: Rudall, Carte & Co., 1890). 
?rom the preceding chronological survey of tje devel-
op~ent of wind instruments in Table I, the study will next 
discuss briefly certain features of the band's music before 
consiciering the various instruncente.tions that parc.lJeled the 
~regress of the instruments. The individual state of the 
'.-!Ood>l5.nds and brasses at each stE;ge of their develo•_;r~ent 
is to be kept in ~ind in terms of the repertory available 
during each of these periods. 
An examinntion of the repertoire for wind combine-
tions coc1piled by Goldman discloses that t'1ere vJere a;crrox-
imately six hundred and sixty original works written from 
1400 to the present.lO The cor1pilation includes everything 
from solo sonatas for v·linds to a full band; cind even in 
its entirety, barely equals the total production of liozart. 
From 1400 to 1700, there are some hlo hundred and fifty 
Dieces \·lith but tviO different wind combinations, or a \·lind 
instrument and a drum; several examples that use rrore t'1an 
t\•IO types of instruments; and many t'la t do not specify 
the instrument ( s). Of the one hundred ·.o.nd ninety-one com-
positions listed by Goldman for the eighteenth century, 
only twenty-four appear to have been composed for a wind 
group larger than an octet. Original vJOrks from the ni_ne-
teenth century to the first quarter of the twentieth 
York: 
:;usic 
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century, exclusive of marches, polkas, and graded materials 
for school bands, number approximately seventy-five of 
which tvJenty-one are concert marches. 
The past two or three decades have been the most 
abundant neriods with about six hundrec' compositions, 
exclusive of transcriptions, arrangements, and the lighter, 
brief forms mentioned previously. It is difficult to 
supe~impose a meritorious standard on this repertory for 
inclusion in the list of six hundred compositions. The 
majority are functional works designed for the school bands 
and include composers such as George E. Holmes, Forrest 
Buchtel, Clifford Lillya, Paul Yoder, Herle Isaac, Henry 
Fillmore, David Bennett, Carl Frangkiser, Joseph Olividoti, 
Clare Grundman, Eric Hanson, Frank Morrissey, Erik Leidzen, 
Charles O'Neill, md many others. Jviention was made in 
Chapter I (page 6) of several important t1ventieth century 
composers who have made significant contributions to the 
band's repertoire. 
There is little mystery tn the comparative dearth of 
serious rnusic for b'lnd from the baroque, classic, and 
romantic periods. The following succinct sta ternent by 
Goldman is very descriptive of this situation: 
The instrumental composition of the band is the 
outgrowth of the utilitorian improvisat'wn; that of the 
orchestra is the product of several centuries of 
conscious art. • • . The b•nd never existed purely 
for purpose of making music; it invariably vJas formed 
and made music for some specific need or occasion • 
• • • The versatility of stringed instruments was at 
an early date greater than that of any wind ••• 11 
38 
The general background necessary to the study would 
be incomplete without an historical examination of the 
phenomena encompassing the growth of the band's instru-
mentation. The chronological listing of instrumentation 
for bands that follows is gleaned from many sources and 
serves to illustrate the erratic growth patterns of the 
wind band from its earliest conception to the present. 
There is a division of the woodwinds, brasses, and per-
cussion from the Prussian Inf8ntry Band of 1763. The 
interesting rise and fall of these proportions deserves 
C8reful scrutiny. 
llRichard Franko Goldman, The Concert Band (New 
York: Rinehart & Co., 1946), p. 7. 
No, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Date 
1324 
1587 
1610 
1748 
1762 
1763 
1769 
TABLE II 
CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF BANDS AND THEIR 
INSTRUMENTATION FROM 1324 TO 19521 
Name and Location 
Band at Pisa, Italy 
Band of Queen Elizabeth 
Royal Band of Shawms at 
Coronation of Louis XIII, 
Rheims Cathedral 
Handel's Royal Fireworks 
Husic, Green Park, London 
French Army Band during 
reign of Louis XV 
Prussian Infantry Band 
Military Band of Spain 
Instrumentation 
shawm, nakerer, 2 pairs of trumpets 
16 trumpets, 6 sackbuts, bagpipe, 8 viols, 2 rebecs 
6 shawms (2 treble, 2 tenor, 2 bass), 2 cornets, 2 tenor 
trombones 
16 oboes, 16 bassoons, fifes, flutes, 40 trumpets, 
20 horns, serpents, 8 pair of kettledrums, 101 cannon, 
18 pieces of ordinance 
4 oboes, 4 clarinets, 4 horns, 4 bassoons 
8 Woodwinds: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 flutes, 2 bassoons 
3 Brasses: 2 horns, serpent 
Various drums 
2 fifes, 2 clarinets, drums 
1A complete bibliography for the Table may be found at the end of the Table, 
(Continued on following page) 
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No. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Date 
1775 
1781 
1783 
1794 
1795 
1798 
1800 
1809 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
Russian Horn Bands 
Viennese Band 
Goldstream Guards of England 
with German musicians 
Grenadier Guards of England 
Bands of the French Republic 
United States Marine Band 
Line Regiment Bands of 
Prussia and Austria 
March in F by Beethoven 
Instrumentation 
60 natural horns, each responsible for one tone 
6 Woodwinds: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 
3 Brasses: 2 horns, trumpet 
Side drum, bass drum 
2 bassoons 
8 Woodwinds: 2 oboes, 4 clarinets, 2 bassoons 
4 Brasses: 2 horns, trumpet, serpent 
10 Woodwinds: flute, 6 clarinets, 3 bassoons 
6 Brasses: trumpet, 3 horns, 2 serpents 
10 Woodwinds: flute, 6 clarinets, 3 bassoons 
5 Brasses: 2 horns, trumpet, serpent 
5 Woodwinds: 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, bassoon 
2 Brasses: 2 horns 
10 Woodwinds: 2 flutes, 4 clarinets, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons 
5 Brasses: 2 trumpets, 2 trombones, serpent or 
contra-bassoon 
4 Drums 
9 Woodwinds: F piccolo, 2 F flutes, F clarinet, 
2 C clarinets, 2 bassoons, contra-bassoon 
4 Brasses: 2 F horns, 2 F trumpets 
Side drum, bass drum 
(Continued on following page) 
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16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Date 
1809 
1816 
1817 
1818 
1825 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
French Infantry Bands 
March in D by Beethoven 
U. S. Military Band 
Prince Regent's Band in 
England 
English Royal Artillery Band 
Instrumentation 
12 Woodwinds: piccolo, Eb or F clarinet, 8 Bb or C 
clarinets, 2 bassoons 
8 Brasses: 2 horns, trumpet, 3 trombones, 2 serpents 
4 Drums 
12 Woodwinds: 2 piccolos, 2 oboes, F clarinet, 4 C 
clarinets, 2 bassoons, contra-bassoon 
17 Brasses: 4 horns in D, 2 horns (Bb bass), 6 D trumpets, 
Bb trumpet, G trumpet, tenor trombone, bass trombone, 
serpent 
Side drum, bass drum, triangle, cymbals 
8 Woodwinds: 
5 Brasses: 2 
Drum 
2 flutes, 5 clarinets, bassoon 
horns, bugle, trumpet, trombone 
17 Woodwinds: 6 clarinets, 2 oboes, 3 flutes, 4 bassoons 
16 Brasses: 4 trumpets, 4 horns, 4 trombones (soprano, 
alto, tenor, bass), 4 serpents 
Kettledrums 
19 Woodwinds: 2 flutes, 3 oboes, 11 clarinets, 3 bassoons 
15 Brasses: 2 trumpets, 2 horns, 3 keyed bugles, 
3 trombones (alto, tenor, bass), ophicleide, 
2 serpents, 2 bass horns 
5 Drums 
(Continued on following page) 
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21 
22 
23 
24 
Date 
1825 
1825 
1840 
1844 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
French Infantry Band 
Austrian Infantry Band 
Grand Funeral and TriU11lphal 
Symphony by Berlioz 
Funeral March for Weber by 
Richard Wagner 
Instrumentation 
28 Woodwinds: 
4 oboes, 
bassoon 
8 Brasses: 
2 F or Eb flutes, 2 For Eb clarinets, 
12 Bb or C clarinets, 6 bassoons, contra-
2 F or Eb trumpets, 4 F or Eb horns, 
2 trombones 
14 Woodwinds: Db piccolo, 2 Ab clarinets, Eb clarinet, 
9 Bb clarinets, bassoon 
17 Brasses: 4 Eb, Ab horns, 2 keyed Bb trumpets, 2 Ab 
trumpets, 2 Eb trumpets, F trumpet, C trumpet, 
Eb bass trumpet, 3 trombones 
Drum 
53 Woodwinds: Db piccolo, 5 Eb flutes, 5 Eb clarinets, 
26 Bb clarinets (14 1st, 12 2nd), 5 oboes, 2 bass 
clarinets, 8 bassoons, contra-bassoon 
37 Brasses: 12 horns, 8 trumpets, 4 Ab cornets-a-pistons, 
10 trombones, bass trombone, 6 ophicleides in C 
and Bb 
14 Percussion (Strings, ad libitum) 
42 Woodwinds: 5 flutes, 7 oboes, 20 clarinets in 4 
parts, 10 bassoons in 2 parts 
33 Brasses: 8 horns in 2 parts, 6 F trumpets, 6 tenor 
horns, 9 trombones, 4 C tubas 
6 Side drums (muffled) 
(Continued on following page) 
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No. 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Date 
1845 
1845 
1850 
1854 
1854 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
German Cavalry and Infantry 
Bands as recommended by 
Wieprecht (1802-1871) 
French Infantry Bands as 
recommended by Adolphe Sax 
American Brass Band 
directed by W. F. Marshall 
French Infantry Bands as 
recommended by A. Perrin 
Authorized band for vessels 
of U. S. Navy 
Instrumentation 
20 Woodwinds: 2 flutes, 4 soprano clarinets, 8 Bb or 
A clarinets, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 2 batyphones 
19 Brasses: 4 cornets (Bb, A, Eb or D), 2 tenor horns, 
baritone, 2 bass horns, 4 trumpets, 4 trombones, 
2 tubas in F or Eb 
3 Percussion 
20 Woodwinds: piccolo, Eb clarinet, 14 clarinetsa, 
2 bass clarinets, 2 saxophones 
25 Brasses: 4 horns, 2 cornets, 2 trumpets, soprano Eb 
saxhorn, 11 saxhorns (various ranges), valve 
trombone, 2 trombones, 2 ophicleides 
5 Percussion 
Eb and Bb bugles, Eb cornet, posthorn, trumpet, 2 alto 
horns, 2 tenor horns, baritone, 3 basses, side drum, 
bass ~. cymbals 
24 Woodwinds: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 4 Eb and 8 Bb clarinets, 
8 saxophones (sop., alto, ten., bar.) 
22 Brasses: 2 cornets, 4 trumpets, 2 Eb and 2 Bb sax-
horns, 2 alto saxtrombas, 2 baritones, 4 bass sax-
horns, 4 contra-basses 
Clarinet, cornopien, ophocleide, hipocomo or alto 
horn, 2 snare drums 
aclarinets, cornets, trumpets, and baritones will be considered in Bb unless stated otherwise. 
(Continued on following page) 
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30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
Date 
1855 
1864 
1864 
1867 
1867 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
Official Band of George IV 
in England 
Civil War Band 
Authorized band for 
selected vessels of the 
U. S. Navy 
73rd Regiment Band of 
Austria 
Band of the Garde de Paris, 
France 
Instrumentation 
24 Woodwinds: 12 clarinets, 3 oboes, 3 flutes, 4 bassoons, 
2 basset horns 
16 Brasses: 4 trumpets, 4 horns, 2 trombones, 4 bass 
trombones, 2 serpents 
2 Drums 
12 Brasses: 4 cornets, 3 altos, 3 baritones, 2 basses 
3 Snare drums, 2 bass drums 
3 Woodwinds: Flute, Eb clarinet, clarinet 
16 Brasses: 3 Eb cornets, 3 cornets, 3 altos, 3 tenor 
horns, baritone, 3 tubas in Bb and Eb 
25 Woodwinds: piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 Ab and 2 Eb clarinets, 
12 clarinets, 2 bass clarinets, 2 bassoons 
46 Brasses: 2 cornets, 12 trumpets, 6 fluegelhorns, 
6 horns, 6 trombones, 3 altos, 3 baritones, 2 
euphonium, 6 BBb tubas 
5 Percussion 
25 Woodwinds: piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 4 Eb and 8 Bb 
clarinets, 8 saxophones (sop. - bar.) 
31 Brasses: 4 cornets, 4 trumpets, 3 fluegel horns, 
2 French horns, 5 trombones, 3 altos, 2 baritones, 
5 euphonium, 2 Eb and 2 BBb tubas 
4 Percussion 
(Continued on following page) 
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35 1867 
36 1876 
37 1878 
)8 1888 
39 1889 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
Band of the Prussian Guards 
Brass Band of Glenville, 
New York 
Band of the 22nd Regiment 
of New York City, directed 
by Patrick Gilmore 
Grenadier Guards Band of 
England 
Military Band in the United 
States 
Instrumentation 
39 Woodwinds: 2 piccolos, 2 flutes, 4 oboes, 1 Ab and 
4 Eb clarinets, 16 clarinets in 2 parts, 6 bassoons, 
4 contra-bassoons 
40 Brasses: 4 cornets, 8 trumpets, 4 horns, 8 trom-
bones, 4 altos, 4 baritones, 2 euphonium, 6 BBb tubas 
6 Percussion 
2 Eb cornets, 2 cornets, valve trombone, 2 altos, 
tenor horn, baritone, Eb tuba 
)8 Woodwinds: 2 piccolos, 2 flutes, 4 oboes, 1 Ab and 
3 Eb clarinets, 16 clarinets, alto and bass clari-
nets, 2 bassoons, contra-bassoon, 5 saxophones 
(sop., alto, ten., bar., bass) 
27 Brasses: Eb cornet, 4 cornets, 2 trumpets, 2 
fluegelhorns, 4 horns, 3 trombones, 2 altos, 2 
tenor horns, 2 euphonium, 5 BBb tubas 
28 Woodwinds: piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 4 Eb clari-
nets, 14 clarinets, alto and bass clarinets, 2 
bassoons, contra-bassoon 
28 Brasses: 6 cornets, 4 trumpets, 4 horns, 3 trom-
bones, baritone, 4 euphonium, 6 tubas 
3 Percussion 
6 Woodwinds: Piccolo, Eb clarinet, 4 clarinets 
15 Brasses: 2 Eb and 4 Bb cornets, 2 altos, 3 trom-
bones, 2 baritones, 2 tubas 
3 Percussion 
(Continued on following page) 
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40 
41 
42 
43 
Date 
1891 
1892 
1900 
1904 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
U. S. Harine Band under 
John Philip Sousa 
Professional Band organized 
by Sousa 
Sousa' s Band 
C classification for bands 
at the St. Louis Fair contest 
Instrumentation 
26 Woodwinds: 2 piccolos, 2 oboes, 14 clarinets, 
2 alto clarinets, 4 saxophones, 2 bassoons 
20 Brasses: 4 cornets, 2 Bb trumpets, 2 fluegelhorns, 
4 horns, 3 trombones, 2 euphohium, 3 BBb tubas 
3 Percussion 
27 Woodwinds: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 Eb and 14 Bb clarinets, 
alto and bass clarinets, 2 bassoons, 3 saxophones 
19 Brasses: 4 cornets, 2 trumpets, 4 horns, 3 trombones, 
2 euphonium, 4 basses 
3 Percussion 
J6 Woodwinds: piccolo, 3 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 Eb and 16 
Bb clarinets, 2 alto and 2 bass clarinets, 6 saxo-
phones, 3 bassoons 
22 Brasses: 4 cornets, 2 trumpets, 2 fluegelhorns, 4 
horns, 4 trombones, baritone, euphonium, 4 BBb tubas 
3 Percussion 
15 Woodwinds: piccolo, flute, oboe, 1 Eb and 8 Bb 
clarinets, bassoon, 2 saxophones 
16 Brasses: 4 horns, 4 cornets, 3 trombones, baritone, 
euphonium, 3 tubas 
3 Percussion 
(Continued on following page) 
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44 
45 
46 
47 
Date 
1912 
1917 
1919 
1921 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
Argyll Temperance Flute 
Band of Northern Ireland 
Recommended instrumentation 
for U. S. Regimental Bands 
U. S. Naval Academy Band 
Wind-band suggested by 
Arthur A. Clappe 
Instrwnentation 
Eb piccolo, 9 Bb flutes in 4 parts, 3 F and 3 Eb 
flutes, 3 Bb bass flutes, .2 F bass and 3 Bb bass 
flutes with coiled heads 
4 Percussion 
23 Woodwinds: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 1 Eb and 
10 Bb clarinets, 2 bass clarinets, 3 saxophones, 
contrabass sarrusophone 
20 Brasses: 2 cornets, 4 trumpets, 4 horns, 2 baritones, 
4 trombones, 4 basses 
3 Percussion 
42 Woodwinds: 6 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn, 26 
clarinets, 1 alto and 2 bass clarinets, 2 bassoons, 
8 saxophones 
24 Brasses: 6 cornets, 2 trumpets, 4 horns, 4 trombones, 
2 euphonium, 6 sousaphones 
3 Percussion 
62 Woodwinds: piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, 
contra-bassoon, 30 clarinets, 9 alto and 9 bass 
clarinets, 6 contrabass clarinets 
18 Brasses: 4 trumpets, 2 Eb or F trumpets, 4 horns, 
baritone, 3 trombones, euphoniwn, Eb tuba, 2 contra-
tubas 
3 Percussion 
(Continued on following page) 
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No. 
48 
49 
50 
Date 
1924 
1925 
1928 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
Sousa 1 s Band 
Band of the Garde 
Republicain, Paris 
Banda Municpale of Rome 
Instrumentation 
48 Woodwinds: 6 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn, 
26 clarinets, 1 alto and 2 bass clarinets, 
2 bassoons, 8 saxophones 
24 Brasses: 6 cornets, 2 trumpets, 4 French horns, 
4 trombones, 2 euphonium, 6 sousaphones 
J Percussion 
56 Woodwinds: 2 piccolos, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, English 
horn, 4 bassoons, 2 contra-sarrusophones, 4 Eb 
and 26 Bb clarinets, 4 bass and 2 contrabass 
clarinets, 7 saxophones 
37 Brasses: 4 C trumpets, 4 Bb cornets, 4 horns, 
J trombones, 5 fluegelhorns, J altos, 2 baritones, 
6 Bb basses, 6 BBb basses 
2 String basses 
5 Percussion 
25 Woodwinds: piccolo, 2 flutes, Ab and Eb clarinets, 
12 clarinets, 2 alto and 2 bass clarinets, 4 
saxophones (sop., alto, ten., bar.) 
27 Brasses: 1 Eb and 2 Bb fluegelhorns, 2 Bb cornets, 
2 trumpets, 2 Eb trumpets, 4 horns, 2 altos, 
2 tenor horns, baritone, euphonium, 2 trombones, 
bass and contrabass trombones, 4 basses in Eb 
and BBb 
Percussion 
(Continued on following page) 
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No, Date 
51 1931 
52 1935 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
Recommended parts, not 
instruments, by American 
Bandmasters Association 
Symphony Band suggested by 
John Redf'ield 
Instrumentation 
19 Woodwind parts: 2 flute, 2 oboe, 1 Eb and 4 Bb 
clarinet, 1 alto and 1 bass clarinet, 2 bassoon, 
6 saxophone (sop., 2 alto, ten., bar,, bass) 
15 Brass parts: 4 F horn and 4 Eb alto, 2 cornet, 
2 trumpet, 3 trombone (treble cleff for 1st and 
2nd, also), baritone in treble cleff, euphonium 
in bass cleff, 2 tubas on the same part 
String bass 
Tympani, drums and traps, harp 
76 Woodwinds: 24 clarinets in 2 parts, 8 bassett-
horns in F or alto clarinets, 8 Bb bass and six 
Eb contrabass clarinets, 8 flutes in Db, high 
Ab, and low Ab, 4 oboes, 2 English horns, 2 
heckelphones, 4 bassoons, 2 contra-sarrusophones, 
8 saxophones 
24 Brasses: 2 cornets, 2 trumpets, 2 fluegelhorns, 
4 horns, 2 F trombones, 4 Bb trombones, 2 euphonium, 
2 Eb and 2 BBb tubas, 2 BBb contrabass trombones 
4 Percussion 
(Continued on following page) 
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No. Date 
53 1938 
.54 1942 
55 1943 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
University of Illinois 
Concert Band 
Division Bands of U. s. Army 
Class B school bands 
suggested by National High 
School Band Association 
Instrumentation 
70 Woodwinds: 10 flutes and piccolos, 4 oboes, 2 
English horns, baritone oboe, heckelphone, 
sarrusophone, 5 bassoons, contra-bassoon, 24 
clarinets, 5 alto and 5 bass clarinets, 3 contra-
bass clarinets, basset horn, 7 saxophones 
43 Brasses: 7 cornets, 2 fluegelhorns, alto fluegel-
horn, 4 trumpets, 10 horns, 5 trombones, 2 bass 
trombones, 3 euphonium, 2 baritones, 1 Eb and 5 
BBb tubas, EEb tuba 
2 String basses, harp 
2 Marimbas, 5 percussion 
23 Woodwinds: 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons, Eb 
clarinet, 12 clarinets, 4 saxophones 
28 Brasses: 4 trumpets, 5 cornets, 2 baritones, 5 
horns, 6 trombones, 6 tubas 
4 Percussion 
44 Woodwinds: 5 flutes, Eb clarinet or Eb flute, 
24 clarinets, 2 alto and 2 bass clarinets, 2 
oboes, 2 bassoons, 6 saxophones 
32 Brasses: 4 cornets, 4 trumpets, 2 fluegelhorns, 
6 horns, 4 baritones, 6 trombones, 2 Eb and 4 
BBb tubas 
4 Percussion 
(Continued on following page) 
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No. 
56 
57 
58 
Date 
1946 
1948 
1952 
TABLE II (Continued) 
Name and Location 
Goldman Band of New York 
City 
Army Air Force Band under 
Colonel George Howard 
Eastman Symphonic Wind 
Ensemble organized by 
Frederick Fennell 
Instrumentation 
)2 Woodwinds: piccolo, J flutes, 2 oboes, 1 Eb and 
19 Bb clarinets, bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, J 
saxophones 
2) Brasses: 4 cornets, J trumpets, 4 horns, 6 trom-
bones, 2 euphonium, 4 tubas 
String bass, harp 
J Percussion 
J5 Woodwinds: 6 flutes, J oboes, 1 Eb and 14 Bb clarinets, 
alto and bass clarinets, 5 saxophones, 2 bassoons, 
contra-bassoon, bass sarrusophone 
)2 Brasses: 11 cornets, 8 horns, 6 trombones, J bari-
tones, 4 tubas 
4 Cellos, 4 string basses 
6 Percussion 
2) Woodwinds: 2 flutes, piccolo, 2 oboes, English 
horn, 2 bassoons, contra-bassoon, alto and bass 
clarinets, 4 saxophones 
16 Brasses: J cornets, 2 trumpets, 4 horns, J trom-
bones, 2 euphonium, 1 Eb and 1 BBb tuba 
Percussion as needed 
The information for Table II was selected from the following sources: 
Baines, 21:!• cit.; Carse, 21:!• cit.; Arthur A. Clappe, The Principles of Wind Band Transcription 
(New York: Carl Fischer, 1921); Farmer, Military Nusic, 21:!• cit,; Frederick Fennell, Timli and the Winds 
(Kenosha: Leblanc Co., 1954); Edwin F. Goldman, Band Betterment (New York, Carl Fischer, 19J4); R. F. 
Goldman, 21:!• cit.; Edwin H. Pierce, "United States Navy Bands, Old and New," Musical Quarterly (July, 
1947); John Redfield, Music,! Science and~ Art (New York: Tudor Publishing Co,, 1935); Schwartz, 
21:!• cit.; John T. Venettozzi, "A Critical Review of the Organization and Function of Army Bands" (Un-
published Master's Thesis, Eastman School of Husic, 1947), 
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It is small wonder that composers have not written 
for the band any more than they have. The information in 
Table II suggests strongly the very individual nature of 
the circumstances that have beset band's instrumentation. 
Strong nationalistic elements are most noticeable between 
the French, Austrian, and Italian bands. The French very 
early emphasized the importance of the woodwinds. In the 
instrumentation of the French Infantry Band of 1825, No. 21 
of Table II, for example, the woodwinds outnumber the brasses 
by three and a half to one, the largest majority to be found 
in any of the bands listed. A full complement of the 
brass fa.milies, similar to the consorts of the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, is a feature of the Austrian, 
German, and especially the Italian bands. 
The American military bands compare most unfavora-
bly with European groups up until 1878 when Gilmore re-
organized the Band of the 22nd Regi.ment in New York. The 
naive appearance of these bands before this time indicate the 
immaturity of the young nation in such matters. 
The various proportions observed between the wood-
winds and brasses reflected the concepts of the men who 
became responsible in music and government. A cycle can be 
observed in Table II in this regard. From about 1800 to 
1850, the woodwinds appear to be more prominent in terms of 
their numbers. From 1850 to 1875, the brasses gain and in 
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some instances such as in Austria in 1867 (No. 33, Table II), 
the brasses are in a distinct majority, From about this 
time, the woodwinds gain with the proportion rising to 
a high in Sousa's Band of 1924 (No. 48, Table II); in 
Redfield's proposals of 1935 (No. 52); and in Austin 
Harding's band at the University of Illinois in 1938 (No, 53). 
Although there has been a general movement towards 
uniformity in the instrumentation of the concert band on 
a national basis; the facetious expression, "battle of band 
instrumentation," used by the Committee on Instrumental 
Affairs of the Music Supervisors Annual Conference in 1929, 
is an apt description of the overall situation.l2 One 
segment of the cyclic instrumentation was emphasized in 
certain state contests such as in Illinois in 1927 where 
the sections of instruments were statistically graded 
against a predetermined number. In Table II, the extremes 
of the American band's development may be seen in the con-
trasts between the American Brass Band of 1850 (No. 27) and 
the band organized by Sousa in 1892 (No. 41); or between 
the authorized u. s. Navy Band of 1864 (No. 32) and the 
22nd Regiment Band in New York in 1878 (No. 37). The 
excesses of the Harding instigated instrumentation, ~· 1938, 
were redefined by 1956 by Mark Hindsley with the setting 
aside of such instruments as the baritone oboe, tenor 
12Edgar B. Gordon, "The Birth of the School Bands and 
Orchestras," Music Educators Journal (November - December, 
1956), p. 32. 
sarrusophone, heckelphone, basset horn, bass saxophone, 
fluegelhorns, and alto fluegelhorn. 
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The 'battle of instrumentation' seems perpetuated 
with such instances as Cecil Effinger's paper of 1949, cited 
by Mayer, in which Effinger recommended "a quartette of 
clarinets: clarinet I, II, III, and bass clarinet •• ,'' 
balanced equally on each part,l3 There are further sugges-
tions for a quartet of brasses and a separate category of 
color instruments that includes horns, saxophones, double 
reeds, piccolo, and flute. Mayer also speaks of the 
recommendations by Stokowski in which he proposed to revamp 
the army bands in 1941 with virtual elimination of the 
woodwinds and radical additions to the compass and timbre of 
of the entire brass family.l4 The protestation of the Amer-
ican Bandmasters Association, and the fantastic economic 
problem involved, fortunately voided his proposals. 
A recent study by Walker offers pertinent conclu-
sions to the study of instrumentation: 
(l) During the past ten years greater numbers of 
woodwind instruments have been used to the limitation 
of the brasses; ••• (3) the need for a basic choir 
in the concert band has become increasingly evident; 
CBDNA 
416. 
13cecil Effinger, "A New Look at the Concert Band," 
Report (1949), cited by Francis N. Mayer, QP• cit., p. 
••• (4) many of the difficulties of the instrumenta-
tion in the past have been the careless and thoughtless 
way some writers have treated this instrumentation; 
(5) the instrumentation ••• should be treated flexi-
bly; directors should feel free to alter it if the 
character of a composition or arrangement seems to 
call for such alterations; (6) in general, the charac-
ter of an arrangement or composition should decide 
what instruments to use.l' 
The need for constant reappraisal of scoring pract-
ices for band is a justified point in view of its back-
ground, but there is also the need for an appreciation of 
the few original works as they were originally scored and 
conceived. One facet of the problem in the past has been 
the result of the provincial individualism exercised by 
the directors. Walker's final two suggestions appear to 
be a worthy stopgap, however, and if Walker uses the word 
'character' synonomously with style and period, there 
would be less chance for error in the rewriting of a par-
ticular piece of a particular period. 
Two concluding commentaries are quoted for their 
aptness to the general survey of the concert band's back-
ground. The elder Goldman speaks strongly of the inept 
values of the band's repertoire as follows: 
Much of the band music of the past is worthless. 
Many of the arrangements are mediocre and the edit-
ing in many6instances has been given little or no attention.1 
15wyman Walker, "A Study of the Instrumentation and 
Writing for the Concert Band Since 1940" (unpublished Master's 
Thesis, University of Southern California, 1951), p. 205. 
16Edwin Franko Goldman, "Program and Repertory of the 
Concert Band," The Music Journal (January-February, 1949), p. 17. 
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A more compromising and considerate view is 
expressed by Goldman's son in the following way: 
To attain the artistic level envisaged by the com-
petent and constructive bandmasters, the band must 
eliminate much from its present repertory; but the 
replacement of this with the best of the old and the 
best of the new is a prospect which should giye joy 
to anyone who really believes in band music.l'/ 
17Richard F. Goldman, !.hg Band's Music, 2.£• cit., p. 32. 
CEAFTER III 
SCORING FOR Bll.?D: 1\. SELEC':LIVE SURVEY 
OF :t300KS AI'D A...'\TICLES 
As each family of instruments developed from their 
embryonic beginning, the tonal characteristics, the intona-
tion, and the facility in each stage of the evolutionary 
process may be understood through the \Hi tin::s, both 
musical and literary, of the musicians living during the 
time of each sta~e. The first great contribution to the 
craft of orchestration vias made by :-lector Eerlioz in 1244 
and not only did he give a thorough description of the 
timbre and performing characteristics for each instrument, he 
also paved the way for an exploitation of a more complete 
potential for many of these instruments; v!hether they vlere 
string, wind, or percussion.l There are interesting com-
parisons and strong contrasts to be found as one discovers 
the subjectivity of the books on instrumentation or arches-
tra tion vii th regard to a particular instrv.ment. The follm1-
ing excer:ot concerning the clarinet is froo Berlioz: 
I have never been ,3 ble to hear military music 
from afar, vii thout being profoundly moved by that 
1Eector Berlioz, .& Treatise UDon !Iodern Instrunen ta-
tion J.nd Orchestration, trans. Eary Cov1den ClG.rke (Easton: 
Elias Hmle Co., ~· 1875). 
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feminine quality of tone in the clarinets, and struck 
by images of this nature, as after the perusal of 
ancient epic poems. This beautiful soprano instrument, 
so singing, so rich in penetrating accents, when 
employed in masses, -- gains as a solo, in delicacy, 
evanescent shadowings, and mysterious tendernes~, 
what it loses in force and powerful brilliancy. 
The progress of instrumental performance appears 
to be in retrograde if the following appraisal of the 
clarinet by Fatten, written about twenty-nine years after 
the Berlioz treatise, can be taken seriously: 
When a clarinet player tries to make himself heard 
above everybody, as the melody should be, he has to 
put so much force upon his instrument that it loses 
its mellow tone, and rises into a sort of piercing 
'squeal' ••• and for a small band the cornet is 
unquestionably preferable to the clarinet as the 
leading instrument.3 
There is but little doubt that the two men, Berlioz 
and Fatten, had different standards of performance in 
mind. Fatten was speaking of instrumental performance 
in the amateur brass bands of America so prevalent at his 
time, whereas Berlioz was influenced by a quality of per-
formance possible by the finest orchestral musicians of 
Europe. A factor to examine carefully is the extent to 
which these two divergent evaluations of wind playing in 
the orchestra as contrasted to that expected in bands; 
contributed to the tremendous lag in qualitative music 
for bands. 
2Berlioz, Q£• cit., p. 108. 
3Fatton, Q£• cit., p. 42, 
Another defensive characteristic of the arranger 
for bands is the worry that the instrumentation will not 
always be complete. The compensations for this insecur-
ity lead to a use of various doublings or other ingenious 
devices. The second book on band arranging4 after the 
turn of the century in America was written by liayhew Lake 
in 1920, some forty-five years after the book by Fatton. 
Lake's ingenious recommendations for circumventing the 
possible lack of instruments in a small band serve to 
illustrate the point mentioned above: 
The 3rd Bb clarinet is used for doubling the 
thirds and sixths of the 2nd Bb clarinet and it is 
of particular service in filling in whatever gaps 
there might be betiveen the Brass and Woodwind 
sections. First and 2nd Bb clarinet parts should 
always be vlri t ten with a view to making them as 
complete and effective as possible in order to ansv;er 
all practical needs in case of absence of the 3rd 
Bb clarinet. This suggestion ia a particularly 
important one in view of tne mistakes so frequently 
made ••• 
5
tnat a full clarinet section is always 
available. 
An appraisal of early tv;entieth century transcrip-
tion methodology is made by Chidester in his discussion of 
the treatise by Laurendeau. Chidester states as follows: 
According to Laurendeau, the solo cornet is the 
melody instrument; the alto represents the second 
violin and viola of the orchestra; the baritone repre-
sents the cello. The scheme is follovJed • • • also 
4The first book appears to be: L. P. Laurendeau, 
The Practical nand Arranger (New York: Carl Fischer Inc., 
1911 • --
5Hayhev/ L. Lake, The American Band Arranger (New 
York: Carl Fischer Inc., 1920), p. 6. 
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another common practice of early arrangers can be 
noted here,
6
that of giving orchestral clarinet parts 
to cornets. 
There were many divided opinions concerning such 
substitutional devices prescribed by Laurendeau and Lake; 
and certain instruments, especially the horn, baritone, 
trumpet, and saxophone, were the subject of much debate 
in regard to their effectiveness in the band score. The 
remainder of the chapter is devoted to a review of these 
opinions. 
I. THE ALTO HORN AND THE FRENCH HORN 
A significant feature of the band arranger's 
concept of scoring problems involves the French horn and 
the alto horn. Lake, for instance, speaks of the Eb horn 
and the Eb alto in a synonomous manner with no explana-
tion of the difference.? In one sentence Lake used the 
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Eb alto followed by the horn in parenthesis, and leter the 
horn is first with the alto following in parenthesis.8 
6L. W. Chidester, "Wind-Band Orchestration: Inter-
national Theories and Practices with Deductions for the 
United States" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Iowa 
State University, 1943), p, 64. 
7Lake, ~· cit,, p. 13. 
8Ibid. 
The description of the alto horn that follov1s suggests 
that Lake was not even con~idering the French horn very 
seriously: 
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••• the Eb alto is a small bore baritone, exceeding-
ly pliable in tone quality; in fact a legato movement 
properly played upon it cannot be surpassed by any 
instrument in the band.9 
Erik Leidzen, as late as 1950, took very little 
cognizance of the difference between the alto horn and the 
French horn; although he accepted as inevitable the more 
extensive u"e of the French horn in the bands of the 
future. He stated, "If the actual sounds of the practical 
ranges of the Eb alto and the F horn be compared, they will 
be found to be almost identical."lO On the other hand, 
Adkins, whose treatise on the band \vas written twenty years 
earlier, does not mention the alto horn as a possibility for 
inclusion in the band's instrumentation. Adkins spoke or 
the "Horn Tone" as being "conspicuous" and "the recognized 
link between the brass and reed of the Hilitary Band. 1111 
An even more striking contrast to the neutral 
position of Leidzen and Lake on the use of the alto horn 
(Bryn 
9Lake, 22· cit., p. 13. 
10Erik Leidzen, An Invitation to 
Hawr: Theodore Presser Co., 1950), 
llAdkins, 22• cit., V• 120. 
3and Arranging 
p. 70. 
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and French horn is the following contribution by ~Iandel 
written some ninety years before Leidzen's treatise: 
First comes the German horn in F, E, Eb and D crooks. 
Attewpts have been me.de to substitute the instruments for 
the French Horn, but they were very speedily abandoned, 
because it vias found that the latter possessed a pe-
culiar sound for which there was no equivalent and was 
capable of producing an excellent effect. For instance, 
it is impossible to replace by the German horn the lov1er 
notes of the sixtee~~feet French Horn, or its beautiful, 
full, middle notes. 
These words of Mandel bring forth a certain con-
jecture as to the direction band scoring may have taken dur-
ing the important formative years from about 1860 to 1920. 
Had the suggestions of Mandel, seemingly b~sed upon such 
valid aesthetic judgement, been followed; perhaps many of 
the instrumentation problems would have been less evident. 
Goldman encourages the use of alto horns on marches 
with a remark that needs qualification. He claimed that the 
alto horn will penetrate better and that it can play a 
staccato after beat more crisply. 13 Credit is offered by 
Goldman for the French horn's superiority over the alto horn 
on sustained passages.l4 He further states that the alto 
horn is greatly superior to the ~nellophone; an incongruity 
in that the two instruments are very similar in tubing and 
length. The alto horn is usually upright and the mello-
phone is circular. !Cling lists the A~tho;rn or alt-cor11et 
in his treatise of 1902 as the substitute for the French 
-----·-·---- ---·-··----
12 Handel, oo. cit., p. 37. 
13E. F. Goldman, Band 3ett~rment, 22· cit., p. 31. 
14Ibid. 
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horns in the cavalry. Kling recommended the al.t.-cornet for 
its ability to complete accom;:mnying hormony 11 ••• together 
with the secnnd Tenor Horn ••. possibly augmented by the 
third and fourth Eb Trumpets."l5 
One further source is quote~ for an apnraisal of 
the French horn versus the alto horn debate. Schcvartz made 
the following contribution: 
• • • the mellophnne can never be a substitute for the 
French horn. The quality of tone is not there. The 
larger bore tubing of more abrupt conical shape lacks 
the richness of the small, gradually tapered tubing of 
the horn .••• players are glad tr> devote themselves 
to the pleasant if !£acting task of coaxing the velvety 
tone from the horn. 
Except for Handel's treatise, vJhich originated in 
England, and the books dealing specifically \,lith the orchestra, 
there seems to be strong evidence that the msjority of men 
associated with bands in the United States up to within 
the past one or two decades have treated the question of 
French horn and alto 'lorn 'tli th a lac'{ of real G'Usical 
appraisal. One of the more pronounced dissimilarities be-
tween the books on orchestrc;tion and those written specifi-
cally for band scoring, especially in this country, is the 
absence of an aesthetic appreciation of the timbre of the 
wind instruments by the authors of the band books. A formula 
1 5H. Kling, Hodern Orchestration and Instrum~ptatiol} 
(lle\v York: Carl Fischer, 1902), p. 219. 
16H. ';i. Schwartz, The Stor.z o:( Musical Instruments 
(Garden City: Garden City Publishing Co., 1938), p. 206. 
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for doubling, filling out of chords, obtaining full tuttis, 
and even a plan for dividing up the page in equal measures 
are more peculiar to the books printed in America than those 
examined from England, Italy, or in any of those devoted 
to the orchestra. 
II. THE BARITONE AND THE EUPHONIUM 
Some of the problems mentioned above, in which the 
books on scoring for bands seem to avoid entanglement 
with the question of the French horn, is a result of the 
semantics involved. Forsythe states: 
As a crying instance of the confusion in military-
band nomenclature we may mention that the Germans call 
our Eb Tenor-Horn and Eb Althorn; our Bb Baritone a 
Bb Tenorhorn and our Euphonium, a Barytone. I 
The question of baritone versus euphonium has an 
especially confused background. Whereas Leidzen calls the 
baritone ". • • merely another name for euphonium,"l8 he 
expounds on the mix-up between the American and the English 
use of the terminology. In Great Britain the narrow-bore 
instrument was called a baritone and the wider bore desig-
nated as the euphonium. The American version has been the 
opposite; the baritone label assigned to the wider bore and 
the tenor horn being the narrow bore. The euphonium in 
17cecil Forsythe, Orchestration (New York: MacMillan 
Co., 1936), p. 165. 
18Leidzen, QR• cit., p. 71. 
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this country becomes an either-or version of the two styles. 
According to Leidzen, the following table presents a reason-
able facsimile of the differences in nomenclature, but he 
lays no claim to infallibility,l9 
American 
alto horn in Eb • • 
tenor horn in Bb. • • 
baritone . •.••••• 
British 
• tenor horn in Eb 
•• baritone 
• • euphonium 
Adkins speaks rather disparagingly of the effective-
ness of the baritone, although it is clear that he is re-
ferring to the smaller bore instrument as he states, "It 
is not large or sonorous enough to approach the Euphonium, 
nor is it noble or clear like the Trombone, 1120 In 1921 the 
baritone was replaced by the Bb tenor saxophone when the 
English Navy Directors of Music declared the baritone in-
effectual "on the general grounds of the latter's (baritone) 
lack of character. 11 21 Of the euphonium Adkins writes: 
"It is capable of great expression and, having a full rich 
tone, arias and melodies are its special forte.''22 
Depicting further the spread of instrumental judge-
ment between the European and the American, Goldman is again 
19Leidzen, ~· cit., p. 71. 
20Adkins,~. cit., p. 147. 
2l.IM£. 
22 Ibid., p. 169, 
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quoted for his thoughts on the baritone and euphonium 
dilemma. He states as follows: 
The Tenor Horn • • • would help us to correct many 
mistakes in our arrangements of the past. In operatic 
music many of the vocal tenor arias are given to the 
Euphonium or Baritone in band arrangements, and this 
is an excusable mistake, Although the Baritone is 
an instrument of smaller bore than the Euphonium, 
they are entirely too similar in tonal quality. In 
fact, in our American Bands absolutely no attention is 
paid to the difference, ••• it would be much more 
important for our bands to include a Tenor Hor~3and a Baritone, - or a Tenor Horn and a Euphonium. 
The disagreement between Goldman and the two English-
men, Forsythe and Adkins, on this topic is considerable. 
Judging from present day practices, it appears that Gold-
man's ideas have not been perpetuated. The question of 
tone quality differences between baritones and euphoniums 
might be compared with that between two singers of similar 
range. Goldman's judgment as to which instrument could best 
portray a tenor aria is seriously questioned. 
III. THE TRUMPET, CORNET, AND FLUEGELHORN 
The discussion of French horn and alto horn, baritone 
and euphonium, leads to the next area of controversy: the 
cornet versus the trumpet with the fluegelhorn also to be 
considered. First it is well to consider briefly the status 
of the senior member of the trio, the trumpet. The old 
natural trumpet was first used on an experimental basis 
23E. F. Goldman,~· cit., p. 28. 
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by Monteverde in his opera, "Orfeo" in 1607. 21t The instru-
ment did not come into full use, however, until around 
1675 and was used for bravura passages for about a century 
or more from this time. The bore and length of the natural 
trumpet during this period was designed to facilitate the 
production of the upper notes. Forsythe makes a very 
strong point of these differences and speaks of the 
Trumpet of Beethoven with its length of seven feet, eight 
and one-fifth inches as contrasted with a modern trumpet in 
the same key with a length of three feet, five and one-
quarter inches.25 The upper range on the old natural 
trumpets, as related to the harmonic overtones of the long-
er tube, was similar to the French horn in that melismatic 
passages could be played providing the right crooks were 
used. As brought out in Table I, page 30, the valved 
trumpet was invented around 1815 by BlUhmel of Silesia and 
Heinrich St6lzel of Berlin. 26 After ~1tlller of Mayenne had 
added the third valve in 183o,27 the valved trumpet gained 
prominence very quickly although the natural trumpet with 
crooks was still scored for until nearly 1900. 
The trumpet still retains its basic cylindrical 
bore with approximately one-third conical. The cornet, 
21tschwartz, The Story of Musical Instruments, 
~· cit., p. 162. 
25Forsythe, ~· cit., p. 95. 
26sachs, ~· cit., p. lt26. 
27Adkins, ~· cit., p. 135. 
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as derived from the bugle and saxhorn and perfected by 
Adolphe Sax in l8Y-2,2e is about two-thirds conical and one-
third cylindrical. The fluegelhorn was more directly 
linked to the old German bugle with a more nearly conical 
bore. The bore was generally larger throughout the instru-
ment and the ;·nouthpiece had a deeper cup. 
The opinions as to hm-1 these three types of instru-
ments should or should not oe used range from those who 
insist upon the differences with proper scoring to those 
who accept either trm:1tJet or cornet interchangeably and 
exclude the fluegelhorn. Forsythe is convinced of the 
overall superiority of the trumpets and question~ the 
use of the cornet except for his remarli: "• • • that the 
Cornet is at lea:ot twice as easy to blov;. 11 29 He further 
states: 
In place of the pungent military aristocracy of 
the Trumpet we have the placid, plebeian ease of the 
Cornet ••• as we are all quite used to this second-
best, nobody notices it.30 
Forsythe is also vulnerable to divided opinions 
for he uphold~ the virtues of the cornet earlier in his 
treatise with strong arguments for its technical and dy-
namic flexibility, as well as its ability to merge vli th 
28Adkins, QJ2..cit., p.l35 
29Forsythe, Orchestration, Q12.. cit., p. Y-88. 
30rbid. 
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other instruments. He states: 
Its fluent tone-quality, easy diction, and flexible 
technique, make it the ideal instrument for all those 
complex passages which need the colour of high-Brass, 
but which would be spoilt by a too obvious s~pse of 
struggle and effort in securing that colour.jl 
The variables in construction specifications of the 
trumpet and cornet are most important to their performing 
characteristics. A small bore cornet with a shallow mouth-
piece will have a thinner, brighter, more penetrating sound 
than a cornet with a slightly larger bore and a deeper cup 
mouthpiece. A large bore trumpet with an oversize cup 
mouthpiece should be more mellow, less brilliant and less 
penetrating than either a small bore cornet or a small bore 
trumpet. A shallow, narrow rim mouthpiece on a large bore 
cornet or trumpet will also appreciably change the character-
istics from an expected round, dark sound to a tone that is 
brighter. If the true timbre of the trumpet, cornet, and 
fluegelhorn are to be determined, they should be described 
through a specific example of the acoustical principles em-
bodying the design of each instrument. Contemporary de-
signs are quite inconsistent with nineteenth century con-
cepts. Features of the conical bore are to be found in the 
trumpet with a deviation in the amount of the taper varying 
not only from cornet to trumpet, or trumpet to trumpet, but 
31Forsythe, ~· cit., p. 108. 
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also from company to company. A review of the C. G. Conn 
Company's development of their '28 A' Constellation Cornet 
speaks of the "cornet that looks like a trumpet, ••• a 
number of old and respected traditions was rudely upset."32 
An interesting description in graphlike form is re-set from 
an article by Tetzlaff for it illustrates the various 
timbres possible from the bass trumpet to the small C and 
D trumpets. The Table that follows shows especially the 
fine line of difference in tone quality between two adjac-
ent but dissimilar instruments; between 2 and 3, 5 and 6, 
or 8 and 9, for example. There appears to be more of a 
variable between two cornets (3 and 5) than between a cor-
net and trumpet (5 and 6). 
Large 
1 
Bass 
TABLE III 
TIMBRE GRADATIONS FROM CORNETS TO TRUMPETs33 
dark tone 
2 3 
c 0 
trumpet 
Fluegelhorn 
Large 
Small bright tone 
4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 
r n e t s T r u m p e t s 
bore cornet 
Medium bore cornet 
Small bore cornet 
Large bore trumpet 
Medium bore trumpet 
Small bore trumpet 
C or D trumpet 
32Musicana, published by u.s. Army and Air Force Bands-
men's Association, New Haven, Conn. (May-June, 1955), p. 16. 
33Dan Tetzlaff, "Differences Between The Cornet and 
The Trumpet," International Musician (March, 1954-), pp. 20-21. 
In spite of the apparent logic to the explanation 
offered in Table III, there are widespread differences of 
opinion to De found which tend to hinder progress in this 
regard, A comment by Walker typifies the subjective ex-
tremes in 1;1hich cornets and trumpets are often judged: 
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The tone of the truml'et is thin, shallow, shrill, 
brilliant, penetrating, does not blend well, but cuts 
through the sound of the other instruments. On the 
other hand, the cornet tone is bigger, 1·u11er, broader, 
richer, and much more mellow, The tones of the two 
instruments compare vJith contr~st in the tone quality 
of the piccolo and the flute,3j 
Walker, in 1951, displays a prejudice reminiscent 
of the comment by Fat ton which was written in ld'/5 concern-
ing the clarinet and baritone,34- There are many fallacies 
regarding the cornet and trumpet and it seens justified to 
suspect any arbitrary conclusion such a~ Walker's unless it 
is based more upon scientific logic. vrhereas music histori-
an~ have claimed the 'two-thirds conical' and 'one-third 
cylindrical' generalization !'or the cornet, and the 
opposite criteria for the trumpet; recent study in the 
research laboratories of the c. G. Conn Company by Kent 
claims that many trumpets and cornets have no truly coni-
cal section at all. The study revealed the following: 
One can take a tape measure and discover that, 
while the cornet often has a shorter cylindrical 
33B, H. 11lalker, "The Cornet or the Trumpet," The 
School Husician (December, 1951), p. 30. 
34Fatton's comment is cited on page 8, Chapter I. 
portion than does the trum~~t, this is an ineccurate 
and unsatisfactory ansHer.~-' 
Although acoustical experiments did shovJ dL"fer-
ences in certain of the harrf'onic overtones bet,·Jeen the 
trumpet and the cornet, selected professional ~usicians 
made errors and overlapped in their jud~ments as to 
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whether one or the other instrument lfJas bein:~ ;clayed upon, 
The skill, taste, and intention of the ~erfo~cer must be 
considered 2.s Hell ns the physical and Fcoustics.l design 
of the instrument, It was de~onstrated that certain per-
formers can make the cornet sound like a trnn·pet and that 
others can make the trumpet sound like a cornet. 
A commentary on the farc,ily of brc:csses by 
Jessaraboff brings further acoustical explc:cnation to the 
problem for he divides the principal families into four 
groups as follmv s: (1) The buc:le, tuba, fluec:elhorn, sax-
horn family; (2) the horn f;''cily; (3) t:1e troEcbone famUy; 
and (4) the trumpet far.1ily. 3essaraboff also mentions the 
':lork of a Dr. Carl Schafthl:lutl \·lho, in 1854, stucUed the 
pronortions of the bores of various brasses in relation to 
the strength and presence of the pedc:cl tone, Scho.fth!lutl 
selected t\W eroups as a resnlt: (1) Ganzinstrunent or hole-
tube with a laree enough bore to permit the pedal tone com-
parable to an oren organ pi1~e the same size; and (2) 
Halbinstrument or half-tube, Bessaraboff ta''.eS these 
'c-' )/Earle 1, Kent, The Insi.de ~fory o:f Erass Instru-
ments (Elkhart: C. G. Conn Ltd., 195 , p. 11, 
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classifications further and states the exceptions present 
that disallow such a clear delineation. The trombone, for 
instance, acts as a whole-tube instru~ent in tl1e l1igher 
ccosi tions und as a hGlf-tube instrument 11i thout a pedal 
in the lm'i ar 1Josi tions. 36 
The attention to the variation in tone quality of 
the brass faoilies is most evident in the scores from Italy 
and Germany. Present &merican concepts, which steoned fron 
England and France to a greater degree, are apparently still 
in a state of flux. ':'he influence of iu~.erican r1anufe.cturers 
on the instrumentation of bands has been very strong, es-
pecially with regard to the brasses; but the American Jand-
r,,a sters A.ssocia tion and the College Jand Directors iTa tional 
Association, in particular, are more and more exercising a 
needed leadership that should result in a :c,ositive :resolution 
of some of the problems mentioned in ttis section. 
In 1906, Wider asked the following question: 
.!hat may be the future destiny of the Saxophones 
in the Orchestra? i1ill the \·Jhole far:ily be some dc>.y 
admitted, or v1ill onl'' individual members be invited, 
as has been done so far?37 
It is apparent that the admission of the saxophone 
has indeed been limited to individual appe2ra0ces. The 
examples of the alto saxophone in orchestral literature 
are relatively felv and far betv1een. Ibert, Havel, Debussy, 
36r:ichobs Bessaraboff, QI!• ci.t., 
37charles H. ';Jidor, trans. EdvJard 
~of the Nodern Orchestra (London: J. 
1906)' p. 127. 
p. 136. 
Suddard 1 The Tech-
·viilliams Ltd.-,--
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Milhaud, Honegger, and Gershwin are notable examples of 
composers who have used the saxophone in an idiomatic manner. 
The prominent tenor saxophone part in Prokofieff's "Lieu-
tenant Kije Suite" is unique in its effectiveness. The 
refreshing examples of the scoring for the saxophone in the 
orchestra are in contrast to the manner in which bands 
hRve accepted the saxophone family and included them hence-
forth in practically all their music. The pattern of ex-
panding instrumentation has been one of accumulation rather 
than one of discriminate acceptance to serve a specific 
musical purpose. 
It is true that the circumstances of the band's out-
door function may explain in part the practice of adding 
to its instrumentation for greater carrying power. Widor 
stated that the saxophone "· •• is powerful enough to be 
a match for 4- or 5 clarinets," and the function of the 
soprano saxophones is to "· •• reinforce the Clarinets, or 
to replace them. • • • It is a rather shrill-toned instru-
ment, and is not used in the orchestra. 11 38 
Invented by Adolphe Sax in 184-o, the saxophone was 
a by-product of the inventor's experiments with the ophi-
cleide, substituting a single reed clarinet-type mouth-
piece for the cup mouthpiece. Berlioz spoke with enthusiasm 
38widor, ££• cit., p. 127. 
for the potential role of the saxophone more than a 
hundred years ago. He stated: 
Clever composers will hereafter derive wondrous 
effects from saxophones. • •• These new voices 
given to the orchestra, possess most rare and pre-
cious qualities.39 
The popularization of this instrument in the 
United States from about 1910 to the present has left a 
mark of inconsistent and questionable performance on the 
saxophone's musical status. There is probably no wind instru-
ment in use today that has as varied a tone quality, ranging 
from the many styles of jazz playing to the artistic levels 
achieved by a few performers such as Marcel Mule and 
Sigurd Rascher. 
The saxophone family: Bb soprano, Eb alto, Bb 
tenor, Eb baritone, and Bb bass; first made its appearance 
in bands around 18~5 when Sax recommended his invention 
to the French Infantry B.9nds. ~0 The Bb soprano and Bb bass 
saxophone stayed on rather erratically after their inclu-
sion in the bands of Gilmore in 1878 until the National 
High School Band Association recommended they be omitted 
19~3.~1 For the past fifteen years, more or less, most 
arrangements for band are scored for 1st and 
39Berlioz, 2£• cit., p. 233. 
~0see Table II, page ~3, number 26. 
~1Table II, page 50, number 55. 
2nd Eb alto 
in 
saxophone, Bb tenor saxophone, and Eb baritone saxophone. 
The Bb bass saxophone is included by certain publishers 
as an alternate for the Bb contrabass clarinet. It is 
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indicative that the American publications have included 
the entire saxophone family in all band music with no 
exceptions for the past half century. The discretion used 
by the Garde Republicain Band of Paris in this regard is 
in sharp contrast to these American practices. 
Mandel, almost one hundred ye~rs ago, made some 
pertinent suggestions for the use of the saxophone in bands 
that appear to be of value for the present, as well. Had 
the advice been followed, the stigma of some of the band's 
current weaknesses, especially its regimented and excessive 
instrumentation, may have been alleviated. The following 
excerpt from Mandel includes his complete section on the 
saxophone. Since this treatise is probably the oldest book 
on band scoring originally conceived in the English lang-
uage, and since it deals so thoroughly with the saxophone; 
it is felt to be of practica~ as well as historical impor-
tance, to the study. Mandel's comments are as follows: 
Except that it has a similar reed and mouthpiece, 
the saxophone does not bear the slightest resemblance 
to the clarionet, either in its compass, which is more 
like that pf the oboe, or in its sound, which resembles 
a seraphim""2, Although even rapid passages are easily 
42The seraphim or seraphine, £a• 1833, was the 
precursor to such reed and bellows activ8ted instruments 
as the harmonium. 
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executed on the saxophone, its sound prevents it from 
being effective in such cases. Its principal use should 
be limited to simple, choral-like melodies, and har-
mony; and, for this purpose, one saxophone cannot ~ell 
be employed, but three, four, or, if possible, five, 
in different keys. 
Nor is the saxophone of very great use as a sub-
stitute for any instrument in the orchestra, unless ~e 
give it the sustained notes, ~hich occur no~ and then 
in the fortes of the ~oodwind instruments, and ~hich 
the flutes, clarionets, and bassoons, -- being em-
ployed as substitutes for the violins, tenors, and 
violincellos, -- could not execute. 
In extreme cases, however, the Bb soprano saxophone 
may serve to replace the oboe, and the Eb alto sax-
ophone, the Eb alt-horn. The tenor saxophone and the 
bass saxophone have so peculiar and distinct a sound, 
that they cannot be employed as substitutes for the 
violins or any other instruments. 
In pieces for reed bands taken from operas, ••• 
~here there is an organ on the stage, the part for 
that instrument ~ould, if arranged, in a reed band, for 
four or five saxophones (pitched in various keys), 
produce a characteristic effect, although the same 
result might be obtained from flugel horns and tromb-
ones. Thus the saxophone is only employed in reed 
bands of fifty performers and upwards, for the purpose 
of imparting greater variety to the character of the 
general tone. In smaller bands, the use of it, in the 
place of other more practical instruments, would be 
attended with more disadvantage than advantage. It 
might be employed no~ and then, perhaps; but, in that 
case, some of the players ~ould be burdened ~ith ~o 
instruments.lt3 
There is actually very little in the above quotation 
from the treatise by Mandel that does not lend itself to 
the present problem of scoring for saxophones. The advice 
4-3 Mandel, ££• cit., p. 19. 
is still practical, but the fact remains that it has been 
unnoticed for over one hundred years with the resulting 
inflexible, fixation of the saxophones in the American 
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band's instrumentation. Contrary to Mandel, for instance, 
is the recommendation for the saxophone's use by Lang: 
The ability of this group to blend equally well 
with brass or reeds, their ease of execution, and 
fullness of tone, rend~~ them capable of performing 
any required function. 
V. CONCLUDING STATEMENT 
There is an apparent lack of objective values in the 
treatises on band arranging in the depicting of timbre and 
weight, or respective worth of the various wind instru-
ments. Clappe's listing of the subjective descriptions of 
the characteristics of the wind instruments by the composers 
gives strong evidence of the wide range of opinions to be 
found in the field of orchestration also. The following 
excerpts from Clappe were taken from the writings of four 
orchestrators: Berlioz, J~dassohn, Prout, and Elson. The 
clarinet is the subject of the first four quotations: 
Berlioz: ••• so ringing, so rich ••• when 
employed in masses, as4~ solo (gains) in delicacy and mysterious tenderness. ~ 
Jadassohn: First register gloomy, second particular 
charm, third equal delicacy and48reat strength, fourth brilliant, harsh, shrill, ••• 
44Philip J, Lang, Scoring for~ Band (New York: 
Mills Music Co., 1950), p. 41. 
45Arthur A. Clappe, The Principles of Wind Band 
Transcription (New York: Carl Fischer, 1921J: ~. 
46Loc. cit., p. 94. 
Prout, as cited by Clappe, describes the clarinet 
as "Capable of most range of expression," and Elson calls 
it "Eloquent and tender. LoY/ register spectral. n47 
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The area of instrumental measurement, then, seems 
to exist in an unscientific aura of personal subjectivity. 
The caption, 'language of the emotions,' becomes fitting in 
light of the research. The findings suggest that further 
analysis could be made in terms of the innate flexibility 
of each instrument end the necessary command the composer 
must exert to nurture the special tone quality and balance 
he wishes to convey. In the substitutional process from 
the original to an arrangement, the problem is multiplied 
for the arranger should attempt to be es fqithful to the 
original intent of the composer as is possible. The band's 
uneven development is one obstacle in itself, but the men 
who have taken on the responsibility for shaping much of 
the borroY/ed repertoire have done little to surmount this 
obstacle. Outside of Mandel, the nature of the writings 
has been one of acceptance, compromise, and rationalization 
rather than one based upon artistic fortitude. This 
becomes even more evident as the music in the ensuing 
chapters is discussed. 
47clappe, Q£· cit., p. 95. 
CHAPTER IV 
MERICA!~ TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR 
BAND PRIOR TO 1900 
The search for early band arrange:1ents in the United 
States was limited to those that were actually printed and 
published. The countless numbers of manuscripts for the 
service and professional bands which preceded the earliest 
printing of band music were vrri tten for a specific and often 
unique instrtmlentation. The trunkloads of manuscripts 
used by John Philip Sousa during his great career, no1r1 in 
the ne1r1 band building at the University of Illinois, have 
still to be completely surveyed. 
The year 1759 is generally conceded as the date of 
the first American cocposi tion, "iiy Days Have Been So \'lon-
drous Free" by Francis Hopkinson,l and the first copyright 
of music in this country was in 1831. There is little doubt 
that the greatest impetus for the band movee1ent began >Ti th 
Patrick Gilmore in 1864. Gilmore capitalized upon the cir-
cumstances that surrotmded this era and it is shortly after 
this date that published band music in any quantity arrived 
on the scene. 
lLouis c. Elson, The History of American liusic 
(New York: The Hacnillan Co., 1904), p. 28. 
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Although the earliest J, White publications used 
in this study begin with the year 1876, there is evidence 
that music for bands was published earlier. Patrick Gilmore 
joined with a Joseph H. Russell to publish music under the 
name "Gilmore and Russell" in Boston from about 1857 to 
1859.2 Since this was the time of brass bands, it is pro-
bable that most of the arrangements excluded the woodwinds, 
An earlier method, "Dodsworth's Brass Band School," was pub-
lished in 1853 and according to Hayer reflected European 
experimentation of certain valve devices, The content, 
mostly hymn tunes, was arranged in four parts,3 Schwartz 
speaks of a cornet solo, "Wood Up Quickstep," as being pub-
lished in 1835,Y. 
Discovered in the Sibley Library of the Eastman School 
of l,iusic in Rochester, Ne1-l York, a book by Hallm·rell may 
very well be the first band method book to be published in 
the United States. The preface states that it 111as "Entered 
according to Act of Congress by Glazier, ;,:asters and Smith, 
A.D. 1836, in the District Court of Laine," Since the ear-
liest copyright was in 1831, and this method was in its fifth 
printing, there is the possible assumption the book was 
2Schwartz, QQ. cit,, p. Y-3. 
3Nayer, QQ. cit., p, 97. 
y.Schwartz, QQ. cit., p, 34. 
first published in 1831 ';!hen the copyright law went into 
effect. The full title is as follows: 
The Instrumental Director 
containing 
Rules for all Husical Instruments in Common Use, 
Laid Down in a Plain and Concise ;c;anner 
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The book has sporadic instructional hints for the 
follo~Ving instruments listed in the preface: 
Clarionet, Bassoon, Serpent with keys, Serpent with-
out keys, French Horn, German Flute, Patent Flute, 
Hautboy, Flagelet, Trumpet, Bugle, Kent Bugle, Violin, 
Viola, Violoncello, Double Bass, and Trombone; to say 
nothing of the Tambourine, Cymbals, and Triangles. 
There are about one hundred pieces for various 
instrumentations ranging from one to five parts. The 
repertoire includes numbers such as the "Grand i 1:arch in 
Abaellino" (for Clarionett Primo, Clarionett Secunda, F 
Clarionett, F Flute, and Serpent), "Boston Cadet's J.iarch," 
"Duke of Kent's Harch," "Salem Cadet's Larch," and "The 
Drunken Sailor." 
The following excerpts from the Hallowell book 
are most revealing as to the state of instrumental per-
formance during the early nineteenth century, in the New 
England area, especially: 
You must observe to blow pretty strong for the 
Clarionet notes; and more so as you gradually ascend; 
and likewise to hold your reed closer \vi th your lips. 
It is difficult to make the intensity of sound of 
the Serpent the same throughout the gamut, ••• but 
those who seek to play well upon it must incessantly 
labor to equalize its sounds •••• llut the motion is 
all derived from the lo\ver lip, the other lip being 
kept still. 
(French horn) ••• For every note you ascend, 
close the embouchure a little, and press the mouth-
piece harder to the lips; ••• 
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(Trumpet) ••• The Gerc1an method of double tongue-
ing is to imitate the sound of Gud~ Ga Gong, or 
Guda Guda Gong. 
(Hautboy) • • • This is a very imperfect instrument, 
except in the hands of a great player, and therefore 
is seldom used in this country.' 
The last remark concerning the lack of 'great 
players', in particular, brings to mind the elemental state 
of instrumental performance that represented this early 
start of America's music. Also of interest is the apparent 
problem the serpent must have caused. The pressure system 
for brass playing, the unusual treatment of the lm-1er lip 
in serpent playing, and the odd syllables for triple tongue-
ing are of historical interest offering further background 
for the scores that are included in this chapter. 
One of the oldest municipal bands still in existence 
in the United States is in Bangor, ;,:aine, dating from around 
18)0. The Ringgold Band of Reading, Pen~sylvania (18)2), 
as well as municipal bands in Boston and Salem, 1-iassachusetts, 
and Allentovm, Pennsylvania are but a few of the earliest 
groups. The Boston Brass Band, or Flagg's Brass Band, is 
claimed to be first with organization in 183). According 
to Schwartz, however, the Boston Brigade Bartd was organized 
13, 14-, 
?Quoted directly from the Hallo\~ell boo}:, pp. 10, 
and 21. 
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several years before 1826, and the Salem Brigade 3and was 
organized in 1806 with botn reeds and brasses.6 According 
to an editorial by the Reading llusical Society: 
The earliest known band concerts in the United 
States vJere in 1767 by the Royal American 13and of 
;,Iusic in Nevi York City; 1773 by a Boston band under 
the direction of Josiah Flagg; 1703 oy the liassa-
cl1usetts Band at Salem; and also in 1783 by an ar-
tillery band at Fort;;r:,outh. 7 
The double page advertisement that follows, 
Figure 1, page 85, of tne J. \'Illite "Band i;usic Publishing 
Depot" and "The Boston ;.:usical Instrument ;.;anufactory" vias 
;Jrlnted on the back of most of the parts of the "Scena and 
Aria" by Verdi, arranged by J. :a. Glaus and published by 
J. 'dhite in 1876, Figure 3, page 88. There are relevant 
observations to be made from both of these advertisements, 
for they do set a certain frane or· reference for the era 
that makes up the content of this chapter. In the reper-
tory l.J.sted in the advertiser;:tent, for instance, Nos. 1, 6, 
10, 15, and 17 were all perfor~ed at the Gilmore-directed 
Peace Jubilees of 1869 and 1872. It is also clearly ~tated 
that all arranger~ents are for "Reed and Brass Bands". On 
the neighboring page the two instruments displayed are 
equipped with rotary valves and the advertisement is very 
6schwartz, QQ. cit., pp. 4o, 41. 
7 The ;.;a.jor Chord (Reading, Pa.: Reading ;;usical 
Society, Harch, 1959), p. 2. 
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vague as to which of the tvm instruments i::; tne so-called 
"Improved E-Flat Cornet for Leaders." It is probably the 
smaller instrument at the top of the page and the lm1er 
one is either a Bb tenor horn or an Eb alto. 
The frontispiece following the page of advertLsing, 
Figure 2, page 86, also from the Jean vlhi te Company is in-
cluded ror it further suggests the importance of amateur 
bands at the same time arrangements v1ere being published 
for brass and reed combinations. The constant reference 
to a "full Band" in Part IV, when it is obviously for brasses 
only, is an incongruity, although an expected one, consid-
ering the period from 18)0 to 1900 in which the tran~ition 
from brass bands to brass and woodwind combinations was 
made. 
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I. SCORES FRC E TcLS BALGOR liUJ:ICIPAL BAND 
The following five excerpts, Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 
and 7, were selected from the library of the municinal band 
of Bangor, Maine. All of these scores in manuscript were 
constructed from the complete sets of parts as no full 
scores were available. The music included constituted 
the earliest printed materials to be found in the entire 
library, and since the library has remained intact during 
the band's existence from circa 1850, the supposition seems 
justified that they are representative of the earliest 
published band music for this band as well as for other 
American bends of this period. 
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Scena and Aria, 1 Masnadieri 
Giuseppe Verdi, arranged by J. B. Claus 
Boston: J. White Co.l 1876 
Figure 3, page 8tl 
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The eight bars from the J. B. Claus arrangement of 
the "Scena and Aria" by Verdi show first of all the requir-
ed instrumentation. The absence of trombones, oboes, and 
flutes, as well as saxophones gives the score an austere 
appearance as contr~sted to the scores of Europe or the 
present instrumentation in America. This was very likely 
a functional arrangement geared to the amateur bands of the 
day. The spelling of the instruments in this score is in-
teresting when compared to the following scores, Figures 4, 
5, and 6 especially. All were published in Boston within 
a few years of each other, but clarinet is spelled clarinet, 
clarionet, and clarinett. 
aThe spacing of the melodic line in the first four 
bars is rather odd for the piccolo is two octaves from its 
lower partners, the Eb and Bb cornets, with no instrument 
entered within these two empty octave. 
The texture of the accompaniment is very dramatic. 
The clarinets, tenor horns, and basses carry the eighth note 
rhythm and the altos play the sixteenths. The remaining 
instruments shift to and from the accompaniment, melody, 
or harmony. bwhen the baritone is brought in on the fifth 
measure, Claus removes the tenors and cornets; it is difficult 
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to understand the inconsistent treatment of the 0 tenor horns 
in the sixth measure as contrasted to the eighth bar where 
the phrase is similar. 
Most of the arrangements of this period write the 
same part for the Eb cornet and the Solo Bb cornet. Claus 
uses them less rigidly in this way as can be seen in their 
dseparation after the fifth measure. 
The number of thirds and sevenths in the ethird beat 
of the sixth measure are at equal strength to the root and 
fifth with four instruments on each chord tone. This 
approach to the spacing of the harmony is quite true through-
out as if a harmonic balance would result from mathematical 
equality. 
Since the dynamic mar~ings have been carefully 
transferred from the original printed parts, the lack of 
thoroughness in editing is noticed. The basses and the 
altos had no dynamic markings whatsoever. The pianissimo 
notation for the fcornets in the sixth bar is effective, but 
the gtenor horns have been overlooked in this regard. 
Claus has used the limited instrumentation quite 
well. The problem of editing probably had little to do 
with his responsibility. Except for the points of harmonic 
balance and inconsistencies, the score appears effective. 
Note that the Eb clarinet is on its own, without doubling 
another woodwind as is so often true today. 
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Introduction and Bridal Chorus from Lohengrin 
Richard Wagner, arranged by J, B. Claus 
Boston: Thompson and Odell, 1878 
Figure 4, page 91 
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The "Introduction to Act III of Lohengrin" as arrang-
ed by J, B. Claus has a slightly different instrumentation 
than the preceding Claus score. They are only two years 
apart in publication date but the following differences 
occur: 
1. Although "Lohengrin" has an extra cornet part, the 
3rd Bb Cornet, the Solo Bb Cornet has a notation on the 
part itself that it can be omitted as it is duplicRted 
by the Eb Cornet. 
2, The alternation between the trombones and tenor 
horns is identical except for the divisi in the atenor 
horn part in the sixth measure. 
3, There is a separate part for a Bb Bass, so-called, 
and it is used in conjunction with trombones rather 
than with tubas. 
The transcription appears to be effective with the 
general pattern of instrumentation transferred from the 
original Wagner score quite carefully. The use of all the 
instruments on fortissimos, so often the case in band trans-
criptions, places limitations on the band when it comes to 
realize Wagner's treatment of the fourth ba.r. At this point 
in the original, Wagner brought in the trumpets, trombones, 
tuba, and tympani on the syncopated notes after omitting them 
strategically for four previous beats. Claus missed this 
opportunity by using all the winds from the second measure 
without let-up. 
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bThe bass drum takes the plece of the tympani on 
the quarter notes even though Wagner does not score for the 
bess drum. Claus also transfers the tympani rolls to the 
Csnare drum. The absence of a triangle and discrepancies in 
the use of the cymbal from the original complete the per-
cussion situation. 
The trend towards grandiose and exaggerated concepts 
for b~nds of this period, as suggested in the advertisement 
in Figure 1, page 85, may be a f~ctor in not only the full 
tutti scoring so commonly found, but also in the use of 
heavy dynamics. Claus has written a dfortissimo in the 
eighth measure plus ~ crescendo whereas Wagner wrote a piano 
end mezzo forte. The nscending triplet eighths begin with a 
pi~no marking in the Wagner score, but Claus pays this no 
heed except for a piano marking in the snare drum roll. 
The parts were generally edited better with regard to 
the dynamics and erticulation although there is the omission 
of an 'alle breve' sign. The transitional nature of this 
score is realized through the use of the asterisk for the 
Solo Bb Cornet and the go Bb Tenor, signifying that they can 
be omitted; also the presence of trombones as if in competi-
tion to the tenor horns. The Eb soprano clerinet is a 
dominating, individual voice in the clarinet section as it 
was in the preceding score. 
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Selection from Lucia 
Gaetano Donizetti, arranged by J. B. Claus 
Boston: Thompson and Odell, 1880 
Figure 5, page 94 
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The third arrangement by J. B. Claus was published 
in 1880 and is another step in the expansion of the instru-
mentation. Comparison to the Lohengrin arrangement, Figure 4, 
page 91, disclose the following changes: 
1. The Eb Flute is called for in addition to the 
piccolo although the key is confusing, the part actually 
being cued for a Db instrument. Berlioz spoke of this 
dilemma and called the "minor ninth piccolo flute, said8to be in Eb, the C of which makes the Db" a Db instrument. 
2. The third Bb clarionet is added and is written as 
a divisi part wit~the second. 
3. Eb Cornet and gQ Cornet (conductor) are in unison. 
4, Some confusion must have arisen with the addition 
of the so-called conductor part for the Solo Bb Cornet 
title was corrected by replacing the word Solo with First. 
The part labeled Conductor was more likely meant to be 
the solo part. 
5. There are now a total of four cornet parts: (1) Eb 
Cornet or Bb Cornet (conductor), (2) Solo or First Bb 
Cornet, (3r-second Cornet, (4) Third cornet. 
~The ad libitum §Q1Q Eb Alto is a strange addition. 
This doubles various voices throughout the arrangement 
but never has P. part of its own. It skips about as if 
wishing to help out whoever seems the neediest. 
7. The tenor horns are also listed ad libitum and are 
further designated as having valves. This designation 
may have prevented the part from going to the trombones 
for the preceding works of Claus are less clear about the 
tenor horn and trombone situation. 
8Berlioz, QQ. cit., p. 125. 
8. The Bb Bass is now quite definitely an alternate 
for the third trombone. 
9. The bass parts are specifically labeled Eb. 
The two sections of the arrangement illustrate first 
a abrass choir section and secondly a btutti. The first four 
measures of maestoso include a two measure introduction on 
the eBb octaves before the dhalf-note chords enter as a brass 
sextet with the first Eb AltQ playing the lead. It is 
strange that this solo is not scored or cued for the SolQ Eb 
Alto. The six instruments on the thiri and fourth bars are 
compatible in timbre for a smooth and balancecJ nrogression. 
There are three instruments on the bottom line (2nd trombone, 
baritone, and 3rd alto), two on the next chord tone (lst 
trombone and 2nd alto), and the one alto vr,ice on the top; 
giving a proportion of three-two-one thnt appears to be a 
good solution for this particul~r r~nge. 
eNote the bass drum roll in the first fe'"' measures. 
Although written 2£, the roll is still apt to obscure the 
dotted eighth rhythm. 
The five concluding measures are from an allegretto 
movement. The feighth notes in t~e Bb tenors are also cued in 
the gtrombones, but due to conflicting parts such 8S the 
hwhole-note F, they are not always able to carry out this 
function. The eighth note accompaniment seems weak and the 
incomplete coverage of the iAb seventh chord in the final 
two measures is not necess8ry since the clarinets and cornets 
could have played something besides the Eb concert. The 
concert C is omitted in Gll the parts except on the first 
beat of these measures in the bass. 
The entrance of the jbaritone solo is effective 
although the full scoring of the accompaniment needs a 
softer dynamic. 
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The slight expansion of the instrumentation, the 
change in prominence from the Eb soprano clarinet to the 
first Bb clarinet, Rnd the duplicate Eb and Bb cornet parts 
are features of the score which indicate a small step 
forward. 
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Waltz: Visions of a Beautiful vJoman 
Joseph Fahrbach, arranged by H. c. Heyrelles 
New York: Carl Fischer,_ 1883 
Figure 6, page 9b 
The arrangenent by H. c. Heyrelles of Fahrbach's 
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"Visions of a Beautiful Homan" is the earliest Carl Fischer 
work for band to be used in the study and the publication 
date is 1883. The instruner.tation is very much like the 
1880 score discussed on pages 95 - 97. The fev1 differences 
are as follows: 
1. Solo Bb Clarinet rather than 1st Bb Clarinet is 
still on of the unsettled nomenclature-problems. 
2. The third clarinet part in the ~eyrelles score 
(called 2nd) is printed separately. 
3. The Eb cornet part is very different and inde-
pendent from the Solo Bb cornet. 
4. There are four Eb alto parts for the first time. 
5. The tenor and trombones are on the sar~,e part in 
an either/or situation. 
6. ;;;eyrelles attains an interesting level of con-
trasts in the eight bar excerpt. The number of instru-
ments on the melody cannot help but give a rich tutti 
color. He has relieved the possibility of monotony, 
however, by bringing the acornets in on an answering 
fragment and after doing this twice, delays the next 
entrance of the b2nd and 3rd cornets to the end of the 
phrase on the seventh and eighth measures. 
The fifth bar entrance of the Ctrombones raises a 
question, for here the lower two dclarinet parts are used to 
complete the triad with the upper two trombone parts. It 
is difficult to picture an adequate balance tbat vJOuld re-
sult from this combination. The two lower ealtos are doubled 
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while one of these parts would have blended and balanced 
much more effectively. 
It is also interesting to note the range given to 
the baritone horn. fThe second and third bars take this 
instrument up to a Bb with the testatura remaining high 
for the entire phrase. 
g\'lhat vlith the label Bb Bass or 3rd trombone, this 
part is doubled an octave above the bass part and stays 
within a limited range throughout. 
The expanding in the number of instruments and num-
ber of parts can be noticed from the first score of the 
chapter, Figure 3 on page 88, to the present score, Figure 6, 
page 98. The instrumental parts have been increased from 
seventeen to tvJenty-one. Heyrelles' addition of a fourth 
Eb alto, the range expected from the baritone, and the final 
merging of the tenor horns with the trombones are the spe-
cific changes from the preceding scores. 
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Overture to Pigue Dame 
Franz Von Suppe, arrru1ged by G. A. Patz 
Boston: Whittemore and Boris, date unlmovm 
Figure 7, page 101 
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No publication date is given for the "Pique Dame" 
arrangement. There is also no credit given to the com-
poser, Franz Von Suppe on any of the parts. The actual 
printing of the co::Ipany, lfhi tmore et Boris, was photo-
graphed as part of the score by slipping one of the parts 
underneath the "'core so that the print v1as exposed. One 
very interesting feature of the arrangenent is the obscure 
print to the right of t;1e letters, P. S. On the second page 
of approximately one-third of the parts, the name of the 
Paris publisher v1as inscribed; a paris, Imp. f::., Chateuband 
~ cie, Rue de la Tour £'Arvergne 18, The implication is 
strong that the engraving was done in France with ingeneous 
changes made to fit the current need,; or the American band 
instrumentation. 
One incongruity is gleaned from the abbreviation, 
bArrb., printed before the arranger, G. A. Patz. Patz 
must have been of German descent ru1d signed the arrangement 
of the French score in this mru1ner. The French spelling 
of all the instruments and the use of et bet1veen Hhitmore 
and Boris naturally :;trengthens the French source of the 
score. The insertion of the German or Italian work for 
bassoon, fagot to, on tne baritone part, however, shmvs 
the mark of the Germ~~-born arranger. 
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One of the most obvious contrasts of this score to 
the preceding scores in this chapter is the lack of dupli-
cating and filling in. There is a unique display of orches-
tration concepts considering the probable date (1860 -
1880) and the prevailing styles. The delicate lightness 
intended by Von Suppe is followed with a careful selection 
of instruments, It is actually a relief, for example, to 
note that the melodic lines are balanced in the parallel 
sixths between the clarinets and alto, or clarinets and 
cornets, 
A few mistakes in notation are placed in brackets 
and suggest the careless editing and printing, In the 
seventh measure, the Csecond eighth note in the third clari-
new is a step too high, The ~ should have been an A· The 
dbaritone part is very confused rhythmically in the sixth 
and eighth bar. The brackets point out the mistaken place-
ment of the rhythm. 
The instrumentation generally follov/S that of 
J. B. Claus with the tenors very much in evidence rather 
than the trombones, The 3rd tenor and bass trombone are 
practically identical, The baritone is more clo~ely a-
ligned with the tuba, with the first alto taking on melo-
dic importance in place of the baritone, 
II. UNPUBLISHED BAND ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
CORNET SOLO AND BAND 
lo4 
The next four examples are also from the late nine-
teenth century and serve to illustrate band scoring of this 
period from a different viewpoint. The following scores, 
Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11, have been selected from a collec-
tion of cornet solos arranged in manuscript for band accompani-
ment. William Jaeger, the soloist and originator of the librar-
y from which the solos were taken, was a German immigrant 
who played in groups in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New 
York and was also a soloist with the United States Marine 
Band around 1884. Jaeger was very thorough in the signing 
of his name to each part and often added his address. Two 
New York addresses given are 249 East lOth Street and 108 
Essex Street, the latter stamped on a solo published in 
1872 by L. A. Blanchard entitled "Young America Polka" by 
Jules Levy. Several are signed with Washington, D. c. and 
Bridgeport, Connecticut as his address. Comments in one of 
the scores by Yaeger regarding the percussion instruments are 
written in German and the influence of both German and 
Italian scoring is recognized in the instrumentation. 
The arrangement by Luciano Conterno, Figure 11, for 
Jaeger suggests that this may be the same Conterno mentioned 
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by Schwartz, Conternos Band, that played at the Tennessee 
Centennial Exposition in 1897.9 A comparison to the 
examples of Italian scores in Chapter VI with the Conterno 
arrangement discloses striking similarities. The influence 
of German and Italian musicians, attracted to America by 
the Gilmore instigated band movement especially, on the 
slowly forming characteristics of American scoring prsctices 
may be observed through a study of the following unpublished 
arrangements. 
9schwartz, Bands of America, QTI• cit., p. 180. 
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Alexis, Grand Fantasia 
J. Hartmann, arranged by William Jaeger 
Cleveland: s. Brainard's Sons. date unknown 
Figure 8, page 106 
"Alexis" was published for cornet in A and piano 
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by s. Brainard's Sons of Cleveland, Ohio. There is no date 
of publication listed. Added to Jaeger's inevitable sig-
nature is Marine ~~ Washington, D. c. Arranged by Jaeger, 
the instrumentation reflects a decided change from the brass 
predominating scores of J. B. Claus and G. A. Patz. The 
addition of oboes, C flute, bassoons, and French horns suggests 
that the arrangement was geared towards a higher level of 
performance than the preceding scores of this chapter. The 
changing from Italian to German is noticeable in the score with 
Faggott, Basso, and Oboi in Italian, and Kleine Tromel for 
small drum in German. 
The four clarinet parts, four cornet parts, and the 
four French horn parts give Jaeger the opportunity to fill 
out chords within each of these three choirs. The three 
trombones and tubas make another quartet possible and his 
accompaniment illustrates how well he has taken advantage of 
this. 
aThe divisi notes on the fourth beat of the second 
measure and the bhalf note of the third measure for the 
trombones are puzzling unless the band was large enough to 
warrant this. cThe effective secondary dominant of VI on the 
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lBst note of the introduction is given everything Jaeger can 
apply to make it strong and definite. Dropping back to Bb 
major rather than to an expected G minor is also made effect-
ive with the pianissimo accompaniment in the clarinet and 
horns. dThe oboe part is unlike anything in the original 
piano score and adds a touch of color and movement the 
static original needed. 
Jaeger's instructions to the percussion section 
typify the thoroughness found in the parts and read as 
follows: Tromel oder triangel erdem ngr in die Tuttis 
Geschlagen auf anderen PlMtzen wird pausirt. Translated as 
follows: Drum or triangle are each played in the tuttis only, 
pausing in other places. 
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Excelsior Polka for Cornet ~olo and ~ 
E. Frewin, arranged by William Jaeger 
Unpublished work, 1875 and 1884 
Figures 9 and 10, pages 109 and 110 
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The two pages from the arrangement of the "Excelsior 
Polka" are from Jaeger's own manuscript. The final page of 
the solo was photogr8phed by placing it over the final page 
of the condensed score to show the two dates and the two 
addresses that ~ccompany Jaeger's signature. 
The condensed score is concise and is similar to the 
semi-condensed four to eight line scores in use by a few 
publishers today. Jaeger has given prominence to the aoboe 
as in the preceding score, Figure 8; this time it is used in 
an antiphonal manner with the solo cornet. Although the 
abbreviation for piccolo is on the same staff as the oboe, there 
is no such part. Jaeger may have used the score as a practi-
cal work source to turn out an arrangement which would fit 
any specific band he was to be soloist with. 
bThe tvJo staves for Bb clarinets have a total of six 
notes on the quarter note fermata suggesting more thPn the 
usuRl three or four clarinet parts. cThe cueing of ~ on the 
second page, fourth measure, may be the solution to these 
extra notes, implying again that Jaeger has given all the chord-
al possibilities to the various stRves and then apportions 
them out to the available instrumentation. To help clarify 
just '.-lhat Jaeger did with the instrumentation he found in 
Washington, the follovJing resume of each instrument is given 
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as it was found in the set of parts in contradiction at 
times to the two preceding score examples, Figures 9 and 10: 
1. The Flute in Q_ part does not follow the oboe at 
all as the score indicates. 
2. The Oboi denotes plural but the part ~s just the 
one line throughout. 
3. The top notes on the clarinet stRff of the condens-
ed score are played by the 1st Bb Clcrinetto. 
4, The 2nd Bb Clarinetto is written at the third, 
sixth, or octave below the 1st clPrinet with one tutti 
in unison. 
5. The 3rd Bb Clerinetto fills in the harmony below 
the upper two clPrinet parts on the nearest chord tone. 
6. The 4th Bb Clarinetto is unique in that it is 
divisi in t;;-and three parts. 
7. The Alto Saxo Horne is in Eb and performs on the 
melody ln tuttis. The words Saxo Horne are pencilled over 
with Alto Solo, possibly referring to an alto saxophone. 
8. The Bassoon does not appear in the condensed score, 
but the part calls for two bassoons and it doubles either 
the bass or baritone. It also joins the horns in the 
legato chords of the introduction, 
9. The 1st Bb Cornet is used sparingly except for 
tuttis and to highlight short rhythmic figures. 
10. The 2nd Bb Cornet fills in chords and is used less 
than the 1st cornet. 
11. The 3rd Bb Cornet is very similar to the 2nd cornet. 
12. The Fltlgelhorn is given a distinct role, playing 
above the 1st cornet in several exposed sections, but 
plays only half as much as the cornets. 
13. All the four horn parts are used in typical after 
beat fashion without rests. They are in Eb. 
14, The trombones perform only on tuttis with the 
third trombone joining the tuba at times as in the coda, 
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15. The Hariton is similar to the 1st trombone. It 
also plays important solo countermelodies in two of 
the tutti strains. There is a high concert Ab, above 
the staff, in the introduction and a high Bb marked Q£ 
in the Coda. 
16. The Basso plays continuously with ~ bass onlY 
marked on all but the tutti strains. 
Jaeger must have had a fe-vr experiences \-lith drummers 
who played heavier than he wished for he has meticulously 
vrri tten Q£ or Q.QJ2 at every measure either of the drums are 
playing during a solo strain. At the end of the drum part 
Jaeger has written in English, rather than in the German 
quoted previously on page lOS, the follovring: "Drums 
' 
please look at Fortes and Pianos. Resp. yours, Vim Jaeger." 
Pencilled in by an irate percussion section are the words: 
"Go to hell, Drums." 
Cornet soloists such as Jaeger vrere no doubt obliged 
to own their own library of band accompaniments just as 
the band conductors were obliged to ovm their ovm personal 
library of arrangements. The American published works of 
this period may have been sufficient for the amateur bands, 
but not for the soloist or professional band with any 
degree of standards. 
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Cavatina Semiramide for Cornet Solo and Band 
Gioacchino A. Rossini, arranged by Luciano Conterno 
Unpublished work, ca. 1885 
Figure 11, page 114 
There are a few details of signific&~ce in the 
Conterno arrangement of the "Cava tina Semirar.1ide." The 
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Solo was scored for Jaeger and the U. S. i·larine Band, as 
was the previous solo, n;<:;xcelsior t'Olka." The instrumen-
tat ion is a little more CO'clplete and reflects the Italian 
conce 11tion of scoring except for the absence of saxophones 
and fluegelhorns (flicorni). The discrepancies in spelling 
in which an Italian tendency is seen is a sign of the times. 
1. The flute key is given as D but it is act,;ally 
in concert key. 
2. The plural of oboe is spelled obois. 
3. There are t•w separate ~b clarinet parts and 
also two for the bassoon. 
4. Two parts for baritones and basses are also 
unique to thi~ arrangement in contrast to other Ameri-
can scores of the period. aNote the difference in 
spelling of the two baritones: baritone, bariton. 
The use of the in~truments is conventional, bthe 
bassoon, baritone and clarinets placed in unison, for ex-
am~le on the arpeggios in the third and fourth bar. CThe 
placing of the second baritone on the low D, the third of 
the chord in the first measure, is apt to produce a muddy 
effect, but the spacing of the instruments above this is 
very good. 
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dA very Drlght color may be expected from the com-
bination of Flute, oboes, and Eb clarinet~ in the third 
measure unless a soft dynamic is emphasized, eThe spacing 
of the harr:10ny, tonic to dominant in the last two measures 
of the excerpt, is written with regard to the fthird in 
the solo cornet in the tonic chord and the gappoglac-cura 
(CfJ) in the dominant chord. There are nine instruments 
playing the root, ana tv10 each on the third and fifth. 
There are seven instruments playing the rooc on the last 
chord with three on the third, one fifth, and two sevenths, 
III. CONCLUDEiG OBSERVATIO;;s 
The foregoing eleven examples fro:·1 -che late nine-
teenth century depict a period of several merging influences. 
The importance of Patrick Gilmore may be seen in the adver-
tisement ot· ~·'igure 1; and the t•·1enty-six pieces listed for 
band, ranging from the "DeviJ. Let Loose" to "Sonnambula," 
point up the popular tastes of the day. The impetus of these 
formative years on the repertory of the present canno-c ue 
overlooked. The contrast bet"<;Jeen the instrumentation of the 
"Cavacina Semiramide," Figure 11, and any of the published 
works is most signiricant. There are twenty-six individual 
parts (exclusive of percus"J.un) with double reeds in the 
Conterno arrangement. This is bet\oJeen "ix and eight more 
than v1ere found in the published vmrks illustratea in Fig-
ures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, An implication of the publisher's 
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early role in satisfying the amateur, popular needs ra-
tner than standards with musical integrity can readily be 
deduced. The necessity for the leading bands, service and 
profes~ional, to arrange their O'Nn music for several decades 
after thi~ tlme has its roots in the direction the publi-
shers took in the ~atter part of the nineteenth century. 
CHAPTER V 
ORIGINAL WORKS FOR BANDS OR LARGE WIND 
GROUPS PRIOR TO 1900 
The first work to be discussed is the "Serenade, No. 
10 11 by Wolfgang Amadeus Hozart, written around 1780 during 
the composer's employment as court and cathedral organist to 
the Archibishop von Colloredo of Salzburg. This represents 
Mozart's largest work (seven movements) for the greatest numb-
er of wind instruments (thirteen) and is therefore very fitting 
that it be included as an example of early scoring for wind 
instruments. Mozart wrote this work for t\40 oboes, two Bb 
clarinets, two bassett horns in F, two horns in F, two Bb 
basso horns, two bassoons, and contrabassoon. The bassett 
horn is the precursor of the present Eb alto clarinet and the 
part is easily played in terms of range on either the alto 
clarinet or the common Bb clarinet. 
A composition of such intrinsic merit deserves the 
broadest perspective and treatment for an acceptable analysis 
of the way the instruments are used. Mozart's phrases pre-
sent a sequence of symmetry and balance not easily discover-
ed on a single page of the score. The variety of sounds the 
thirteen winds are capable of producing are brought out in 
various combinations throughout each movement with an ingenuity 
expected of such a musical giant. Although the largest share 
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of the melodic line is shared between the first oboe and 
the first clarinet, there are lovely extended passages for 
each of the remaining eleven instruments. 
The deep foundation the contrabassoon contributes as 
it doubles the bass line with the second bassoon is a feature 
of the composition superbly fulfilling the needs of balance 
wherever used. Richard Strauss is about the only composer 
since Mozart who availed himself of a comparable instrumenta-
tion. His "Serenade in Eb, Opus 7" was written in 1884 for 
two flutes, two oboes, two cl~>rinets, four horns, t140 
bassoons, and tuba or contrabassoon. Strauss' "Suite in Bb, 
Opus 4 11 was published in 1911 for the same instrumentation. 
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Serenade No. 10, K~chel No. 361 
vlolfgang Amadeus l:ozart 
Leipzig: Breitkopf & H~rtel, 1880 (al780) 
Figure 12, page 120 
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The first measure with the tonic moving to the second 
inversion of the doninant seventh, and the second measure 
harmony of a dominant seventh to a II chord present an 
opportunity to study Hozart•s spacing and doubling of the 
chord tones; an element of scoring found quite lacking in 
the books examined and reported in Chapter III. 
First beat of measure 1, 1 chord. (1) There are six 
instruments playing the tonic Bb covering a total of five 
octaves. (2) Three instruments play the third of the chord 
in three different octaves. (3) Three play the fifth in 
two octaves. 
Second beat of measure 1, 1 chord. (1) The tonic 
chord is brought closer together as the oboes drop an octave. 
(2) One more root is added in the first b8.ssoon ~laking seven 
roots, three thirds and two fifths. 
Third beat Qf measure 1, Yj chord •. (1) Three instru-
ments play the root of the chord (Bb) in two octaves. 
(2) Four instruments have the third in t'YTO octaves. (3) Two 
play the seventh in the same octave. (~) Three are placed 
on the fifth in three octaves. 
First beat of measure g, y7 chord. (1) Three have the 
root in three octaves. (2) Three play the third in two octaves 
aThe work was written in 1780. 
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and the aclarinet approaches the third from an appaggiatura. 
(3) Four pley the fifth in three octaves. (4) Two play the 
seventh in two octaves. 
Second beat of measure g, y7 chord. (1) Four perform 
the root in three octaves. (2) Three are on the third in 
two octaves. (3) Two play the fifth in two octpves. 
(4) Three play the seventh in two octaves. 
Third beat of measure g, II chord. (1) Three instru-
ments perform the root in three octaves. (2) Five pl~y the 
third, but only in two octaves. (3) Three play the fifth in 
two octaves. 
The above illustrates the harmonic strategy that 
Mozart imparts to the available instrumentation. Very little 
is left to chance. The second inversion of the dominant 
seventh in the first measure contains three fifths in three 
separate octaves making it clear that an inversion can be 
heard. As the oboes are shifted downward in the second beat 
of both measures described, the compensatory movement up-
ward with a slight difference in the spacing of the chord is 
indicative of Mozart's thoroughness and determination to 
achieve just the right effect. 
Although it would be unfair to conclude too much from 
the first page of the score by itself, a few points are 
possible by relating the first page to a thorough examination 
of the composition. The following features of his scoring 
techniques are stated with this in mind: 
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1. The oboes are generally used in parallel thirds 
or sixths when playing at the saoe time. Countermelodies 
against the first oboe are generally in the clarinet 
or bassoon. 
2. The clarinets are used in a more varied manner 
vlhen playing at the sane time with the second clarinet 
often carrying important accompaniment or a counter-
puntal line beneath the first clarinet melody such as 
in bmeasure 4 and 5. 
3. The contrabassoon is rarely used by itself on a 
bass pattern. It is used to bolster the second bassoon 
at the lower octave and occasionally does the same for 
the fourth horn (basso in B). The contrabassoon plays 
about seventy-five percent of the time. 
4. To what extent Nozart writes sparingly for the 
horns in order to give them needed rest is pure con-
jecture, but their participation is limited and inter-
spersed with rests. The demands for technical work or 
maneuverability are also limited. Very little beyond 
that on the first page is found in the entire work for 
the classical natural horn. 
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Third movement, Adagio, SerenRde No. 10 ~ Mozart, 
Figure 1}, ~ 12~. The preceding page is from the third 
movement of the Serenade and fe~tures a slow moving Alberti 
bass line over which a syncopated figure is placed to complete 
the accompaniment. The total effect is comparable to a 
tapestry of color and rhythm as if designed to describe a 
spiritual procession. There are but forty-six measures in the 
entire movement and each phrase adds a refreshing change of 
instrumentation based upon the three main elements of 
(1) melody, (2) syncopation of tied sixteenth notes, and 
(3) the eighth note bass line in the second bassoon and 
contrabassoon. 
Mozart's predilection for diminutive question and 
answer fragments from instrument to instrument within a 
phrase is nurtured to a high degree throughout the move-
ment. Following the melodic line in the thirteen measures 
(measures 23 - 36) of aFigure 13, the pattern of handing the 
melody back and forth is as follows: 
1. Measure 23: bassett horn to oboe with the clarinet 
in between. 
2. Measure 25: oboe and clarinet back to bassett horn. 
3. Me2.sure 28: oboe to clarinet on third beat of 
measure 29. 
~. Measure 31: bassett horn takes over on the third 
beat of this measure and clarinet has the melody on the 
third beat of measure 33. 
5. Measure 3~: bassett horn to oboe on the third beat 
and then on to clarinet on the third beat of measure 35. 
6. Measure 36: oboe takes over. 
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As the oboe, clarinet, Rnd bassett horn take their 
respective turns, the accompaniment remains fairly constant. 
The syncopated figure is limited to two, three, or four 
instruments depending upon the relative weight of the melo-
dy in terms of their range and instrument. In the bbar 
before c. for instance, the figure is in two instruments, but 
at C the full strength of the four instruments is brought in. 
The acknowledged genius of Mozart is evident in the 
art of scoring, for the union of musical content with the 
means and medium of expression is always apparent, It is 
true that the Serenade was later adPpted for string quartet 
by Mozart but it is doubtful if the original content would 
have been the same without the specific instrumentation 
of the thirteen winds in his mind. The fitness of the 
various components of the melodic - harmonic - rhythmic 
genre for the instruments that display these components 
is too strong to be overlooked. 
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Introductory remarks to March in Q hz Samuel Weslev1 
In surveying the VRrious factors that furnished the 
background for wind groups from the seventeenth century on, 
the development of British wind groups prove important. 
According to Hind, there were "· •• three converging lines 
of development: the Waits, the RoyRl Band or King's Musick, 
and the bands of the British Army. 112 The beginnings of the 
Waits (musical night watchmen in palaces and walled towns) may 
be traced back to the early thirteenth century, their status 
improving steadily as they covered various musical functions 
in the church and village until the Municipal Reform Act of 
1835 disbanded the w~its quite completely. Financial 
economies resulting from the Napoleonic Wars, however, had 
already led to their curtailment in 1815. 
As has been mentioned in Chapter II, page 16, Charles 
II brought to England such a favorable recollection from the 
Bands of the Hautbois in France that these instruments were 
. incorporated into the first so-called British army band in 
1678. Although cornetts, sackbuts, and recorders were very 
popular, they were not used in the Prmy bands at that time. 
It was not until 1762 that the Articles of Agreement of the 
RoyRl Artillery included trumpets, French horns, bassoons, and 
four hautbois or clarinets. It is most interesting to note how 
lFigure 14, page 130. 
2Harold C, Hind, 1b& British Wind Band, ed. Max Hin-
richsen (London: Museum House, 1952), pp. ~- 194. 
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similar, if not identical, this instrumentation is to such 
works as Mozart's Serenade in Eb (also one inC minor), 
J. c. Bach's four Marches, six Iv!arches of c. P. E. Bach, an 
Octet by Joseph Haydn, and Octet in Eb by Beethoven. 
The March in D by Samuel Wesley, Figure 1~, page 130, 
was written during the early classical period and uses two 
oboes, two horns in D, two bassoons, and a serpent. The date 
given for the work is 1777 and it is believed to have been 
written for one of the Guard's bands. Since Wesley's birth is 
1766 according to Hind3, or 1763, according to Goldman~, the 
work was written when Wesley was but eleven or thirteen 
years of age. A mPrch by Haydn for the Band of the Derby-
shire Yeomanry was written approximately seventeen years 
later (ca. 179~) and included trumpets, two horns, two 
clarinets, two bassoons, and serpent. 
The question of the acceptance of the clarinet into 
the wind groups of the eighteenth century may be partially 
answered through the music of K. P. E. Bach, Jospeh Haydn, 
J. C. Bach, and especially Mozart. The transition from oboe 
dominated wind groups to the clarinet appears to take place 
from about 1770 to 1800. Of About twenty-seven works for 
winds alone by K. P. E. Bach (171~- 1788), approximately 
nineteen include clarinets and twelve out of the nineteen 
include oboe also. Around ten of the twenty-one wind pieces 
3Hind, ~· cit., p. 187. 
~ichard F. Goldman, The Band's l'Iusic, ~· cit., p. ~2. 
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by Joseph Heydn (1732 - 1809) include clarinet and seven out 
of the ten have oboes also. In the instrumentation of the 
six Marches by J. c. BPch (1735- 1782), two have clarinets 
but no oboes, :>nd four he.ve both oboes And clarinets. Of 
the twenty-five compositions for winds by iviozart (1756 - 1791), 
seven contain both oboe and clarinet, seven have oboe and 
no clarinet, and six include clarinet but no oboes. 
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March in 12 
Samuel Wesley 
London: Hinrichsen Edition Ltd., 19)2 
Figure 14, page 130 
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The preceding score excerpt is no doubt representa-
tive of the functional music written for the numerous army or 
regimental bands of the day. Even the march by Haydn, pre-
viously mentioned, has a similar rhythmic structure with 
dotted eighths and sixteenths, four bar phrases, and a few 
interpolated groups of triplet eighths. 
Although the horns are in D, the signature remains in 
D. On the second pRge of the score (not shown) there is a 
notation on the horn part, "no such note as F." However, 
Wesley has written the first space F in three places in the 
march. The script quoted may have been the work of a 
frustrated horn player, unaware of the possibility of using the 
hand to change the pitch of the natural horn. Hampel's 
experiments of 1760, quoted in Table I, page 27, were not 
likely to have been part of the horn player's technique. 
aNote also the spelling of bassoons, bassooni, as if 
the cue for a plural of this instrument is taken from oboi. 
The conventional tonic and dominant harmonies, and the 
modulation to the dominant at the close of the first strain 
is within the orthodox classic tradition and lends itself to 
the purpose of the music. The r"nges of the instruments are 
reasonable although the first oboe must play a high D above the 
staff on the last phrase of the march. 
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As on the first page, the serpent and the horns are 
the only instruments per~itted rests. Of the total forty 
measures in the m~rch, the horns rest for nine measures and 
the serpent for eight measures. Whether this relief was 
manipulated for physical or aesthetic reasons, it is 
difficult to know. 
A final observation concerns the positive strength of 
the scoring. The doubling on the roots of the tonic and 
dominant harmonies Pnd the unisons on the cadences give 
a clarity and distinctiveness that is refreshing for a 
piece of this nature. If it is true that Samuel ·wesley was 
but eleven or fourteen years old, he displayed a keen 
talent for using the harmonic and instrumental idioms of 
his day to apparent advantage. The mistake in the key 
signature of the horns and the inclusion of P first sppce 
F for the natural horn seem like excusable errors for a 
composer of this Age in years. 
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Hilitair-:'larsch in Q 
LudvJig van Beethoven 5 
Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1816 
Figure 15, page 133 
According to Goldman, Beethoven composed the march 
in 1216 for a military parade in Vienna. 6 It is one of 
four marches credited to Beethoven for band and represents 
the largest number of individual wind oarts, thirty-two, to 
be found in any one of his compositions. These parts in-
elude two piccolos, two oboes, five clarinets, two bassoons, 
contrabassoon, eight trumpets (D, B, and G), four horns in 
D, tHo horns in Bb ( corn:l in £.,_ basso are an octave lower than 
the present Bb horn), two trombones, serpent, triangle, 
cymbals, small drum, and bass drum. 
The natural trumpets are skillfully deployed over 
their available harmonic tones on the fanfares and rhythmic 
passages throughout the work. A 1vri tten Q above the staff 
is their highest note and the appearance of the third line 
Bb in the trio (Figure 16) demonstrates the eight foot length 
of the trtm,pet in Beethoven's day as quoted from Forsythe 
earlier in the study.7 The overtone Bb would not be possible 
with a valveless instrument much shorter. 
5This represents the composition date, not the 
published date. 
6Richa rd F. Goldman, from the forevJord of the 
G. Schirmer edition arranged by Felix Greissle, 19~5. 
7 Sunra, p. 66. 
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Bessaraboff also speaks with respect in regard to 
the trumpet of Beethoven's day. He states: "The old time 
trumpet, a magnificent, manly noble instrument gave way to 
an upstart, ••• is inferior in tone color to its predeces-
sor."8 
The bassoons and contrabassoon in octaves is similar 
to their use in the Serenade of Mozart, Figures 12 and 13. 
The problem of the bass line is apparent throughout the 
piece for the serpent is treated with respect to its inher-
ent weakness of volume and insecurity of pitch. The Corni in 
~. basso does not support the foundation at all, but is used 
instead on accents and marcato sections until the trio offers 
this instrument an important role (Figure 16, page 136). 
8Bessaraboff, ~· cit., p. 140. 
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FIGURE 16 
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1..!:iQ all 10ngarese, Militair-l'larsch .£.Y. Beethoven, 
Figures 16 and 11, pages 136, 1J1. The lilting charm of 
this trio is due to the play bet,~een the two marcato 
chords over the bar line at two measure intervals and the 
melodic line plRyed by the t1~0 Corni in Jh with the F 
clarinet placed between them. Whereas the forte quarter 
notes remain quite constant in terms of the instruments used 
through the first strain, the legato line is developed 
conversationally; passing from the ahorns and bclarinets to 
the cbassoons and clarinets, back to the dhorns, clarinet, 
and piccolo, and finally ending with just the ewoodwinds. 
The ranges of the piccolos and bassoons are con-
ventional in terms of present usage, but the F clarinet is 
asked to play up to a high A in a long ascending scAle on 
page 14 of the score (not illustrated), and the first two 
C clarinets have several high Gs and F sharps. 
The importm:e of the tympani, the sudden melodic role 
of the low Bb horns in the trio, the range of the clarinets, 
the clever manipulation of the harmonics available on the 
trumpets and horns, and the skill of obtaining VAriety with-
out sacrificing the driving, dancing rhythm are important 
feAtures of the score. 
/ 
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Sinfonie Funebre et Trioophale, Opus 12 
Hector Berlioz 
Paris: Schlesinger, ca. 1840 
Figure 18, page 139 
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The first page of the Berlioz score nas been taken 
from his orchestration treatise and is fror:1 the section devot-
ed to the troobones.9 The instruments in the score are of 
~~ecial interest to the study for they represent such a con-
trast to any instrumentation presented before. Written very 
soon after Beet11oven' s "Earch in D" (1816), the funeral march 
has capitalized on the advancements in brass and woodwind 
manufacture. As discussed in Table I of Chapter II, the 
period just preceding the middle of the nineteenth century 
witnessed many innovations in the keys and valve, of the 
wood••inds and brasses. The "Sinfonie" was written in three 
parts for an open air performance of a large military band 
in ~ari, on July 28, 1840, and was revised soon after with 
the addition of a string orchestra and choir (ad libitum) as 
in Figure 18. wagner was quoted by Turner in regard to the 
work as follows: "· •• most skillfully cooposed for massed 
military bands ••• at last convinced me of the greatness and 
enterprise of this incomparable artist.''lO 
9Berlioz, QQ• cit., p. 166. 
10w. J. Turner, Berlioz, The ;,fan and His \·Jork (London 
J. H. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1934), ~224:" 
14-1 
Although the atrumpet fanfare is placed on the 
natural overtones in the first few measures of the score, 
Figure 18, page 139, the newcomer to the brass family, 
Kornetts in~ mit Pistons, is utilized diatonically through 
the remainder of the composition. The nicht obligat. nota-
tion for the strings retains for the winds a prominent role, 
but the addition of the strings to the score may be construed 
as a means of guarding against the stigma of the work being 
labeled a band piece. 
One innovation Berlioz did not take advantage of is the 
tuba or bass horn. The ophicleides are still his major 
source for a bass foundation plus his magnanimous use of the 
tympani. The ophicleide in the "Tuba Mirum", Figure 19, page 
142, is called Double-bass Ophicleide with pistons, denoting 
a problem of nomenclature. The contra-bassoon and the contra-
bass trombone are also marked nicht obligat. as are the strings, 
but it does seem strange that Berlioz would feel they are not 
essential to the score. 
The three examples from the "Tuba mirum" of the 
"Grande Hesse des morts" by Berlioz that follow (Figures 19, 
20, and 21), bring the chapter to a fitting close. 
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Grande Messe des morts (Requiem), Tuba mirum, Q£. 2 
Hector Berlioz 
Milan: Ricordi (revised edition), 183711 
Figures 19, 20, 21: pages 14-2, 14-3, 14-4-
14-5 
Berlioz' extensive research into the sonorities of the 
brasses found a culmination in the fPmous Tuba mirum (Dies' 
Irae, Part 2) of the Requiem. The fullest resources of the 
acoustical properties of the winds, and the brasses in par-
ticular, are brought into play to portray the proverbial wrath 
of the Gods. The section displayed in the three preceding 
figures is not a typicPl orchestration of any period in 
music history. Strauss and Wagner have used as many different 
types of instruments, and Bruckner and Hahler, in his Eighth 
Symphony especially, used performers on a grandiose scale. 
The unique contents of the Berlioz score were based on the 
most complete exploitation of the winds and percussion that 
has ever been realized, before or since, The four choirs of 
brasses are fitted into the introduction with a rhythmic and 
harmonic strength that is both individual and supporting. 
Turner wrote in his biography of Berlioz: "There is nothing 
even in Verdi's magnificent Requiem to compare with this~ 
mirum. It is an apocalyptic vision unparalleled, unimagined, 11 12 
The grouping of the brasses on the aopening chord of 
Eb major in the andante maestoso furnishes a solidity of deep 
sonority. There are forty-three brasses on the root in four 
111837 is the date the Requiem was composed. The 
revised edition by Ricordi was done later. 
12Turner, Q£• cit., p. 205. 
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octaves, eight on the third in two octaves, and six on the 
fifth in two octRves. 
The rhythmic intensity is increased with the crescendo 
by the addition of the four brass choirs at measured inter-
vals. Figure 20, page 143, illustrates the rhythmic counter-
point which is basic to the design of this section. 
Original music for winds rec,ched a climax in this 
Berlioz work. A comparison to the Mozart "Serenade is only 
fair if consideration for each is made in terms of the man and 
the period. Both are personal; the true spirit of classicism 
in the Mozart work 2nd a highly individual expression of 
romanticism by Berlioz are most apparent. The winds, when 
freed from instrumental restrictions and convention, display 
through such works their adaptability. It is unfortunate 
that the occasion did not arise more often for their use in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 
CHAPTER VI 
EXAHPLES OF EUROPEAN SCORING FOR BANDS 
Germany, Italy, and France are represented in the 
six scores selected for analysis. The first score, 
"Balletmusik und Hochzeitzug aus der Oper, Feramors" by 
Anton Rubinstein was transcribed for band by c. Hellman 
and published by Bartholff Senff of Leipzig in 1897. A 
brief comment on the instrumentation will first illustrate 
some deviations from an American score: 
1. Eb soprano clarinet is in two parts rather than 
one. 
2. There is no bass clarinet, baritone saxophone, 
and only one Eb alto saxophone part. 
3. Instead of three cornet parts, there are two 
fluegelhorn parts. 
4. Trunvet" are in Eb and in four parts. 
5. Two tenor horn parts supplement the horns as 
does the euphonium a.1d occasionally the baritone. 
6. The euvhonium and baritone are individually 
scored. As stated previously in Chapter III, page 63, 
the baritone is the larger bore inutru;aent in Germany, 
contrary to England where the euphonium label is given 
to the larger bore. 
The thoroughness of all the European scores as well 
as their clarity and accuracy of engraving is most evident. 
In contrast to ,\merican scores of a similar period, they 
are not only co3plete score", tney also give careful atten-
tion to the problem of alternate instruments. 
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Balletmusik und l!Q£.hzeitszug ~ill Oper "Feramors" 
Anton Rubinstein, arranged by C. Hellmann 
Leipzig: Bartholf Senff, 1897 
Figure 22, page 148 
The score contains thirty-two parts for wind instru-
ments and these are used individually and collectively in a 
meaningful and characteristic manner with little unnecessary 
doubling. Note the ainstruments with quarter and half notes 
in the first four measures as contrasted to bthose with the 
dotted eighths and sixteenths. Flutes, oboes, Eb clarinets, 
trumpets, and trombones are coupled with the less brilliant 
horns and bassoons on the quarter notes; whereas the instru-
ments of a more lyrical character, Bb clarinet, alto clarinet, 
saxophones, fluegelhorns, tenor horns, euphonium, baritone, 
and tuba, perform the dotted eighths and sixteenths. The 
larger bore conical brasses are used as a group from the 
fluegelhorns down to the tubes, and the smaller bore and more 
cylindrical brasses (horns are small bore but more conical) 
have the more percussive part. This consistent appreciation 
for the character of the instruments is apparent throughout 
the composition on tutti passages. 
Perceive the combination of after beats and down beats 
on the seventh and eighth measures of the introduction: (1) The 
instruments first stating the sprightly melody, Cclarinets and 
fluegelhorns, are not used. (2) dTympani, tubas, baritones, 
bass trombone, and bassoons have the Bb root on the beat. 
(3) eAlto clarinet, saxophones, horns, tenorhorns, second, 
third, and fourth trumpets, and the euphonium play the 
after beats. (4) On the after be2ts, the third of the Bb 
chord is played in three voices and is separated by one 
oct?ve. The fifth and the root appe8r in five voices each. 
(5) The smaller bore euphonium is not paired with the baritone 
in these two measures, but is doubled with the first tenorhorn.· 
A compArison of the euphonium to the tenorhorn throughout the 
score discloses that the euphonium is used in lyrical passages 
rather than the tenorhorn or baritone. Refer to letter C in 
Figure 23, page 151. 
Another observation of interest on the first page of 
the score is the lightness of the scoring in the accompani-
ment at the fninth measure as the staccato theme is intro-
duced. Bassoons, three trumpet parts, bass trombone, 
euphonium, and the tympani are omitted after the two bar 
vamp. Observe also that the lightness of the melody is not 
completely trusted to the gfluegelhorns for they omit the 
lower sixteenth of the skip in these first two meAsures. One 
other scoring detail is evident in the strategic manner the 
accompaniment instrumentation changes slightly as the hrlutes, 
oboes and clarinets answer the theme fragment on the second 
beat of the tenth measure. 
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3alletmusik und Hochzeitzug Q:L Rubinstein - Hellmann 
(continued), Figure £3., .Jllil:@. 15'1. This excerpt froc, the 
Hellmann arrange::1ent displays a thoughtful treatment ol' tne 
eight measure transition that leads back to the restatement 
of the first thenl8. The ti'/0 :neavure figure is stated first 
by the aflute a.n.d oboes, next by the bfluegelhorn, and lastly 
by the Cfirst bassoon, euphonium, and baritone. All of this 
is in a descending pattern with a one octave separation 
between each tvro measures. Each group has a slightly different 
instrumental texture to furnish contrast in tiL<bre as vrell 
as in range. 
The eighth note pattern is first in the dbass clar-
inet, tenor horn, and euphonium. It is next in the eoassoons, 
baritone, and first tuba. The last group includes fsecond 
bassoon, second tenorhorn, and second tuba. Observe that 
each time only three instruments are playing. 
In the quarter notes, the first group of instruments 
include the gEb soprano c.Larinet, Bb clarinets in three parts, 
alto clarinet, alto and tenor saxophones, first ru1d ~econd 
horn, and first trumpet. The follo•ling t\vo measures con-
tain hclarinets, alto clarinet, both saxophones, first horn, 
tenorhorns, and euphonium. The last ::>tatement includes 
iclarinets, saxophones, fleugelhorn, second and third horns, 
and first tenorhorn. There are eleven instruments, then ten, 
and lastly nine in tnis descending accor.tpanying pattern. A de-
sign of scoring sensitive to aesthetics and accoustics is in-
herent to the care Hellmann devoted to this passage. 
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Balletmusik ( contin•J :or]) 
Balletmusik und Hochzeitzug Qy Rubinstein - Hellmann 
(continued), Figure 24, ~ 12}. The final example from 
the "Balletmusik" illustrates e1gain a careful selection of 
instruments for the final few measures of the composition. 
The first point to note is the use of the aeuphonium and first 
tenorhorn in unison in the first two measures, whereas the 
more mellow euphonium is chosen to play the bhigh C (concert Bb) 
by itself. 
Secondly, the first five measures carefully overlap 
in the ascending tonic eighth notes. The instrumentation 
becomes lighter in timbre until the last measure contains 
only the Cpiccolo, flute, Eb cl~rinet, and first Bb clPrinet. 
In the dsixth and seventh measures all the winds except 
piccolo are brought back on the dominant to tonic staccato 
chords. With this sudden tutti plus the .lli2 marking, an effect 
of closing is timely realized. 
As the final point, the last two pianissimo measures 
are a striking contrast to the two·that precerethem, for here 
the instrumentation is suddenly and effectively limited to 
baritone saxophone, bassoons, tenor horns, trombones, 
euphonium, baritone, tubas, snare drum without snares, and bass 
drum. The only question of effectiveness is related to the 
ability of the ebaritone sexophone and the second bassoon 
performers to sound their low concert Bb pitch securely as well 
as pianissimo. 
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Vorspiel ill! der Oper "Lohengrin" 
Richard Wagner, ~rranged by Fr. w, Voigt 
Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hgrtel, 1892 
Figure 25, page 155 
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The transcription of the Vorspiel by Voigt was pub-
lished seven years before the Hellmann work, Figures 22, 23, 
and 24, and contains many details in the instrumentation 
which differ; yet the overall approach is very similar. The 
ten basic differences are ?S follo,,.Js: 
1. Voigt uses a Db piccolo and Hellmann used none. 
2. Hellmann scores for two Eb soprano clarinets against 
the one used by Voigt. 
3. Voigt scored four Bb clarinet parts and occasionally 
divides a part as in the asolo clarinet in the second 
measure. Hellmann uses but three clRrinet parts. 
4. The Clarinetten III in ~ in the Voigt may be played 
by alto clArinet, whereas Hellmann writes specifically 
for the alto clarinet. 
5. One of the most significant differences is the 
absence of saxophones in the Voigt. 
6. Voigt calls for a contra-bassoon. 
7. The upper brass are similar with some changes in 
nomenclature, but the order in the score is dissimilar. 
Both arrangers call for two cornetts or flUgelhBrner in Bb 
and four trompeten in Eb. 
8. Voigt calls for two alt-cornett parts and suggests 
the WaldhBrner as a substitute instrument, if necessary. 
The confusion in the nomenclature may be clarified if the 
four Corni in Eb and the two WaldhBrner in Eb in the Voigt 
are understood to be the same or similar. 
9. The nomenclature of the baritone and euphonium 
dilemma, as described in Chapter III, page 63, is illus-
tr2ted in a comp1:1rison between the two German scores. 
Voigt seems to score the TenorhBrner as a smaller bore 
instrument similar to Hellmann's use of the euphonium. 
Voigt's Euphonion or Baritontuba is more comparable in 
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9. (continued) in usage at least to Hellmann's Barytone. 
The cleffs and ranges used Are clues to this supposi-
tion. 
10. Hellmann has two tenor trombones and one bass 
trombone as compared to the two parts for each found in 
the Voigt score. 
The two excerpts from the Voigt arrangement, Figures 
25 and 26, illustrate examples of instrumental choice in the 
soli capacity c>S well as tutti with all instruments taking 
part. In the original score, Wagner's first few measures 
contain three orchestral colors in the extreme treble with 
(1) four solo violins on harmonics, (2) the remaining violins 
in four parts an octave lower (first entrance), and (3) two 
oboes and two flutes for the third color. Voigt uses in place 
of the solo violins aone solo flute, two solo clarinets, and 
an alt-cornett in Eb. In place of the second color, there is 
an bEb soprano clarinet and three Bb clarinet parts. Voigt's 
substitute for the original two oboes .~nd t1r10 flutes com-
prises of a csecond flute, two oboe parts, and Soprano-
Cornetts in Bb. Although the solution by Voigt may be very 
satisfactory, the inclusion of a brass in the woodwind chords 
is a little surprising. Had he used an English horn or 
a bassoon on the concert Ab pitch, a more consistent color 
might be possible. The alto cornet in Eb would sound an octave 
lower than the corresponding note in the original chord played 
by the four solo violins. 
The section beginning with the fifth measure is well 
scored with the four instruments, dtwo flutes and two clarinets, 
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selected with care to take the parts of the violins. The 
omission of the piccolo displays strategic judgement for 
even though Wagner brought the four violins in on the third 
beat, the weight And color of the piccolo, or additional 
woodwinds at this point would have interfered with the 
quiet legato Wagner sought. 
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Vorspiel BJ. der Oper "Lohengrin" l2:! \'lagner - Voigt, 
Figure 26, ~ 122· This excerpt from the score, measures 
34 - 39, reveals Voigt's solution for obtaining a soft tutti 
effect. At letter c, Wagner in the original used full 
strings, horns, flutes, oboes, English horn, clarinets, bass 
clarinet, and bassoons. Voigt uses all the brass and woodwind 
at his disposal except the piccolo. In comp~ring the quanti-
ty of different instruments, there are nineteen various 
instrumental pPrts in the original vJagner ~nd twenty-eight 
in the transcription. One interesting point, aside from the 
numbers involved, is the alow range expected from the third 
and fourth Eb trumpet. The written low E would be possible 
with a fourth valve or with a long tube trumpet such as 
Beethoven used, but the concert G (written E) is possible on 
any number of the other instruments vii thin a comfortable range. 
Two measures before c, the transcription has been 
quite literal. At this point eleven woodwinds and four divisi 
solo violins were used in the original. Voigt scores these 
btwo measures for ten woodwinds and five brasses. The main 
theme is for first violin, first flute, first oboe, first 
clarinet. This original instrumentation is transferred to 
prectically the same instruments in the band as follows: first 
and second flute, first Eb cl8rinet, second Pnd fourth Bb clar-
inet, and first Bb cornet. 
Voigt's strategy in the first three measures of C is 
difficult to determine for although he has been quite consis-
tent in giving the first violin part to the flute and clarinets, 
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on several occasions these instruments are given time out as 
if it were necessary to rest. cThe flutes enter on the first 
violin figure joining the solo and first Bb clarinet and 
then the dEb clarinet is brought in on the third measure. 
Although this is dependent on the number of instruments on 
each of these parts, the carefully worked out smoothness of 
Wagner's orchestration seems threatened at these points. The 
transcription of the first measure at C compares with the 
original as follows: 
Wagner 
1st flute, 1st oboe 
2nd flute, 1st clarinet 
Voigt 
2nd oboe, 2nd Bb cornet 
3rd clarinet, Eb alto 
cornet 
----------------------------------
English horn, 2nd clar-
inet, bass clarinet, contra-
bassoon, string bass 
lst trombone, contra-
bassoon, lst and 2nd tuba, 
lst and 2nd bass,trombone 
-----------------------------1st and 2nd bassoon 
1st horn in Eb 
2nd horn in Eb 
3rd horn in D 
1st violin 
2nd violin 
viola and cello 
1st and 2nd bassoon 
3rd and 4th Eb trumpet 
2nd trombone 
lst and 2nd Eb trumpet 
lst and 2nd clarinet 
3rd clarinet, alto cornet 
lst '1laldh!lrner, lst and 
2nd Eb trumpet 
The four remaining winds are the solo clarinet, second 
tenorhorn, first cornet in Bb, ~nd the euphonium. They are less 
consistent in taking the place of a definite instrument or instru-
ments, fluctuating back and forth between several. 
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Entrusting the important second violin line in the 
third measure of C to the esecond clarinet appears question-
able unless the second clarinet section is numerically strong 
enough to come through. There is little doubt that Wagner 
intended the turn or grupetto to be heard. Since Voig"G has 
scored three other clarinet parts at this same ti:ne plus 
torenty-four other wind parts, it is not likely that this 
second clarinet part wiLL oe heard. 
Another technique worthy of observation in Voigt's 
transcription is his use of the Eb trumpets and the alto cor-
nets in Eb as substitutes for the French horn and also for 
tne viola or cello. The Euphonion or Baritontuba, however, 
is used cautiously, switching back and forth rrum bassoon 
to string bass or cello, usually playing the easier and more 
legato passages. 
There is a strong, craftsl:lanlike apJJroach to the 
entire transcription. Voigt apparently has tried to fulfill 
the artistic demands of the original score vri th respect "Go 
the long flowing phrases and \vi th as much attention to orig-
lnal tone quality as possible. 
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Italian Scoring for Band: Introductory Remarks 
The three Italian scores selected for instrumenta-
tion analysis are the 11 Giga" by Hartucci, Figures 27, 28, 
29, and 30; "Ouverture Eroica" by de Nardis, Figures 31, 32, 
33, and 34; and "Fuga" arranged by Vessella, Figures 35, 36, 
and 37. There is little difference between the first two scores 
in regard to the instruments used, but the Vessella score 
appe2rs quite revolutionary by contrast. There are forty-
five wind parts listed in the Martucci score, thirty-nine 
in the de Nardi~ and only twenty-three are included by 
Vessella. Whereas the first two use a full complement of 
brass instrumentation with fluegelhorn, cornet, ~nd trumpet 
types represented, Vessella uses only fluegelhorn types ex-
cept for the horns in F and possibly the three tubas listed 
at the bottom of the score. There are five different clar-
inet types in the "Giga," six in "Eroica," and only tv10 in the 
"Fuga." All three scores use four or five saxophone parts, each 
in a different key, 
There is a much greater variety of woodwinds and 
brasses in the first two Italian scores than in the preced-
ing German scores, Figures 22 - 26, The Vessella score is 
the most austere of any work entered in the chapter in this 
regard. The m2nner in vJhich the instruments have been used 
in the score, hov1ever, marks each arranger of the Italian 
entries a capable and sensitive musician. 
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Giga, Opus 61, No • .3. 
Giuseppe Martucci, arranged by Raffaele Caravaglios 
Milan: G. Ricordi & Co.~ 1911 
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Used by permission 
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A discussion of the brass instruments Caravaglios 
includes in the score is important for their nomenclature 
is strange and the types are more numerous than any score 
of the study except for the Berlioz Tuba mirum, Figure 19, 
page 142. "Gig a" contains four horns in Eb ( corni in Ni 114 
two Bb cornets (cornette in Si .Q), two Eb trumpets (trombe 
in Mi .Q), two Bb bass trumpets (trombe basse in Si .Q), two 
tenor trombones (tromboni tenori in Sib), bass trombone in 
F and a Bb contrabass trombone, and no less than twelve 
fluegelhorn parts in nine different ranges (flicorni). 
The opening measures indicate immediately the 
arranger's predilection for confining the score to as few 
instruments ~s possible. aThe Eb soprano clarinet is used 
often throughout the composition in unison with the first 
Bb clarinet or in conjunction with the flutes. 
The fifth measure entrance in the blower winds (Figure 
31, page 164) also suggests the instrumentation Caravaglios 
utilizes. eThird clarinet, bass clarinet, and the alto and 
tenor fluegelhorns share the eighth note, staccato arpeggios. 
dThe alto clarinet is teamed with the Bb soprano fluegelhorns 
and the horns are joined on the seventh measure by etwo 
bassoons, baritone saxophone, and sarrusophone (contrabasso 
ad ancia). 
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Giga £z Martucci - Caravaglios, Figure ~' ~ 165. 
The antiphonal voicing in the ten measures beginning at 
letter B illustrate the 8rranger's choice for contrasting 
timbres in the staccato eighth note fragments. aThe first 
group is played by flutes, oboes, soprano clarinets in Ab and 
Eb, Eb trumpets, five fluegelhorns built in four tonalities, 
and the euphonium. The answer is given to the bfive clarinet 
sections, bassoons, four saxophones, sarrusophone, string 
bass, Rnd two horns. In this contrast there is suggested first 
a brilliance followed by a more mellow sound, although the 
fluegelhorns are used with the brilliant upper woodwinds. The 
cornets and trumpets are used spPringly as if their brilliance 
would have been too much for this particular passage. 
The distribution of chordal tones in this section 
discloses a great deal of care for balance. con the second 
beat entrance of the four note figure at letter B, there are 
twelve roots, five thirds, and only two fifths. In the 
answer on the second beat of the third measure after B, 
dthere are nine roots, three thirds, and also two fifths. The 
remaining chords display a comparable care in working towards 
harmonic clarity and balance. 
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FIGTJR~=~ .30 
Giga (cor.timwd) 
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Giga 121: Hartucci - Caravaglios, Fig~ 2_2, ~ 168. 
The section at G is an interP-sting example of a staccato 
texture with the entire winds taking a strategic pRrt except 
for the flute, oboes, trombones, and bass trumpet. aThe solo 
voice, as indicated, is given to the horn, Eb soprano cornet, 
and Eb "lto fluegelhorn. A clearly defined tone color which 
is not too penetrating seems to be the desired effect. b1m1er 
pitched instruments in the brass and woodwinds have the single 
eighth note in each measure. cThe repeating sixteenths are 
entrusted to the second and third Bb cl,rinets with the 
separated sixteenth notes given to the upper clarinets and to 
the soprano and alto saxophone. dcare has also been taken 
to give the grace notes to a selected group which includes 
the alto cl,rinet, bassoon, and tenor saxophone. 
The variety of instruments are used in a musically, 
functional manner in this example. Four distinct patterns 
contribute to the overall texture. 
Qi&a, Figure lQ, ~ 169. The final few measures of 
the composition are not indicative of much more that is new 
except to emphasize the probability that the arranger, Caravag-
lios, is able to write for every instrument in a purposeful, 
musical manner without fear for an instrument's Pbsence or 
for a performer's weakness. This appears to be a score for 
the professional musician with technical compromises unnecessary, 
awriting the unison in the first three measures for 
bass clarinet, bassoon, and baritone saxophone is a practical 
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device, but one that has aesthetic limi.tations if the 
passage were in a legato manner for these various timbres 
tend to neutralize each other. bThe ascending staccato 
figure in these three measures is very effective, however. 
Note the different dynamic levels set forth for the 
ctrio of cornets and trumpets marked Qn, as contrasted to 
the doboes and flutes marked ff. This is thorough planning 
for balance as well as for the setting of tonal color. 
The last seven me~sures are effective with the first 
clR.rinets leading up to the descending duo betiveen the 
eupper two clarinet voices and the first clarinets. fNow 
Caravaglios brings in the quartet of saxophones 2Q, and then 
for the first time, the entire band ~lays together on the 
final two eighth notes. 
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Ouverture Eroi ca, "1911" 
Camille de Nardis 
Arranged by Luigi Santori 
Naples: R. Izzo, 1913 
Figure 31, page 172 
Whereas the previous score, "Giga" by Martucci, 
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Figure 27, page 164, contained the greater variety of brasses, 
the overture by de Nardis as arranged by Santori includes the 
most woodwinds. The family of clarinets, from the high Ab 
piccolo to the low Bb bassi, and the five saxophones in five 
tonalities, represent the complete single reed family used. 
The contrabasso ad 8ncia or sarrusophone is used instead of the 
bassoon. The Eb alto clarinet and the Bb bass clarinet are 
divided into primo and secondo parts. 
A string bass was included in the Martucci score but 
Santori excludes this; otherwise the scores are very similar. 
There are two parts for each of the following: Eb horns, Bb 
cornets, Bb trumpets, tenor trombones, bass trombones, and for 
four of the fluegelhorns: soprani Sib, contralti Mib, 
tenori Sib, bassi Sib. The family of fluegelhorns bears the 
m8jor responsibility for the brass playing while the cornets, 
trumpets, and trombones are brought in for tuttis or for added 
brilliance on various brass and woodwind passages. The 
four pages selected for analysis, for instance, do not include 
these instruments. 
The instrumentation through the sixteen measure intro-
duction is an example of Santori's selection of instruments 
for a brisk, legato unison. aThe eighth note anacrusis is 
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assigned to the woodwinds only, a minor but nevertheless 
indicative point. There are twelve instrument parts on the 
leg8to eighths and as it descends, fewer instruments ~re 
used. bon the fourth measure there are eleven instruments and 
this is reduced to cnine on the ninth measure. The decrescendo 
and a clRrity is attained with this plan for acoustically 
the lower ranges would be less clear with a greater number 
and v2riety of instruments. 
Another strategem, from the standpoint of acoustics 
also, which may have guided Santori in his choice of instru-
ments through the first few measures, is the balance of the 
octaves. There is a careful division of parts throughout 
with six instruments on the upper octave and six on the 
lower octave on the first three measures. The ratio changes 
from this to five on top to four on the bottom at measure 5. 
Since the temptation to include the g~mut of instruments seems 
present in many of the Americ;om arrangements examined, the 
work by Santori appears light and delicate by contrast. 
Although this score, for the most part, treats legato 
skips in the brasses with c~re, the dfirst measure contains an 
odd and seemingly unnecessary skip of e sixth in the alto flue-
gelhorn part. This fourth space E does not seem justified in 
lig~t of the descending melodic pattern followed by the remain-
ing instruments in unison and oct,~ves. The lmver note avoid-
ed by the fluegelhorn would have been easier to play. 
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Ouverture Eroica 1l.Y de Nardis - Santori, Figures .}g_, 
3}, pages 122, 176. The pairing of instruments through the 
counterpuntal subject material beginning at £ and continu-
ing for the next sixteen measures offers clues and an in-
sight to Santori's concepts of instrumental colors and the 
combinations to obtain these colors. The patterns within 
a 
the first ten entrances are as follows: (1) alto clarinet, 
tenor and baritone saxophone, tenor fluegelhorn; b(2) second 
Bb clarinet, Bb soprano and Eb Rlto saxophone, Bb soprano 
fluegelhorn; e(3) first Pnd second oboe, first Bb clarinet, 
Eb soprano fluegelhorn; d(4) bass clarinet, first and second 
Eb horn, Bb bass fluegelhorn (euphonium); e(5) alto clarinet, 
alto and tenor saxophone, Bb fluegelhorn; f(6) first and 
second oboe, second Bb cl,Jrinet, Bb soprano S8.xophone, Eb so-
prano fluegelhorn; g(7) first and second flute, Ab and Eb 
soprano clarinets, first Bb clarinet; h(8) bass clarinet, 
Eb baritone saxophone, Bb tenor and Eb bass fluegelhorn; 
i(9) first and second oboe, second Bb clarinet, Eb soprano 
fluegelhorn; j(lO) alto clarinet, tenor saxophone, first and 
second Eb horns, Eb alto fluegelhorn. 
Along with the consistent variety in the entrances 
listed are the ktwo marcato quarter notes that occur in the 
lRst beat of the fourth measure after £ and in the next measure 
on the first beat. This two note figure is brought in three 
times as a percussive effect at the end of the phrase, and in 
contrast to the above mentioned variety, practically the same 
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instruments are used each time. The treatment is similar to 
that mentioned in Chapter v, page 138, in Beethoven's 
11Nilitary March." 
There are t1~o f'urther points worthy of mention 
regarding the final page and a half (from letter £) of the 
de Nardis work. One is the arranger's sensitivity to the 
melodic and harmonic material and his delimiting design of 
selecting instruments to best fit the material. The 
second point is related to the first but specifically involves 
Santori's cautious approach to the large variety of tone 
qualities available in such a band instrumentation. The 
vnriety of instruments used through the ten entrances, for 
example, are more exclusive than inclusive. Although three 
or four instruments of various timbres are used in each 
entrance, and there are thirty-nine wind parts present, the 
arranger has used relatively few of the combinations 
present. It is evident in this score by Santori as in the 
"Giga" arrangement by Caravaglios that the desire for the 
most musical effect are the guiding principles rather than 
a grandiose exploitation of the instrumentation for an 
outdoor function with carrying po1ver. 
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Fuga 
G. B. Martini, arranged by Allessandro Vessella 
Milan: G. Ricordi, 1932 
Figure 34, page 179 
Used by permission 
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The transcription of the fugue from the keyboard by 
Vessella presents an opportunity to study directly the 
arranger's ideas and techniques for recreating a composition 
in another media. Vessella's specific recommendation for the 
number of instruments on each Part makes more possible an 
evaluation of expected elements of balance and timbre combina-
tions. The first entrance, for instance, is for eight Bb 
clRrinets and t\w fluegelhorns. Although American scores have 
shown a greater predilection for doubling melodic line, it is 
also true that many fugue subjects such as in the Bach 
"Little Fugue in G l1inor" as arranged by Lucien Cailliet and 
the Bach- Abert "Fugue in G Jvlinor" (the great), begin with the 
first section of clarinets. Vessella's solution may prove to 
be superior since the clarinet sound on certain initial fugue 
subject entrances is apt to be weak, especially around the 
throat register. 
Throughout the excerpts from the Vessella score, 
the editing of articulations to fit the tr?nsition from piRno 
to 'tlinds, 2nd also to fit the v~ri,nce bet1~een the woodwinds 
and brasses, are details which reveal the arr~nger's skill and 
musical taste. In this regard, the following five points were 
noted: 
1. Vessella never transfers a group of dotted notes 
with a slur (portamento) to the winds. He takes the slur 
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off and either leaves the staccato markings or notates 
no articulation such as in the afirst two eighths of the 
first measure. 
2. In the keyboard part, the accent of the second 
measure is effectively taken care of by the winds by 
changing the Prticulction in the bthree preceding eighth 
notes. By slurring two and tonguing the lPst eighth, the 
accent is more apt to occur as the resultant style. 
3. The articulation in the cthird measure has been 
chAnged to f!t the clc;rinet and fluegelhorn chcracter-
istics. Had the articulation been left as in the key-
board, there would be an apparent wenkness and loss of 
clarity. Vessella fu~nishes a lightness as well as a 
brightness to the passage bydslurring two notes on the 
first beat and again on the second beat. 
4. In the efourth measure, the fluegelhorn is with-
drawn from the top line. An interesting articulation is 
given to the clarinets that appears to add }O the melis-
matic passage and the soft entrance of the fluegelhorn 
on the second beat of this measure serves to highlight 
slightly the clarinet accent. The fluegelhorn articula-
tion, however, does not coincide with the clarinet. It is 
designed to carry the continued quarter note ~cross the 
bar line. 
5. Generally, Vessella treats the articulation found 
in the keyboard very freely and creates a texture of 
articulation combin,tions 1vi th the winds which make 
the most of each horizontal line. 
As Vessella works the complete instrumentation of 
the band into the fugue development, converting the maximum 
of three parts found in the original keyboard version to as 
many ~s twenty-two parts, the extent of his scoring pro-
cedures are realized. Much of the enlarge~ent is due to the 
inclusion of added parts such ~s in the bass line for rhythmic 
stress to a cadence, or by filling in chords. The process is 
similar to pulling out organ stops for expansion of octaves and 
volume for a melodic or harmonic section. Vessella's ingenuity 
for adding parts may be seen in Figures 35 and 36 that follow. 
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F11gg_ Q.y Hartin~ - VeS§J"ll~ Figures 12, J.Q, Q?...RJ".£ 
18_£, JJD.. The quarter note tied to the eighth in the first 
measure of Figure 35, page 182, by the afluegelhorn is con-
tinued as an integral part of the composition, giving a 
waltz-like lift to the underlying rhythm. On measures 3 
and 4, bthe pattern is continuer' by the horns and fJ.uegel-
horns with the cflutes 2nd oboes answering. This occurs in 
the two free part measures before the fugue subject is begun 
again on the tonic by the dtenor fluegelhorns, and tenor and 
baritone saxonhones. 
This addition to the original score is carried a point 
further by capitalizing on the rhythmi.c figure of the free 
part found in the el!lst me.osure of Figure 35. Thi.s pattern 
is set in the secnnd half of the measure through the first 
four measures of Figure 36, page 183. It becomes especially 
significant \vhen the two Bb bass fluegelhorns, tubas in F and 
Eb, BBb bPss, Pnd the Bb b2ss saxophone take up this rhyth-
mic fragment beginning with fmeasure 3 in Figure 36. 
One point of inconsistency involves Vessella's use of 
octaves with the sixteen first and second cl2rinets fro~ the 
gfinal measure of Figure 35 to the secr;nc< mea sure of Figure 36. 
This is followed by unisonal treatment of similar material in 
the hthird and fourth measure of Figure 36. The octaves occur 
again on the ifollmving measure. 
As can readily be seen, the arrangement apparently 
spreads into its fullest instrumentation vii thin the first 
three pages of the score, or fourteen measures. However, the 
18? 
complete climax of the rem~ining nine pages which are not 
included in the study, is realized through a careful use 
of dyna~ics, marcato and accent markings, and a more 
prominent use of the brnss on the subject ~nd counter-
subject. The importance of ~rticulations to the devel-
opment and to the generating excitement of the fugue is very 
strong through to the end of the score. 
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Coronation March from "The Prophet" 
Giacomo Meyerbeer, arranged by F. ~. Gevaert 
Paris: Lemoine & Fils, 1890 
Figures 37, 38, pages 186, 187 
The arrangement of the march is taken from the 
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chapter on military music in the treatise by Gevaert on 
orchestration. 1 The instrumentation in this score cannot 
be judged typical of all French bands as may be seen in the 
list of French bands in Table II of Chapter II. The absence 
of oboes ~nd bassoons is most likely due to Gevaert's pur-
pose of writing the march for a marching group. The absence 
of saxophones is more difficult to ascertain. 
Aside from the double reens the instrumentation is 
similar to the preceding European scores included in the 
study, The bugle types are large bore cornets or fluegel-
horns and the bugles tenors - barvtons .§.!1 Sib are lcrge bore 
baritones or euphonium. The two trumpet parts in Eb are soprano 
~nd are pitched above the two Bb cornet parts, Contrary to 
other scores, the tuba parts are in transposing keys even 
though written in the bass clef. aThe Tubas - basses en Sib 
are euphonium type, or "bPritone tubas" according to Gallo. 2 
bThe Tuba - contrebasse en Sib is written a full ninth higher 
than it sounds. 
lFrancois A. Gevaert, D' Orchestration (Paris: 
Lemoine & Fils, 1890), pp. 299-301. 
2stanislao Gallo, The Modern Band (Boston: c.c. Bir-
chard & Co., 1935), p. 59. 
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The instruments Gevaert has chosen for the melodic 
line on the first page of the score, Figure 37, page 186, 
include the piccolo, flutes, Eb clPrinets, first Bb clarinets, 
cornets, and soprano bugles. The remaining eighteen instru-
mental parts plus percussion are on the accompanying harmony 
and rhythm. 
Gevaert raises the cpiccolo and Eb clarinet an 
octave on the fifth meesure to add brilli~nce and slurs the 
first two notes in this bar in the soprano woodwinds. The 
dcornets nnd bugles, however, are playing the notes separately. 
On the second pRge of the score, Figure 38, page 187, 
there is an interesting treatment on the ethird measure of 
the trumpet call with the jumping to and from the unison 
to the octave lower. The procedure may be effective with 
as mnny brasses involved. The slight diffusion of the unison 
furnishes a richer sound. 
There is a question as to the ftrombone section's 
avoidance of the sixteenth notes on the fourth measure in 
Figure 38. While every instrument including the tubas are 
plPying the rhythm in unison, the trombones perform the straight 
eighth note pattern. This occurs ~gain in the gsixth measure 
under similar circumst~nces and Gevaert's reason for this 
treatment is a vague one. 
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Coronation Narch Q:l: Meverbeer - Gevaert, Figure .3..2., 
~ 190. The third page of the score is included to 
illustrate the treatment of the beautiful melody, cantabile 
£Qn molto portamento. Gevaert has chosen a combinntion of 
brass and woodwinds that create an effective if somewhat 
somber bal~nce. ~b and Bb clarinets in unison and the Bugles -
altos or saxhorns, an octave lower, play the melody. ~he four 
F horns and the second and third clarinets are on the 
accompanying rhythmic triads with the two higher pitched 
tubes plpced on the down beat qnarters. A feature of this 
accompaniment treatment is the manner the notes of the triad 
are doubled. There are six parts on the three notes of the 
chords, but the first horn part is not doubled leaving two 
parts to be doubled in the remaining five parts. 
Concluding Statement 
The individual features of each country represented 
in the chapter are not as dissimilar as was expected. There 
is almost as much dissimiliarity between the scores within 
the three countries as there are from one country to another. 
The brass instrumentation was more similar in all scores than 
was the woodwind instrumentation. Italy included a full com-
plement of saxophones in two representative scores and France, 
surprisingly, had none, although the French brass section in-
cluded various saxhorn types. Generally, the German scores 
included fewer woodwind types, follm~ing closer the 
traditional woodwinds of the orchestra. 
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All of the scores contained thoroughly prep~red 
percussion parts. The overall impression of the European 
scores is one of highly developed skill in musicianship and 
organization. There is an inherent de[ree of mature 
professionalism very different from the American scores 
discussed in Chapter IV. 
CHAPTER VII 
TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR BAND FROM 1900 
TO THE PRESENT 
The transcription of music from its original setting 
to another media has been a practice from the earliest days 
of music printing. Either the composer or an opportunist re-
wrote the more successful music of the day for any individual 
instrument or ensemble that would bring profit. Bach, Brahms, 
Beethoven, Liszt, and Ravel are notable examples of the 
great composers who have rearranged their own works as well 
as works of their predecessors or contemporaries. The con-
ditioning of the listener to the most often or first heard 
means of presenting the music, be it orchestra, band, or 
piano, often sets the listener's preference for that means. 
The transcription of the "Suite in Eb" by Holst from the 
original band score to orchestra evokes a negative reaction 
to the musician who has first been exposed to the band score. 
The orchestra director, unacquainted with the band version, 
would appreciate the musical quality and craft of the Suite 
with ample justification. On the other hRnd, the prejudices 
of string performers ag8inst wind transcriptions are an 
expected phenomena. The degrees of toler?nce range from the 
purist who may be emotionally upset by a transcription of any 
sort to those able to listen to a piece of music with consider-
ation and appreciation for positive aspects as well as 
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the shortcomings of the new setting. There would be less 
critical intolerance of band transcriptions if the quality 
of the performance and the arrangement could equal such a 
group as the Garde Republicain Bnnd of Paris. Their superb 
artistry, displayed in performances of such works as the 
Richard Strauss "Til Eulenspiegel" or the Claude Debussy 
"L'Apres-midi d'un Faune," elevates them beyond reproach. 
Although it is heartening to realize this ultimate level can 
be reached, their well-founded tredition of artistic achieve-
ment is more or less improbable for most bands throughout 
the world. An examination of the following transcriptions 
discloses further evidence for this improbability. 
Rather than examine many excerpts from the multitude 
of arrangements and transcriptions made available for bands 
since the turn of the century, the approach has been one of 
comparing two representative works as they have been 
arranged for various publishers with the original. The first 
work, Rossini's "Overture to The Barber of Seville" (1816), 
is presented in its original scoring and by four arrangers for 
four different publishers. They are (1) Mayhew Lake, Carl 
Fischer; (2) W. J. Duthoit, Boosey & Hawkes; (3) J. s. 
Zamecnik, Sam Fox; and (4) L. Mayeur, Evette & Schaeffer. 
Four sections of the overture are compared in the 
following sixteen score excerpts, Figures 40-55. They are 
measures 1-3, 6-9, 11-16, and 92-99. 
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Il Barbiere Di Siviglia, Overture 
Gioacchino Rossini, arranged by Hayhm·! LBke, 
VI. J. Duthoit, J. S. Zamecnik, L. Hayeur 
Figures 4o, 41, and 42, pages 195, 196, and 197 
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The first two measures of the introduction are con-
sidered first. Figure 4o, page 195, represents the original 
setting by Rossini. Figure 41, page 196, is included to 
illustrate the condensed score from the French publisher, 
Evette and Schaeffer. Little more than the barest essentials 
are included in this score. The signature is not in the con-
cert key, but in the key of the Bb instruments. The order 
of discussion for each arranger is (1) Lake, (2) Duthoit, 
(3) Zamecnik, and (4) Hayeur. 
On the nreceding page, Figure 42, the Lake score is 
at the left and the Duthoit score is at the right. There is 
little difference in the overall instrumentation with the fol-
lowing three exceptions: (l) Second Eb alto saxophone is not 
included by Duthoit for Boosey & Hm1kes. (2) Duthoit scores 
two parts each for cornets, trumpets, and fluegelhorns as con-
trasted to the three cornet parts and three trumpet parts in-
eluded by Lake for CRrl Fischer. (3) Lake uses string bass. 
The aopening chord is similar in both arrangements 
as is the ascending line of thirty-second notes in the first 
complete measure. Lake's spacing of the Bb clarinets and 
oboes on the first chord may be less penetrating than Duthoit's. 
Duthoit seems to have more confidence in the baritone for it is 
included on the pianissimo ascending line o~ the first measure. 
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The greatest differences occur in the second measure 
for here the arranger is met with the task of converting the 
original woodwind and string question and answer fragment 
to the resources available in the band. Rossini wrote the 
first group (aFigure 4o, page 195) for solo flute, two oboes, 
t\vo clarinets, Pnd bassoons. The answer is in the quartet of 
strings. If the arranger follows the original orchestration 
with woodwinds, then the brass must repl~ce the strings or 
use woodwinds both times with a resulting loss of contrast. 
Lake chooses the first solution but misses the 
opportunity to use the woodwinds as Rossini did. bBy using 
n.i.ne instruments instead of the original six, doubling is 
heavy on both the top and the bottom. The string quartet 
answer is given by Lake to a cquartet of two cornets and two 
horns. 
Duthoi t follmvs the original a little more closely in 
the first group but much less in the second. For instPnce, 
like Rossini, he has assigned dsix instruments to the first 
figure, but in place of the quartet of strings Duthoit scores 
enine instruments. They are four Bb clarinets in four parts, 
alto clarinet, bassoon, alto saxophone, horn, and baritone. 
The overlooking of the movement in the first oboe as observed 
in the original (bFigure 4o, page 195) is a question~ble 
feature of both arrangements. Rossini brought the oboe down 
a fifth, thereby avoiding an upward resolution which would 
have doubled the !, the third of the supertonic chord. In both 
arrangements the inner parts were l'ept wi_thin a diatonic 
movement, whereas Rossini consistently used the downward 
skip of the fifth. 
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There are obvious shortcomings to both arrnngements. 
Rossini obtains " sensitive balance between the strings and 
woodwinds but each arr~nger seems to wilfully alter this 
bal8nce by putting more weight on the first group as Lake did, 
or on the second figure P-S did Duthoit. 
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Il Barbiere Di Siviglia Q2 ~ossini, measures 1-3, 
arranged Q2 Zamecnik and l1ayeur, Figure ~. ~ 201. The 
scoring by Zamecnik for the Sam Fox Coopany is on the left 
side of Figure 43 and the scoring by Mayeur for Evette & 
Schaeffer is on the right. 
Zamecnik's asolo voices in the second measure are 
more numerous than those used by Lake and Duthoit, but less 
than 1'·-!ayeur. Twelve instruments are worked into this 
figure by ZAmecnik and yet he fails to pl2ce the top line 
in octaves as in the origin~l. The strings answer the 
melody fjrst stated by the woodwinds in the original whereas 
Zamecnik spreads the answer over a total of fourteen instru-
mental parts. Lake used four in this inst8nce, Duthoit used 
nine, and Mayeur used eleven. 
The Mayeur arrangement of the overture was obtained 
through the Maurice Baron Company of New York City. Although 
this may not be typical of all current French publications 
for band, the follmving general fe;otures of the score and the 
instrumentation are offered: 
1. The quality of paper and the engraving are infer-
ior to American, English, German, and Italian scores 
examined in connection with the study. The paper is 
very thin, much less than white, and the attempt to use 
as little paper PS possible has resulted in a crowded 
appearance on such parts as the clarinet and baritone. 
The parts need stiffening with heavy paper or cerdboard 
backing to remain upright on ~ music st8nd. 
2. But one copy is furnished for each part and extra 
parts may be purchAsed at thirty cents. The cost of the 
arrangement is eight dollars and was selected from the 
current catalogue of Evette 8nd Schaeffer. 
3. The Eb cl~rinet part is very prominent with 
several important passages divisi. 
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4. Two tenor sRxophones and two ~lto saxophones are 
required. 
5. The two trumpet parts are in Eb and judging from 
their r~nge and role within the arrangement, these 
instruments are compar~ble in pitch to the Eb alto horn. 
6. There are two separate parts for baritones. 
7. The three separate bass p~rts are not only written 
in the transposed key like the transposing instruments of 
the treble clef, the lovJer two are written in a higher 
octave than they sound. 
8. There are no tympani or bassoons, and alto or bass 
clarinets. 
Mayeur does not differ extensively from Lake, Duthoit, 
or Zamecnik in the first five beats of the introduction, 
The bopening chord and the ascending pattern are similar 
except for Mayeur's scoring of the Bb clarinets in unison on 
the thirty-second notes with the lovler octave covered by the 
saxophones, baritone, and the Bb tuba. There is therefore 
slightly more vi eight in this treatment by Mayeur, but nothing 
to compare with the remaining csection of the phrase. Mayeur 
doubled the original woodwind and string question and ansv1er 
fragments in the following proportions: (1) sixteen parts by 
Nayeur to six parts by Rossini on the first fragment (second 
and third beat of measure 2), and (2) eleven parts by M-yeur 
to four string parts by Rossini (fourth beat of measure 2 to 
first beat of measure 3). The last dgroup of instruments by 
Mayeur includes three clarinet parts, the quintet of saxo-
phones, two cornets, and baritone. 
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Il Barbiere Di Siviglia Qx Rossini, measures 6-9, 
Figure 44, ~ 2o4; arranged Qx Lake and Duthoit, Figure~' 
~ 205. As may be seen in the original score, Figure 44 on 
p~ge 2o4, athe solo which begins on measure 6 is taken by the 
oboe accompanie0 by the strings in a light pattern of staccato 
sixteenth notes. bThe first bassoon and the cfirst horn 
complete the instrumentation in this phrase, each performing 
an important counterpuntal type line; the bassoon in eighths, 
and the horn in sixteenths. 
There is a remarkable amount of contrast between the 
four arrangements on this phrase with the Duthoit solution 
more closely following the original scoring. Duthoit has 
transferred verbatim the solo lines to the instruments select-
ed by Rossini. In Figure 45, page 205, (Duthoit on the right) 
athe oboe, bassoon, and horn have their respective parts in-
tact within the transposition of a whole step upwards. The 
bassoon part is the only one that has been strengthened with 
the bbass clarinet and tenor saxophone doubling the eighth note 
figure. An important omission in this arrangement by Duthoit 
is the third of the tonic originally played by the first 
violin on the after beats (dFigure 44, page 2o4). 
The transcription by Lake has not followed the origi-
nal scoring as closely and has omitted the important bassoon 
line entirely. This inconceivable omission is further com-
plicated as the arranger has added filler parts which tend to 
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offset Rossini's intent even more. The following is a list 
of deviations from the original as found in the Nayhew Lake 
arrange'nent, measures 6-9, Figure 4?, page 205: (1) The 
repe~ting sixteenths of the strings have become ceighth notes. 
(2) The oboe solo is taken over by the dclarinet. (3) The 
eoboes are given a dubious role as Lake adds them to the 
concert C in the last measure of the example. (4) The addition 
of the fsaxophone quartet for filler has no counterpart in the 
original. ()) The important ~rpeggio of the solo horn is 
given to the gsecond clarinet. (6) Whereas Duthoit gave the 
bassoon line status by ~dding two more parts to it, Lake has 
left it out completely. 
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11 Barbiere Qi Siviglia Qz Rossini, measures 6-a, 
arranged Qz Zamecnik and Mayeur, Figure 46, ~ 208. 
Ze1.mecnik (on the left side of Figure 46) created something 
very unlike the original. His zeal for 2dding parts not 
included by the composer detract from the original intent 
and this example especially suggests the extent of deception 
possible by arrangers. He has made no attempt to reproduce 
the repeating sixteenths played in the original by the 
violins. In pl~ce of the quartet of strings, Zamecnik has 
written for ahorns, saxophones, bassoons, alto 2nd bass clar-
inets, and four Bb cl~rinet parts. All of these contribute 
tov1ards a chorale type accompaniment so unlike Rossini's 
lightly scored sixteenths. The horn and bassoon solos are 
lost in a m8Ze of heavy scoring. The ainstruments mentioned 
above perform the required harmonic tones in such an erratic 
fashion that the clarity and beauty obtained by Rossini is 
quite lost. The staccato horn arpeggio so important to 
this phrFse is slurred in the clarinets, bassoons, and tenor 
saxophone. Zamecnik further diffuses the arpeggio by adding 
parallel harmony to it. 
Mayeur's conception of Rossini's orchestral scoring 
at this point (Figure 46, page 208) is as unique as is 
that by Zamecnik Pnd Lake. The original solo by the oboe is 
strengthened by Mayeur with the addition of bflute, Eb clar-
inet, and first Bb clarinet. The string accompaniment of 
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sixteenths is brought up to a proportionate strength with 
Ctwo Bb clarinets, alto and tenor saxophones, baritone sax-
ophone, cornet, alto horns, and all the tubas acting 2S 
substitutes for the strings. 
The solo, originally scored for solo horn, is per-
formed in the Layeur arrangement by the dcornet and fluegel-
horn; certainly to be considered more in keeping with the 
original than either the Lake or the Zamecnik use of clarinets. 
The bassoon figure on the third measure of this phrase (measures 
6-9) is absent as it was in the Lake and Zamecnik score, 
although it is vaguely present in the eeighth note dovmbeats 
and upbeats. 
The following four pages of score ex~mples are each 
from measures 11-16 in the introduction of the overture. 
Figure 47, page 211, is taken from the l1ayhew Lake arrange-
ment; Figure 48, page 212, is from the W. J. Duthoit arrange-
ment; Figure 49, page 213, is from J. S. Zamecnik; and 
Figure 50, page 214 is from L. Mayeur. A series of comparisons 
regarding six points of instrumental substitution of each 
arrangement to the original is arranged in Table IV on page 215. 
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ROSSINI 
Cello and string 
bass staccato 
Pizzicato after 
beats in 2nd violin 
and viola 
lst violin melody 
Violin plus flute 
in same octave 
Entrance of two 
horns 
Addition of two 
bassoons to horns 
TABLE IV 
OVERTURE, "BARBER OF SEVIlLE" by ROSSINI 
Measures 11 - 16 
DUTHOIT 
lst bassoon, baritone, 
string bass, tuba 
2nd and )rd clari-
net, alto saxophone 
Eb clarinet 
Flute added to Eb 
clarinet in same 
octave 
Two horns like the 
original 
Alto and bass 
clarinet, tenor and 
baritone saxophone 
LAKE 
Bass clarinet, tenor, 
baritone and bass 
saxophones, string 
bass 
2nd and )rd clari-
net in four parts, 
alto clarinet 
Solo Bb clarinet 
Oboe in place of 
clarinet plus flute 
an octave higher 
Three horns labeled 
1 stopped 1 adding 
note of chord 
Nothing added that 
resembles original. 
ZAMECNIK 
Tuba, string bass, 
baritone, bass and 
baritone saxophone, 
lst and 2nd bassoon 
2nd, )rd and 4th Bb 
clarinets, alto and 
bass clarinet, lst 
and 2nd alto saxo-
phones, tenor saxo-
phone 
Solo Bb clarinet 
Solo clarinet alone 
No resemblance to 
original. Horns in 
from start of phrase 
with syncopation and 
harmonic filler 
Nothing added at 
this point 
MAYEUR 
Baritone saxophone, 
basses in Bb, BBb, Eb 
2nd and )rd clarinets, 
lst and 2nd alto saxo-
phones, lst and 2nd 
tenor saxophones, lst 
and 2nd alto horns 
Eb soprano clarinet, 
lst Bb clarinet 
Piccolo, flute, lst 
and 2nd oboe (spread 
in three octaves) 
lst and 2nd fluegel-
horn, )rd and 4th alto 
horn 
lst and 2nd baritone 
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Il Ba;r:.bie.r~. D:i, Sivi,K.Jj..§. £y Ro,s_s,ini., m..ea_?ur_?_s 11-:J,.Q, 
F:i,g_ure ~' oage 211, arrajlger1 Q.y: l,Iayhew Lake; Figure ~8, page 
212, arranged Q.y: ~. ~· Duthoit; Ftgur_?_ ±2, Page £1}, arranged 
Q.y: ~. §.. Za.Jll_&Cni~; Figu_;r_~ _2Q, .IlO!.@ 214, q.rral}g_~q Qy I,. Hayeur. 
In the fifth meesure of the example, the rhythm used by 
Rossini in the original (Figure 44, page 204, eme~sure 15) 
on the last two beets of the measure is comoosed of a dotted 
quarter, or quarter tied to an eighth, followed by four 
thirty-second notes. In three of the four arrangements, this 
has been changed to become a quarter note and four sixteenth 
notes. Mayeur was the only one to keep the original rhythm 
intact in this part (Figure 50, page 214, ameesure 5). The 
serious chan.ging of this group of thirty-second notes to 
sixteenths by Duthoit, Lake, and Zarcecnik is one of the 
strr>ngest irccongrl•i ties found in any of the transcriptions 
examined in the study. 
The legato articulation of the solo is kept by 
Duthoit but not by any of the other three. Lake supports 
the snlo by bringing the solo clarinet back in ameasure 5 
of Figure 47, page 211. The arrangercent by Lake of this 
entire section represents a haphaz2rd tec'mique 0t best. 
The omission of the bassoon entrrnce is not understandable 
in light of the acparent filling-up procedures Lake has used 
in so many instances. His use of bstopped horns, the spacing 
of an coctave between the melody in the oboe and the flute, 
and the additional parts given to the d8fter-beat chords are 
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all subject to question when comp~red to the original, or even 
to the score by Duthoit. The texture, especially, has been 
thickened to an unfortunate degree. 
Regarding the same passage, Zamecnik has distorted 
the arhythm of the first beat on the second ond third measure 
(Figure 49, page 213). Originally this is two equal eighths, 
but Zamecnik has attempter1 to improve this by m~king the 
first note shorter and the second note more than t1vice as 
long as intended by Rossini. Two eighths h?ve become one 
sixteenth followed by a dotted eighth tied to ~nother eighth. 
Although Table IV, page 215, sug;'ests in some ways 
that Mayeur is as removed from the scoring intent of Rossini 
as is Zamecnik and Lake, he has been at least as careful as 
Duthoit in his inclusion of the necessary parts without 
dilution or padding (Figure 50, page 214). There is some 
heavier doubling in the kayeur than in the Duthoi t. 'dhere 
Rossini brought in the flute at the same octave as the violin 
on the third measure of the phrr>se, and Duthoit follm,Jed suit 
by adding the flute to the Eb clarinet; Hayeur added three 
instruments to the Eb and Bb clRrinets with a resulting 
three octave spread. The added instruments are the piccolo, 
flute, and oboe. 
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Il Barbiere Di Siviglia hY Rossini, measures 92-99, 
Figure 51, nRge 218; arranged Q£ L~ke, Figure ~' pa~e £12; 
arranged hY Duthoit, Figure 2}, ~ 220; arranged hY 
Zamecnik, Figure ~' ~ 221; arr~nged hY Maveur, Figure 22, 
~ 222. The final excerpt from the Rossini score is from 
the allegro. The original score in Figure 51, page 218, 
illustrates the pattern Rossini has used for the melodic line. 
The solo oboe begins the theme and is joined by the asolo 
clarinet at the lo\~er octave at the point the dotted eighths 
and sixteenths start their ascending line to the third measure 
of the example. Duthoit, in Figure 53, page 220, has treated 
this in a similar fashion by leaving the oboe on the solo and 
. joining the acornet to it on the ascending line. The 
position of the octaves are retained as in the original. The 
use of the cornet frees the bclarinet for the ans~ering group 
of sixteenths on the fourth measure of the excerpt, origin-
ally played by the violins. 
In Figure 52, page 219, Lake has also left the oboe 
on the solo, but it is placed on the alm~er octave and is 
doubled by both the first and second clarinets. bThe flutes, 
second oboe, Eb clarinet, and third clarinet are added on the 
ascending dotted eighths and sixteenths. Lake has further 
attempted to improve upon Rossini by filling in the chord on 
c 
the third measure with the alto clarinet and second clarinet 
contributing the third and fifth. dThe second clarinet, 
alto clarinet, and alto saxophone collaborate (measure ~) 
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on the answering fragment originally intended for the 
violins. eThe bracketed measures in Figure )2, page 219, 
illustrate errors found in these individual parts. 
~/hile crec'.it is due Duthoit for his careful pl?ce-
ment of the melody, the accompaniment of quarter notes is 
less creditable in light of the original scoring for second 
violin and viola. No less than twelve instrumental parts 
take over these quarter notes. They include the second and 
third clarinets, alto and bass clarinet, bassoons, alto and 
tenor saxophones, and the four horns. 
By way of contrast, however, Lake has used an austere-
like treatment for this accompaniment. He has vlritten but 
three horn parts throughout this section without regard for 
the fourth part Rossini added by dividing the violas on the 
fourth measure of the phrase. Lake deviates further by 
changing the fbass line in the third measure and also by 
adding the gtenor and baritone saxophone on the whole notes 
and dotted half notes as his contribution to these chords. 
In Figure ?3, page 221, Zamecnik, still laboring under 
his decision to transpose the transcription a fourth lower 
than the original, has scored the original oboe solo for the 
first cornet. aThe cornet is dropp.ad, however, ·.vhen the 
dotted eighths and sixteenths occur, at which noint the bflutes, 
Eb and Bb clarinets take over. cBassoons and oboes perform 
the group of sixteenths in the fourth measure of the excerpt. 
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The treatment of the melody by Mayeur (Figure 55, 
page 222) is similar to Duthoit and the original by Rossini. 
aThe Eb and Bb clarinets begin the solo and are joiner by 
the fluegelhorn at the lmver octave in l1ayeur' s version. 
Mayeur has added brilliance to the bfourth measure group of 
sixteenths by deploying this figure over two octaves in 
piccolo, flute, oboes, and cornet. Mayeur, like Duthoit 8nd 
Rossini, brought the next statement of these sixteenths 
(last measure of the example) in on the lower octave; a 
detail overlooked by both Lake and Zamecnik. 
In conclusion, there ere many incongruities inherent 
to each of the four transcriptions. The Boosey &. Hawkes 
transcription by Duthoit is more faithful in most respects 
to the content of the original than any of the other three 
examined. The Mayeur arrangement, ,,vhich appeared vleak in 
a few instances in the introduction, proved quite effective 
in the third and fourth examples in Figures 50 and 55, pages 
214 and 222. The transposition of the entjre overture by 
Zamecnik down a fourth is typical of his attention to the 
original score. In some respects, both Zamecnik and Lake wrote 
as if they had been working from 8 niRno score. Their trans-
cription solutions were much less faithful to the intent of 
the original than Duthoit or Hayeur. The comparative study 
suggests strongly that the large quantity of band transcrip-
tions and arrangements by Lake and Zamecnil{ need careful con-
sideration as to their value. 
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Der Freisc'liltz, 01!_erture 
Carl Maria von Weber, arranged by 'oses-Tobani 
New York: Carl Fischer, 1898 
Copyright renewed by Thea. M. Tobani, 1926 
Figures 56-58, pages 226-228 
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A comparison of the transcription by Hoses-Tobani 
in Figure 58, page 228, to the original section by Weber in 
Figure 56, page 226, suggests. that Hoses-Tobani have used 
the approach recommended by Stanislao Gello for transferring 
various sections of the orchestra to the band. 1 Gallo is 
willing to transfer all of the sections of the orchestra 
literally to the band except the clarinets, and of course, the 
strings. The strings are assigned to the clarinets and the 
orchestra clarinets are assigned tn the saxoohones. In this 
arrangement, one of the loveliest and most ren01med clarinet 
solos in orchestral liter~ture (Figure 56, page 222) is 
scored for the aBb soprano saxophone 1-1i th the flute doubling 
the solo an octave higher (Figure 58, page 228), 
The strategic preparation von Weber sets forth for 
the solo clarinet entrance, the chords in the horns and the 
string tremolo, is most effective and strongly anticipates 
the virile clarinet quality. The thoughtful aesthetic approach 
typical of romantic period composers as they created their 
orchestral works, and especially Weber, was done with an 
acute awareness of the instrumental_ timbres. By tampering 
vii th these intrinsic but very tangible values, the arranger 
------------- ------------------
1s tanislao Gallo, The Hod ern Band, Book I (Boston: 
C. E. Birchard & Company, 1935), p. 85. 
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perjures both the composer and the listener. As long as the 
solo voices are available in the band, and i~hen these 
voices are important ingredients to the original setting, the 
arranger should attempt to use them as substitutions in 
the accompaniment or less prominent parts. This becomes a 
test not so much of one's ingenuity in shuffling the instru-
ments about in a preconceived pattern such as sug~ested in 
Gallo's treatise, 2 but rather a test of the arranger's 
appreciation and awareness of every element of the original 
score. 
In the first excerpt of Figure ')8, page 228, Noses-
Tobani have constructed a full accompaniment with (1) five 
clarinet parts plus the bassoons performing the tremolo; 
(2) alto and bass clarinets on the shake; and (3) baritones, 
trombones, basses, and three saxophones playing sustained 
whole notes. The asoprano saxophone and flute are in good 
balance, but the total effect is most dissimilar to the 
original. Even the quartet of horns 'vleber uses before the 
b 
clarinet solo is magnified by all of the cornets in the 
transcription. 
The final four measures of Figure ')8, pRge 228, by 
Noses-Tobani are closer to the original color and texture. 
cThe clarinet duet is reproduced exactly, although two flutes 
and solo cornet are added. The pizzicato quarter notes of the 
2Gallo, Qll• cit., p. 8'). 
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strings are lightly scored in the '1_m.Jer wood11inds and 
selected brasses. eon the second beat of the second measure, 
however, the arrangers have placed ten instrumental parts 
where 'deber used but two oboes and the first bassoon. 
With consideration for the date, 1898, of the 
arrangement, such additional weight mentioned as the last 
point in the preceding paragraph brings to mind the emphasis 
on outdoor concerts in the bands of this era. The effective-
ness of the band was more in relation to its projecting 
strength than on its concert hall intimacy. This does not 
condone the practice of excessive duplication of parts, but 
it is possible to understand the conditions under which 
these transcriptions were done. One further point to be made 
regarding the Noses-Tobani work is the addition of the alto 
and bass clarinet to the score; probably done in 1926 when 
Tobani renewed the copyright. This pattern of adding new 
instrumental parts to so-called revised editions may be 
construed as adding further to the diffusion of clarity and 
balance by spreading the parts over more and more instruments. 
Concluding statement. The heavy scoring through added 
parts and the transference from the more transparent members 
of the woodwind family in the orchestra to more resonant winds 
in the band such as the saxoDhones and brasses are expected 
devices when the popular, outdoor function of the bands in 
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America during the late nineteenth and early t\.Jentieth 
century is considered. The many instances of inconsistent 
transcription prRctices in terms of the composers' counter-
punta! and harmonic content are not as easily justified in 
spite of the circumstances mentioned. There appears to be 
a great need to improve this segment of band's literature. 
The rescoring of much of the transcribed music in use today 
is a task that should be accomplished in respect to the 
matured state of the band's instrumentation and the change 
in its performance function. 
CHAPTER VIII 
ORIGINAL COi-~P03ITIONS FOR BA,m IN 
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 
Contributions to -cne literature of the concert band, 
and the American concert band in particular, by leading 
composers of the tuentieth century have appreciably increased 
during the last t1·1o or three decades. Hunt coD piled a select-
ed list of original conpositions for band by established 
American cor.1posers uritten witLin the last thirty years.l The 
conpilation includes seventy-three cor.,posers and one hundred 
eighty cospositions, of which more than half could qualify as 
having valid stature in ter::s of length, content, forru, and 
seriousness of purpose. 
A very significant port::.on of the ::unt treatise is de-
voted to the receipt of letters fro:.• AE1erican co:.1posers who 
\•iere asked to comment upon the concert band .2 The following 
excerpts have been selected froD nine of the eighteen letters 
for their aptness in furnishing pertinent backeround to this 
area of the study. The quotations fro::J the letters are 
lcharles Brovmlow Hunt, "The American \"iind Band: Its 
Function as a Nediun in Contemporary l·iusic" (unpublished 
Ph. D. dissertation, The University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, 1949), p. 228. 
2Ibid., pp. 241-277· 
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related to Hunt's questions concerning the instrumentation 
of the band and the band " • • as a me~ns for musical 
expression."3 
Aaron Copland: • • • urge the leaders of concert bands 
to seriously take into consideration a concerted plan for 
the commissioning of \vorks from at least fifty American 
composers esp¢cially designed for the needs of the 
concert band. 
Henry Cov1ell: The instrumentation should be left in-
definite •••• approve attempts to include unusual 
instruments, such RS contra-bass clarinets •.•• I have 
never found anything important to do \vi th a bass saxo-
phone, and resent having to \<~rite a part for one ',·Jhen it ? 
is not needed, in order to fill in the standard AMA score. 
Paul Creston: ••• I felt that serious, abstract music, 
extending thru the entire gamut of emotions from the most 
tender to Ghe most powerful, -was perfectly indigenous in 
its sound. 
William Bergsma: • • • he cannot dictate hmv many 
clarinets shall be included, ••• the result is makeshift 
music. Even worse than this, he must insert doubling 
parts such as fltlgelhorns, which he does not need ••• 
because the manufacturer of fltlgelhorns has influences 
with the board which sets up the approved instrumenta-
tion to which published works must conform,! 
Morton Gould: I think that the sonorities of a band 
have a resonance and impact that are very positive and 
individual, and I ar; interested in exploiting these 
sonorities to project certain creative ideas of mine • 
• • • that the low registers and the bass line of the 
symphonic band is unnecessarilg muddy and unclear in 
tonal values and articulation. 
3Hunt, 2:2· cit., p. 274. 
4-Ibid., p. 24-8. ?Ibid., p. 250. 6Ibid., p. 251. 
7 Ibid., p. 244-. 8Ibid., p. 2 54-. 
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Roy Harris: • • • the ideal instrumentation for the 
American Symphonic Band to be as follo~s: 5 flutes (2 pic-
colos), 1 oboe, 2 English horns, 2 Eb clarinets, 16 Bb 
clarinets, 2 alto clarinets, 2 bass clarinets, 1 soprano 
saxoDhone, 1 alto saxophone, 2 tenor saxoDhones, l bar-
itone saxophone, 3 bassoons, 1 contra-bassoon, 6 horns, 
3 cornets in Bb, 3 trumpets in c, 2 tenor trombones, 
2 bass trombones, 2 baritones, 2 Eb
9
tubas, 1 BBb tuba, 
5 string basses, piano, harp, ••• 
George Frec'erick McKay: All that is needed is com-
plete choir groupings. A single oboe is not much help 
in the midst of brass and clarinet choirs. './hat is 10 needed is a double reed choir of oboes and cor anglais. 
Arnold Schoenberg: • • • There are far too meny 
brass instruments and th!Ie should be three to four 
times as m2ny woodwinds. 
William Schumann: The band, as a medium of expression, 
is limited in exactly the same manner that any other medi-
um is limited. These very limitations are >·lhat give a 
particular medium its char,cter ••.• The ideal instru-
mentation for the symphonic band would be a flexible one 
so that the comDoser would be ~ree to write for the band 
as he does for the orchestra.l 
Several implications are present in the preceding 
nine quotations. One is the apparent disagreement on instru-
mentation requirements. Another is the argument for a 
flexible, unfixed ins trumen ta tion. The follovling score 
excerpts from the works of nine tvJentieth composers may serve 
to illustrate further the direction being taken in the grow-
ing repertory of original contemporary compositions for band. 
9Hunt, QQ• cit., p. 258. 
lOrbid., p. 264. 11IQ1Q., p. 271. 12Ibid,, p, 273. 
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Scherzo for Band 
Frank Erickson 
New York: Bourne, Inc., 1957 
Figure 59, page 236 
Used by permission 
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A feature of the work is the emphasis on contrast 
between legato phrases for selected woodwinds and brilliant 
staccato or marcato phrases for the brass and percussion. 
An exploitation of the percussion section, in so far as it 
can add color and highlight important rhythmic material, is 
also a strong feature of Erickson's scoring. 
The comparatively small instrumentation may be com-
pared with certain neo-classical orchestral scores of Hin-
demith, Schoenberg, or Piston with their Kammersymnhonie 
concepts reminiscent of the early Haydn orchestra. Erickson 
deviates from the full instrumentation of most band scores by 
decreasing the usual thirty-one parts to t,,,en ty-one, exclusive 
of percussion. One flute, oboe, and bassoon; two horn parts; 
no Eb soprano cleri_net, alto clarinet, and trumpet are unique 
to this score. This economical usage of the instruments, not 
only in the overall score, but also vii thin the phraseing for 
the small instrumental choirs, is effectively v!edded to the 
musical content. 
The first page of the score, Figure 59, page 236, 
displays an austere brilliance and a penetrating clarity 
through the staccato open fifths and the unison for flute, 
oboe, clarinets, and cornets. This effect is obtained 
without placing the soprano instruments in their extreme 
upper range. The flute is the only ainstrument on the 
upper octave in the entire melodic line. A cautjous use 
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of the upper register of the flute, oboe, and clarinet in 
particular, is noticeable through the entire vJOrk. This 
is also typical of other scores by Erickson such as 
"Tamerlane," "Legend of the Bells," and "Toccata For Band." 
• 
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FIGURE 60 
Scherzo (continued) 
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FIGURE 61 
Scherzo (continued) 
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Scherzo For 3cend Q.y: Frank Erickson, Figures 60 and 61, 
pages 239 and 240, measures 18-33. The phrase in Figure 60, 
p~ge 239, is again scored in a most economical mrnDer. The 
aclarinet trio is assisted only by the bhorn which doubles 
the third clarinet. The accompanying quarter notes are 
lightly scored in the cbass clarinet, bassoon, and the string 
bass. Even the register of the clarinet section is in 
sympathy to the quiet legato Erickson seeks. The transpar-
ency of such light scoring is an antithesis of earlier 
practices. 
In Figure 61, page 240, the next eight measures for 
brasses is staccato and is based upon the woodvlind theme stated 
in a legato manner in the eight previous measures of Figure 60. 
The raising of the theme a perfect fifth heightens the con-
trast. The parallel major triads are effective in the athree 
cornet parts and are idiomatic of the archaic harmonic treat-
ment fpvored by Erickson and many of his contemporaries. 
bThe string bass (Figure 61) is the only instrument 
carrie·~ over from the preceding phrase. The instrumentation 
characteristics of the majority of transcrintions discussed in 
Chapters IV and VII displ<;yed flagrant doubling and dupli-
cation, and makes more obvious Erickson's determination to use 
as few instruments as possible. It is more a question of 
what instruments Erickson leaves out rather than \vhat has been 
left in. Cliches of past scoring techniques in vlhich the team-
ing of bassoons and bass clarinet to tenor saxophone and 
baritone was inevitable, are willfully avoided in the 
Erickson score. For example, the saxonhones are not used 
in the last sixteen measures, Figures 60 and 61, to assist 
either the woodwinds or the brasses. In Figure 61, the 
cstaccato quarter notes supporting the cornet trio are not 
doubled in the second or third tronbone, bassoon, bass 
clarinet, or lower saxonhnnes. A distinct clarity of instru-
mental color is thereby ggined with maximum contrast be-
tween the woodwind nhrase of Figure 60 and the brass 
nhrase of Figure 61. 
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Svmnhony in £ flat 
Paul Hindemith 
London: Schott & Company, 
Figures 62 and 63, pages 2~3 
Used by permission 
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The symphony makes use of the fully expanded instru-
mentation found in most contemporary works for present concert 
bands. Unlike the Erickson score, Hindemi th has vJri teen for 
a full complement of vwodvJinds :ond brasses. A. very important 
part is plAyed by the piccolo and the Eb soprano clarinet, 
and it should also be stated that each instrumental part is 
called upon at one time or another in a solo or a soli 
capacity. Hindemith has accepted the challenge of the concert 
band's instrumentation in the sense that each section of 
instruments and each instrument of each section is deserv-
ing of a distinct portion of the them~tic material. He 
has created a symphony that seems dedicated to this end. 
Whereas Erickson scored for tl~enty \·Jind instrument 
parts, percussion, and string bass; Hindemith has scored 
for thirty-three wind parts and percussion. The major 
differences, besides the piccolo and Eb clPrinet mentioned, are 
Hindemith's four Bb clarinet pPrts, two trumpet parts, four 
horn parts, Eb alto clarinet, f'utes, and oboes; each of the 
latter tvJO instruments are in two very different pprts. 
A further generalization may be mPde concerning Hin-
demith's develoPment of his subject material. Most of the 
elements of the thematic and accompanying material are found 
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in the first few measures of the first movement (Figure 62, 
page 2'+3). Hereafter, this nucleus of note and rhythmic 
patterns is interpolated and manuevered within certain key 
relationships, some common to traditional sonata-allegro 
form. For the most part, however, the strongest means of 
development appears to be through an exploitation of the 
instruments rather than through conventional symphonic 
forms. The strong counterpuntal technique of Hindemith lends 
itself to this. A woodwind trio or quartet, a brass choir, 
a solo instrument with various accompanying timbres are all 
to be found with many other instrumental combinations 
through the three movements of this great work for band. 
Hindemith delegates the instruments needed to com-
plete each stege of the development and includes no instru-
ment unless there is an essential oart for it. The basses, 
for instance, are only used for twenty-two of the first 
seventy-seven measures. He rarely doubles an instrument 
except on the finale type tuttis such as in the closing of 
the first and third movements; or in extended unison passages 
such as the inspirational ostinati beginning in measure 185 
and proceeding to the end of the first movement. These 
twenty-seven measures cont~in an exciting build-up of tension 
with the woodwinds gaining in numbers and range on the 
ostinati, and the brass accumulating more and more povJer in a 
driving rhythm that also gathers in the complete choir of 
brass, phrase by phrase. 
The opening of the symphony in Figure 62, page 243, 
contains an immediate statement of the subject in the cornets 
and trumpets, and this is surrounded by an energetic 
cacophony of sound in the upper woodwinds. aThe marcato 
eighths in the lower brasses and bassoons become the first 
part of the second subject in the oboe on measure 28 (not 
included). During the first ten measures the upper ten 
woodwind parts each retain an individual role in the strident 
texture Hindemith attains. No part is quite like the other. 
The bsecond flute lies above the first flute, and the ten 
instruments are arranged on the ten parts within a t1>10 octave 
range. Of the ten lines of instrumental patterns, the csolo 
Bb clarinet and the second flute have a more varied move-
ment. The remaining eight instruments keep within a more 
static confinement. 
The tempo marking of d88 to ~ requires a very facile 
staccato technique in the woodwinds having the staccato 
triplets. Although the flute and piccolo may use a triple 
tongue technique, the Eb and Bb cl~rinets must tongue 
rather desperately to maintain tempo. A ~ illffi· for a half 
note with six eightils to each beat is equal to 184 mm. for a 
quarter note and the three triplet eighths ~.Jithin the 
quarter. Although this speed may be expected from some pro-
fessionals, it is apt to be beyond the reach of most amateur 
and many semi-professional players. 
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The entrance of the~orn in measure four, Figure 63, 
page 244, and that of the btrombone in the fifth measure, 
fit a comfortable but resonant range. This is skilfully 
brought in to assist the cornets and trumpets in their 
relatively weak low register. The angul0rity of the theme 
oermits this addition and deletion of parts. 
The four excerpts from the symphony that follow in 
Figure 64, oage 249, include some of the more unusual 
instrumental combinations. 
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§ .. l':r!mhpny for J:3and ill B"Q QY.: PaiJ.l Ht_nclemi th, Figur~ 6lt, 
J2~_g_§ 2lt2. 1\.1 though the wnod1-1ic~ds in the first exarr·ple of 
Figure 64 are a conventional combinRtion, the trer:1olo 
accompaniment in the two flute parts is unique. The effect 
is unusual but does furnish a fitting texture for the counter-
puntal duo between the aoboe and bassoon. 
Example 2 in Figure 64 is from an episode in the 
development section of the first movement fugue. Preceded 
by a five measure crescendo of repeated dotted ei:·hths and 
sixteenths in the brasses, these four measures stand out 
in temporary relief frnm the surrounding tension. The 
bflute's urgent fig~re, the trill in the cthird clarinet, 
two dmuted trwnpet;s, ebari tone, and f triangle offer a 
refreshing ci1ange of timbre. 
Example 3 is a ~ive-way thematic com\Jination that 
includes an (l) Qptin_~tl passage in the gbassoon, (2) a 
theme related to the second subject in the hsolo cornet, 
(3) a fragment from the fugue in the ialto saxophone, 
(4) another rhythmic sequence in the jtuba, and (5) the 
kglockenspiel assisting the cornet. 
Example 4 is from the last rcove:nent in 1>1hich a still 
different combination is brought together. Hindemith seems 
to have wilfully avoide' cliches of orthodox orchestrational 
and he has also avoided repetition within the sym-concepts . · 
phony of his rr:ore unusual combinations. In this example, 
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the second theme of the final move1~ent of the symphony is 
presented by the second flute, bass clarinet, and bassoon. 
This is accompanied by a trio of trombones, tuba, and 
tympani, which are scored in an antiphonal manner. 
This significant work for bAnd reflects Hindemith's 
appreciation and interest in the potentiality of the wind 
instruments. The linear motives, the counterpuntal struc-
tures, and the harmonic genre of Hinde;nith's mnture period 
are brought together in this great contribution to the 
concert band. 
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Theme and Variations 
Arnold Schoenberg, Opus 43 
Ne~o1 York: G. Schirmer, Inc., 1944 
Figure 6?, page 2)2 
Used by permission 
The work by Schoenberg calls for a slightly great-
er variety of instruments than does the Hindemith. The 
woodVJinds are identical except for one less Bb cl~rinet 
part in the Schoenberg. The inclusion of t1vo fluegelhorn 
parts, the distinction bet1.Jeen the baritone and the euphon-
ium, and a vague distinction between basses and tubas, mark 
the dissimilarities to the Hindemith score, as well as to 
the majority of contempor~ry works. Schoenberg patterns 
his instrumentation after the French and Italian b~nds rather 
than Bfter American publications. 
Schoenberg has devised a unique system to assist the 
various 11i.nd parts attain a balance. Principal parts are 
labeled .:E; secondary parts, §.; phrase beginnings, {_; and 
phrase endings, _1. The complications of the vJOrk are 
even more apparent with such R multitude of individual parts, 
thirty-five plus percussion, and these explanatory signs are 
a welcome ad~ition. 
The work begins '.vi th a theme consisting of two 
nine bar phrases and three measures of tra.nsi tion, vlhich is 
followed by seven variations and an extended finale. The 
design of the entire work is therefore in nine parts vlith the 
following number of measures for each part: (1) 21, (2) 20, 
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(3) 4-1, (4-) 20, (5) 4-1, (6) 20, (7) 20, (8) 22, and (9) 65. 
There is a strong linear construction throughout the compo-
sition and no variation is without some degree of counter-
puntal complexity. There are many challenging problems of 
performance, relRted to the intricate rhythmic demands rather 
than to technical demands. 
Schoenberg's reasoning for the selection of either 
the cornets, trumpets, or fluegelhorns is difficult to 
determine. Lyrical, marcato, and staccato styles are re-
quired from all three instruments, suggesting that they could 
be used interchangeably; but not suggesting that the three 
timbres do not add the variety and contrasts Schoenberg 
desires. The cornets and trumpets share the upper rRnge 
about equally, but the fluegelhorn is also required to play 
in a similar high range such as in measures 205 and 206, 
136-139, and especially in measures 65 and 66 in the second 
variation. 
Several examples of the baritone and euphonium usage 
display Schoenberg's definite ideas as to their role in the 
band. The baritone invariably has the upper line. The low 
range written for the euphonium could not be reached without 
a fourth valve. The intricate passage vJOrk for the baritone 
in Variation V (Figure 68, page 259, measures 158-159) are in 
an extremely high testatura, demanding amazing flexibility. 
At one point, measure 166 (not included), the baritone must 
slur from an F sharp above the bass clef to a C sharp, third 
space on the treble clef. The two instruments are often 
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used in octaves or in harmony, but are very rarely used in 
unison. 
The bass Pnd tuba nomenclAture poses a dilemma as there 
is little to refer to with respect to the physical differences 
betvJeen them. In terms of renge, as Schoenberg has scored for 
them, the tuba is consistently at the lmver octAve. The tuba 
is specified whenever a solo is called for in the first move-
~ent, and thereafter the letter 1 is used, ~lthough the 
inference is still for the tuba due to the range involved. 
Schoenberg may have thought of the basses as being comparable 
to the baritone's relationship to the euphonium, or the con-
cept of small bore compared to large bore. The so-calleo 
basses may be in Eb and the tubas in BEb for the ranges of the 
two parts suggest this solution. The evidence is not con-
clusive, hovJever, that two different instruments are required. 
The string bass plays in P very smPll portion of the 
composition with a total of one hundred and ninety-t\.Jo meas-
ures rest out of the possible two hundred and seventy-eight 
measures. Three of its relatively few notes are in octaves 
and are pizzicato, suggesting that Schoenberg expected at 
least tvJO players. A full complement of percussion instru-
ments are skilfully scored for and include the tympani, bass 
drum, sna~e drum, gong, cymbals, triangle, tambourine, 
glockenspiel, and xylophone. In measure 179, the cymbal 
entrance is notated with the words "bJo olates" before it. 
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The doubling examples on the first page of the 
score, Figure 65, page 252, indicate rather orthodox prac-
tices. The aoboe and clarinets are united on the first state-
ment of the theme, and various other sections are performed 
by the follovling combinations: (l)bbassoons, bass cl;orinet, and 
baritone saxophone; (2) cthird clarinet, alto clarinet, and 
d . 
alto and tenor saxophone; (3) euphonlum and tubn; and (4) the 
e flutes, clarinets, and alto saxophone. 
An important characteristic of the >wrk is the anti-
phonal voicing of all possible instrumental combinations. On 
the first page (Figure 65) the chordal accompaniment begins 
in the ftrombones and then moves bar by bar to (1) ghorns, 
(2) ~rombones, and next to (3) icornets and trumpets. In 
measures 6, 7, and 8 (not included), related figures are 
passed on to (1) jwoodvlinds, horns, and cornets; (2) bassoons, 
bass clarinet, tenor and baritone saxophone, and baritone; and 
(3) flute, oboes, all clarinets, Pnd all saxoohones. The 
orchestration gives the visual appearance of being dialogue in 
music. Various instruments and sections of instruments are 
worked into conversational sequences. These sequences are 
best understood from a perspective that studies the whole in 
relation to the parts, for the segments of the antiphonal 
structure are of such unequal and unpredictable lengths. In 
the first five measures of Variation I, for example, there are 
twelve separate entrances. In Variation III there are ten 
entrances within five measures. 
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Theme and Variations l?..Y: Arnold Schoenberg, Figures 
66, £2, and 68; nages £22, 258, and 259. The three )re-
ceding pages from Variation V are especially interesting 
for its prominent treatment of the canon bet\;een the first 
clPrinet and the baritone; the baritone following the clar-
inet at a distance of one measure. The literal inversion 
of the cl,orinet theme by the baritone throughout the t\;enty 
measures of this v~riation is an effective counterpuntal 
device. Also, the consistent use of the clRrinet ~nd the 
baritone on the melodic line for the duration of the variation 
places this pPrticular movement apart from the general 
shifting plan in the other sections of the piece. 
The florid baritone solo is probably one of the 
~ major instrumentation points to be questioned. The range, 
as mentioned on page 254, is constantly near the ton of its 
register for t\·Jenty measures. At the given tempo of 82 !Jill•, 
the performer must play approximately one full minute with 
no appreciable rest during this extremely high testatura, 
and still play the high C sharp as its final note. Although 
the descending slurs of a third, fourth, or more are reason-
able, the demands for slurred intervals up1·1ards such as in 
measures 149, 151, and 153 of Figure 66, and especially in 
measure 158 of Figure 68, are formidable. 
An experimental exploitation of the br~sses in terms 
of their range, articulation, accur•cy of pitch, and endu-
rance is much more in evidence in the entire \VDrk than it is 
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for the "ood"inds, Note the pedal tones marked semore molto 
staccato, for example, for the athird trombones in measure 
151 of Figure 66, page 257, and in measures 152 and 154 of 
Figure 67, page 258. Schoenberg has spread the three tram-
bones over this "ide range in several instances, but the 
overall inclusion of the trombones in the entire score is 
limited to little more than the basses, or approximately 
4o per cent •. 
Schoenberg makes important use of the four saxophone 
parts as they perform about 75 per cent of the time. In 
Variation V the saxophones contribute melodic, harmonic, and 
counterpuntal functions in an independent manner. They do 
not, in other \vords, suuplement another woodwind or brass as 
was so often true in earlier twentieth century usages. 
Flutter tonguing, or flatterzunge, an innovation of 
Richard Strauss, is effectively used in measure 156 of 
Figure 68, page 259. Schoenberg displayed good judgement in 
selecting a range for the horns and baritone in which this 
technique is more readily executed. The range for the flutter 
tongue is not as critical in the flutes, Plthough ~gain the 
range is reasonable. A realistic a>·Jareness of the dynP.mics 
~hich will best contribute to the balance is also apparent 
for the flutes are forte and the muted horns and baritone 
· · d ol"ano The gon·g, a low _G in the tuba, the are pianlsslmo an • · 
answering legato fragments between the bassoons, bass clarinet, 
and alto and tenor saxophones complete this interesting 
transitional measure. 
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Schoenberg calls for mutes in m~ny sections of the 
work as in measures 156-160 for the horns, Figure 68, page 
259. The muting of the tuba from measure 165 to 168 is an 
interesting innovation, hmvever, and has little precedent, 
if any, in bAnd literature. The bPritone is ~lso muted in 
Variation VII in measures 197-199. The low ~ in measure 199, 
the lO\vest note within range of the three valves, would be 
difficult at best to play in tune vJith a mute. The diffu-
sion of sound at this range is difficult to control. 
The significance of the dynamic markings is clso 
unique to the entire score. There are literally hundreds of 
crescendos and diminuendos written beneath various parts. 
An interesting dynamic request is made by Schoenberg in 
measure 158, Figure 68, page 259. A crescendo and diminu-
endo is expected \vi thin the length of Rn eighth note in the 
athird trombone, bassoon, saxophone, ~nd lo1;1er clarinets. The 
fact that these notes have a time value less than a half of 
a second is indicative of the quandry performers might find 
themselves in without recourse to some further explanation 
by the composer as to how this dynamic is to be observed. 
A grotesque effect is apt to result with the slightest 
exaggeration. 
A final word is in order concerning the rPnge required 
of the clarinet. There are several high Q sharps and £s, and 
a high lib in measure 266 of the last movement. 
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Second Suite in F for Military Band 
Gustav Holst~ Opus 28, No. -2---
London: Boosey & Co., 1922 
Figures 69 and 70, pages 263 and 264 
Used by permission 
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Gustav Holst greatly enriched the repertory of the 
band with his two suites, and as they were both written 
before •vorld War I, they have served as effective models 
for the increasing number of composers and arrangers vlri t-
ing for band in the period following the war. The "First 
Suite in Eb" was written in 1909 and stands out as the first 
significant composi ti.on for band by a twentieth century com-
poser of real standing. The "Second Suite in F" was actually 
written in 1911, although it was not published until 1922. 
The score calls for one part for oboe and flute, 
and t>w parts for bassoon. Four Bb clarinet parts, Eb alto 
and Bb bass clarinet are quite conventional to American scor-
ing, but the five saxophone parts for Bb sourano, Eb alto, Bb 
tenor, Eb baritone, and Bb bass give this section a complete 
range. The comparatively recent trend towards the use of 
the contra-bass clarinet had an e11rly beginning with Holst 
as this instrument, which may substitute for the bass saxo-
phone, is specifically called for in the closing t\Venty-
nine measures of the last movement. There is little devia-
tion from the usual number of brasses except for the tviO 
parts each for cornets and trumpets. There are thirty wind 
parts in all. 
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The charm of Holst's music for band lies to a great 
extent in his sensitive matching of melody to instrument in 
a testatura which enables the instrument to best express the 
melody. Ralph Vaughan '1/illiams and Holst were not only close 
friends, in certain respects they scored in a similar manner 
for the band. Both were skilled in counterpoint ~nd the 
outstanding "English Folk Song Suite" by ':Jilliams makes use 
of folk songs which bear a resemblance to those used by Holst 
in his two suites for band. "Song 'iJi thout '1/ords," from the 
Second Suite by Holst, has an unmistakable affinity to the 
second movement of the 'llilliams suite, "J.!y Bonnie Boy. 11 
The relationship m~y be likened to the minuettos of Mozart 
and Haydn; the "Linz" and "Oxford, 11 for example. The tuttis 
of the two composers h;JVe simil,.,r sn~cing and doubling re-
lationships bet1~een the brass and woodvJinds; this being 
especially true in a comparison of the first movement, "Harch," 
from the Holst suite and the last movement, "Folk Songs 
from Somerset, 11 from the 1Iilliams suite. The building of 
the climax in both instRnces with a phrcse by phrase addition 
of instruments and dynamics bears an interesting likeness. 
Both use a da capo with the first section in 2/2 meter and 
the second section in 6/8. 
Several details of Holst's scoring pr~ctices are 
suggested in the t110 preceding pages from the score, Figures 
69 and 70, p~ges 263 end 264. The first point concerns the 
combining of the b8ritone and bass saxophone with the basses 
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and the euphonium as in the afirst measure. This continues 
for eighteen measures and a search through the entire suite 
confirms the widespread use of this doubling combination. 
The basses, in the first movement, plPy for one hundred ~nd 
thirty-two measures of the total one hundred and forty. The 
baritone and the bass saxophones perform with the basses 
in unison or at the octave 100 per cent of the time. The 
euphonium pRrts company with the basses and the snxophones 
in solo pass;oges and in certain soli combinations ~Ji th the 
wood,,Jinds. The lower two saxophones continue to double the 
bass part in this manner throughout the suite except for the 
final twenty-nine measures, at which point the baritone sax-
ophone is dropped and the contra-bass cl~rinet is specified 
rather than the bass saxophone. This is the only section 
these three instruments, baritone and bass saxophone and 
bass, are not combined. 
At no point in the entire suite are the four horns 
in four parts. In only one instance are they in three parts, 
but here it is due to the third ond fourth horns joining the 
euphonium. This occurs in the l8st movement beginning with 
the second measure of letter Q. The lovJer t\vo horns are identi-
cal to the upper t\vo horns in every other section in which 
they are all pl,ying. The first and second horns play about 
4-o per cent of the time v.Jithout the lm·Jer horns. This is 
Holst's practice in softer sections or in lightly scored 
sections. The lovJer horns are most often brought in at tuttis 
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and forte sections, but they constantly duplicate the first 
and second horns with the exception of the tvJenty-fi ve 
measure phrase with the eunhonium mentioned. 
Another general observation of Holst's scoring is 
related to the ranges required of the woodwinds. As illustrat-
ed in the second measure of the first page, Figure 69, PBge 
263, the r~nges are reBsonable. High Q and A are generally the 
uppermost notes for flute and niccolo with only three & 
flats above this as the excentions throughout the suite. 
The oboe has a solitary high .)2 in the l;est movement v!ith 
most of its written range within the staff. The Eb clarinet 
is in unison VJith the flute for more than 90 per cent of the 
time. There are a feVJ short sections in \•Jhich the Eb clar-
inet drops to the lm~er octave belovJ the flute for its range 
is to high ]2, except for one high ~. 
The Bb clarinets are also rarely taken above a high 
.)2 Vlith a brief~ occurring in but five measures. An inter-
esting point concerns the unison scoring of the bsolo and 
the first Bb clarinets as at letter A in Figure 70, page 26~. 
Except for a tvJenty measure solo in the second movement 
(Figures 71 and 72, pages 270 ahd 271), these two parts are 
identical. At the very most, and this is only anproximately 
30 per cent of the time, there are three separate parts scored 
for the four clarinet parts, but never four. In fact, the 
four clarinet perts ~re scored in unison for a little less 
than 50 ner cent of the total time any of the clarinets are 
playing, and are in tl;o parts for a large share of the 
remaining 50 per cent. 
There is a great deal of doubling on the melodic 
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line during tutti sections. At letter A, for example, in 
Figure 69, the flute, oboe, Eb cl~rinet, solo and first Bb 
clarinet, soprano saxophone, and solo cornet are together. 
In a marcato section of the first movement, the first 
trombone Pnd the trumpets join these instruments. The 
effective balance that results in such sections is related 
to the ·,Jise choice of ranges for the individual instruments. 
The tl;o oct:,ves moving in Darallel at letter A, for instance, 
contain the piccolo, flute, and Eb cl~rinet on the upper 
octnve and the t,,JO cl~rinet parts, sopr,no saxonhor.e, and 
solo cornet on the lower octave. The clarity of ~olst's 
score is due to such attention to balance. 
The second movement that follovJs in part, Figures 
71, 72, and 73, represents one of the loveliest wind 
instrumental settings for a melody in the literature of 
the band. 
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Second Suite in;[, Song vJithout 1;/ords (second move-
ment)' Q.y Gustay_ Eolst, Figures n, R, and 23., pages 270, 
~1, and 272. The beautiful second movement creates its 
sensitive mood by means of the modal melody and harmony 
carefully rna tche~ to the selectej instrumentation for the 
solos and the accompaniment. The somber color is nurtured 
through the spacing and the doubling of the harmony. Eight 
roots, three thirds, and four fifths are placed in the first 
three measures of F minor in the accompaniment, Figure 71, 
page 270; but the pedal-like fifths in the horns and the 
bassoons emphasize an austere, restrained quality. The 
solitary athird of the chord in the first part of the measure 
supports the mood also. The formula by Adkins for chord 
doubling and spacing suggests a ratio of nine roots to five 
thirds and five fifths. 13 This for!T!ula mel his remark: 
"There is no balance in the above chord 
tonic, against tvJo fifths and one third, . 
disproved by the Holst example.l4 
7 notes on the 
11 are aptly 
The quality of sounc) by combining the clarj.net and 
the oboe in the medium register on the bsolo is especially 
effective (Figure 71). It is somewhat incongruous, however, 
that the score denotes bsoli (or clar~net) for the oboe, and 
Soli vii th Oboe for the clarinet at the start of the theme. 
l3Adkins, 2..2· cit., p. 209. 
14 . Ib1d., p. 210. 
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Holst constructer' t\W basic textures for the two 
uhrases of sixteen measures which constitute the second move-
ment of the suite. In the first phrPse, Figures 71 and 72, 
pCJges 270 ~nd 271, in which the clarinet ,~nd oboe perform 
the melody, there is a block-chordal acco~p~niment consist-
ing of lm,;er reeds, horns, basses, f' ute, and first clarinet 
on the first half of the measure. The second half of the 
measure includes the alto saxophone, alto clarinet, second 
clerinet, and Eb soprano cl2rinet. The Eb cl~rinet carries 
an important role through this section by Dlaying the fifth 
of the chord by itself. aThree measures before A in Figure 
72, page 271, the pattern changes to a sonber, harmonic 
progression which resolves through a major sixth of the 
Dorian mode to the F minor chord at letter A· 
Holst begins an arpeggio figure at letter A that is 
passed back and forth bet\,'een the vloodwinds and the eupho-
nium. A close examination of the scoring through to the end 
of the movement discloses a fine balance within the 
asymmetric design. The arpeggio is devised to serve the 
melody with a certain omount of variety to avoid monotony. 
The euphonium, bassoons, and bass clari_net perform the lower 
notes of the erPegp;io, but Holst chc:mges this slig':ttly after 
the first entrance at letter A by giving the first note of 
the group to the euphonium alone. In Figure 73, page 272, the 
a two measures of ad lib. contain an effective passage for the 
solo and first clarinet. The contrary motion of these 
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instruments in the bmeasure of the hold contribute an 
element of relief to the long ascending line. Had the first 
cl8rinet gone on to the Bb (concert Ab), the lovely 
curving phrPse would hPve been lost. Holst arranged the 
score by placing the csecond clarinet on the Bb, which was 
not only necessary to the harmony, but 8lso needed to be 
in that pPrticular r~nge. 
The final c8demce, emphasizing the Dorian m~jor sixth 
three measures from the end, brings the song to a fitting 
close. The nianissimo notes for the basses can prove 
treacherous in their descent to dlow £. 
The fact that the 8lto clPrinet and the alto saxo-
phone are identical in this movement, as well as the entire 
suite, is indicative that Holst may not have \vritten a part 
for the alto clarinet. It is very lil,ely that the publi-
shers simply added the 8lto clPrinet in the simplest way 
they knew. The f:oct that the published date, 1922, follovJS 
the first performance by eleven years adds weight to the 
above nossibility. 
The five preceding excerpts from the first t\vo 
movements of the "Second Suite in F" by Holst furnish a 
partial insight into Holst's scoring techniques in an allegro 
and an andante movement. The apparent freshness and balance 
are related to his (1) economical approach to the instrumenta-
tion, (2) considerete ranges reo_uired of the unper 'liOOd\·Jinds, 
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(3) discriminate doubling on both melody and harmony, 
(~) sensitive use of crticul~tions for effective Phrasing, 
and (5) inspirPtional merging of his musical mPterial to 
the medium of the concert b~nd. 
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Nevi 
An American Seen~, Overture 
Clare Grundman 
York: Boose1 & Hawkes, Inc., 1952 
Figure 7~, page 277 
Used by permission 
Grund~an has written chiefly for the school band 
during the past decade. He has '-'lritten skilfully with 
various folk tunes and indigenous 4mericana as his primary 
source of material. His instrumentation is patterned after 
conventional bi'md scores published in a medium and cUfficul t 
grade duri_ng the past twenty years. \.Jhereas many works 
written for school bands bear an unmistakable mark of being 
grade conscious, implying that the composer or arranger must 
remain within certain preconceived technical limitations, 
the compositions by Grundman have overcome this handicap. 
Both Grundman and Erickson have been successful in 'ilri ting 
in an original style t!1at has actually capitalized on the 
potential characteristics of the instruments within these 
technical limits. 
In the overture, "An American Scene," there is an 
awareness of the range, endurance, and facility levels expected 
from high school instrumentalists. In range, for example, 
(1) the cornets have but one written high j and several high 
A flats; (2) the oboes remain on the staff most of the time 
with a single high .Q as its upperr:iost note; (3) the clarinets 
have one high E and Eb· 
- ' 
(4) the f'irst :--1orn ;;JUSt reach a Q above 
the staff in one r..e.::J sure; ~nd ( 5) the :rnr:ibrmes Play a high 
Bb on but tvJO occasions 1'i th a nediun- range else11here. 
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The first p~ge of the score, Figure 74, page 277, 
illustr2tes three combinations of instruments rather common 
to band scoring. These include (1) the upper woodwinds on 
the concert Eb trill; (2) the alto saxoohones, horns, cornets, 
and trumpets on the accentec1 quarter notes; and (3) the alto 
and bass clarinets, tenor and baritone saxophones, bassoons, 
trombones, and bRsses on the third measure entrance of the 
marcato eighths. 
The introduction also illustrates the care and impor-
tance Grundman attaches to the percussion section. The indi-
vidualized dynamic mnrkings for the percussion are fit~ed to 
their specific role without imitating the dynamics of the winds. 
The asoli notation for the snare drum in the first measure and 
the bdirections for playing the cymbals in the sixth measure 
further emphasize his underst~nding and interest in the 
percussion section. 
An analysis of the instrumentation of original works 
must necessarily take into account an appraisal of the music 
on which the instrumentation has been placed. In the 
Grundman score, the many combinations of choirs of winds and 
individual instruments are given status through the distinct 
linear writing which is in from three to eight parts much 
of the time. The three strong entrances of the introduction 
discussed above are illustrative of this. There is a straight-
forward, rhythmical content in the counterpoint that offers 
individuality to the various sections employed. 
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An American Scene nx Grundman, measures 12-24, 
Figure 22, ~ 280. At letter A, Grundman has cre~ted a 
strong and floVJing texture >Vith the folloVJing eight hor-
izontal lines set in motion: (l)aflutes, oboes, and clarinets 
move in thirds and unison; (2) bthird clarinet and alto clar-
e inet have a counter rhythm; (3) bass clarinet plays another 
d 
countersubject; (4) bassoons are used on an Alberti bass 
e figure; (5) first ~nd second trombones perform ~fterbeats; 
f (6) bass trombone and tenor saxophone are parallel to the 
ba:;s line; (7) gbaritone has two legato quarter notes on the 
second and third beats; and (8) hTubas and b0ritone are in 
unison for four measures. The eight parts are nevertheless 
uncomplicated and are superimposed upon a conventional chor-
dal progression with few nonharmonic tones outside of the 
theme itself. The suspension in the measure before A is 
indicative also of the manner in which Grundman uses his 
harmonic technique to further the individuality of the instru-
ments. The alto clarinet, tenor saxophone, first bassoon, and 
second trombone hold the Q concert against the second beat 
movement to the D7 harmony in second inversion. An interest-
ing observation is that each instrument plays the suspension 
within their own section. The alto clarinet, for instance, is 
suspended against the bass clarinet, and the tenor saxophone 
is suspended against the baritone saxophone. 
Grundman retains this exploitation of the instruments 
through simple counterpuntal means in the t',Jelve measures 
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following letter A· Apart from the melody ~nd bass line, 
there are t\vO counter pun tal free-parts within the inner 
DPrts which lead effectively to the apnroaching cadence in 
the last measure of Figure 75. i The horns, alto saxophones, 
and the first Rnd second trombones perform one of these 
lines, and the jthird clarinet, bass clarinet, and tenor 
saxophone contribute independently to the other in the 
final three measures. The interesting warmth of Grund-
man's music for band may be considered from the standpoint 
of his thorough care in creating smooth part writing. 
The only instrument \vhich does not retain an individ-
ual status is the Eb soprano cl~rinet. Except for t1vo 
measures in which it is omitted, the Eb cl~rinet doubles 
either the first flute or the solo cl~rinet. 
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Huntingtower, Ballad fQK Band 
Ottorino Respighi 
New York: G. Ricordi & Co., 1932 
Figure 76, page 283 
Used by permission 
Respighi's score is very similar to the Italian 
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ins'trumenta tion discussed in Chapter VI. 'There are nine-
teen woodwind parts, auproximately three nore than found in 
most American scores. The third flute, English horn, and 
the five saxophones comprise the difference. The brass 
instruments are similar to &merican scores except for the 
cornet and trumpet section and the extensive variance in the 
use of the baritone and euphonium. This baritone and eupho-
nium scoring is similar to th"t in Schoenberg's "Variations" 
(Figures 65-68) and also to the arrangement of Rubinstein's 
"Aus Feramors" by Hellmann discussed in Chapter VI (Figures 
22-24). The fact that Hellmann used the baritone on the 
lo.ver part and the euphonium on the upper part, whereas the 
reverse is true in the Schoenberg and the Respighi .vorks, is 
understandable from the explanation cited by Leidzen in 
Chapter III. Respighi has written the baritone part in the 
treble clef, emphasizing its tenor role as contrasted to the 
small tuba role of the euphonium. These two instruments are 
handled in a manner similar to his treatment of the two bas-
soons and the first and tllird (bass) trombones. They are 
rarely in unison. 
The rich harmonic structure of the first movement, 
andante lento, is effectively displayed in the lovJer reeds 
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and brasses. There are fifty-three meAsures in the first 
section which divides into approximately nine phrases. Each 
phrase contains a different combination of instruments, con-
trasting slightly to the others. Resp!ghi appears to search 
experimentally for a change of setting throughout the compo-
sition. Instruments such as the tenor saxonhorce and the 
French horn are joined together on one segment of a phrase, 
and the next appearance of the figure may be repeated by the 
English horn, alto clarinet, alto saxophone, Frenc~ horn, and 
baritone. The change is constant with obvious striving for 
vari~tion in tone color. A specific combination of instru-
ments is rarely repeated as Tiespighi selects instruments from 
various c':toirs to join tnose from another. Al tl1oug Figure 
76, page 283, illustrates but two groups of instruments, the 
sixth page of the score (not illustrated), from measure 31 
to ~5', contains six groups as follows: (1) bassoons, trom-
bones, baritone, and euphonium; (2) bass saxochone, tubas, 
and string basses; (3) all clarinets in six narts, upper four 
saxophones; (~) English horn, b~ssoons, horns, tubas, and 
string basses; (5) all clarinets in five parts, bassoons, 
and the alto and tenor saxoPhones; and (6) oboes, Englisi'"t 
horn, alto saxophone, sole cornet, horns, and first trombone. 
Respighi has exploited the lowest range of the basses 
and the string basses. The string bPSS TUst be equipped with 
a low C string 2nd the tuba needs a fourth valve to cope with 
several low D flAts. Both parts are written divisi. 
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the score displays the culmination of a tvJenty-five measure 
crescendo in which Respighi has added instruoents from 
phrase to phrase in strategic layers. In this exarY,ple, 
in particul?r, Respighi has made a careful choice ·,Jith regard 
to the timbre as well as the range of each instrument. The 
addition of six instruments or grouo of instruments occur in 
these eight measures as follows: ( 1) a soprano saxophone and 
oboe make their first entrance in the first measure; (2) the 
bflutes begin on the last part of the third measure; (3) the 
Ccornets enter on the fifth measure; (4) the dthird trombone 
enters en the sixth measure, but not for the first time; 
( 5) the epiccolo and Eb clarinet are first used i.n the seventh 
measure; and finally (6) the ftrumpets, tenor trcmbc,nes, 
and percussion bring the crescendo tn a climax in the eighth 
measure. 
The above example may be related to the entire \VOrk 
for Tlespighi has worked a similar pattern into the overall 
design and form. The twenty-eight measures that follow the 
above climax contain a long decrescendo in which certain in-
struments are deleteci phrase by phrase. The next thirty-eight 
meesures of the 6/8 allegro also contain a build-uo to a 
climax at the ]/4. This pattern of crescendo and diminuendo 
through instrumentation occurs continually to an effective 
sonorous climax at the end, 
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FIGUTIE 78 
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FIGURE 79 
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Jeri~ho, RhapsqQ.y for )3ang 
Horton Gould 
New York: liills 1-!usic, Inc., 1941 
Figures 78 and 79, pages 288 and 289 
Used by permission 
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The programEJatic design of "Jericho" is vJOrked out 
with a utilization of the concert band's instrumental re-
sources to a remarkable degree. There are eight sections of 
the musical story: (1) Prologue, (2) Roll Call, (3) Chant, 
(4) Dance, (5) March and Battle, (6) Joshua's Trumpets, 
(7) The Walls Came Tumblin' Down, and (8) r!allelujah. The 
descriptive devices used by Gould exploit characteristic 
features of specific choirs within the band. Unlike the 
score by Respighi in which the various instrumental sections 
were constantly being intermixed, Gould's score calls for 
very little experimentation in terms of instrumental combina-
tions. The woodvlinds and the brasses are used in tv1o strongly 
defined styles as in the first page of the score, Figure 78, 
page 288. The saxophones are use( in a more versatile manner 
in this regard, performing as a section with the brasses or 
the \JOodwinds as needed. 
A review of the entire wor~ discloses that Gould has 
used many basic divisions within the brass and woodwind 
sections. The various combinations include: (1) upper wood-
winds such as flutes, piccolos, oboes, Eb clarinets, Bb 
clarinets, and the alto clarinet; (2) saxophones alone; 
(3) cornets, trumpets, and fluegelhorns; (4) horns alone; 
(5) trombones and basses; (6) horns and saxonhones; (7) cor-
nets, trumpets, fluegelhorns, trombones, and basses; (8) horns, 
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fluegelhorns, baritones, trombones, and basses; (9) alto and 
bass clarinets, English horn, bassoons, ani basses; (10) alto 
and bass clarinet, English horn, bassoons, saxophones, and 
basses; (11) saxophones, fluegelhorns, horns, baritones, 
and basses; (12) saxoyhones and fluegelhorns; (13) flutes, 
piccolo, oboes, and English horn; and (14) English horn, tenor 
saxophone, and baritone. The distinctive antiphonal style of 
writlng is especially adapted to the clearly defined combina-
tions listed. There are in addition several divisi passages 
for bass clarinets, baritones, and basses. 
Gould has written several coloristic effects such as 
(1) flutter tonguing for the Eb clarinet, flute, and brasses; 
(2) glissandos for the brasses; (3) shril~ and strident 
markings for the clarinet section vii th bells @; and ( 4) bell 
tones for the brasses. 
Gonld's descriptive directions also offer evidence of 
his conception as to what the band should be capable of doing. 
The score contains the following instructions: (1) declam-
atory and freely, (2) broaden out, (3) slow up -- relaxing, 
(4) altern-ting breaths, (5) deliberately, (6) louden, 
(7) lyrical and warm, (8) sing out, (9) intense, (10) with 
vigor and drive, and (11) faster and wilder. 
The dramatic -nd coloristic features of Gould's 
score are outstanding. The descriptive techniques are 
effectively geared to the programmatic sequence. 
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Sympho~ for Band 
Vincent Persichetti, Opus 69 
Philadelphia: Elkan-Vogel Co., Inc., 1958 
Figures 80 and 81, pages 292 and 293 
Used by permission 
Persichetti has used a standard instrumentation 
with three cornet parts and two trumpet l)arts in this 
symphony as well as in his previous works such as the 
"Divertimento" (1951), "Psalm" (1954), and "Pageant" (1954). 
The score is the work of a skilled counten:untalist with 
a rather formal approach to the craft of composition. 
Except for the important percussion entrance in the in-
troduction, Figure So, page 292, the symphony begins in 
a similar manner to "Pageant" vlritten four years before. 
In "Pageant", the first horn states a three note call vJi th 
two half notes and a fermata. This is follovJed by vlood-
winds in a slm; lyrical passage similar in mood and move-
ment to the symphony. The slow introduct::_on is very lovely 
and especially expressive. The re,,aining pages of the first 
movement are similar to the first fevJ measures in that 
Persichetti uses the instrumentation very economically 
with rela th ely few tutti passages. There is almost an 
over-exploitation of motivistic fragments between the 
(1) upper woodwinds, (2) lower woor_hdnds, (3) upper brasses, 
(4) lovler brasses, and ( 5) percussion. Although the slow 
introduction is prordsing and the second movement, adagio 
sostenuto, is very effectively scored with a quiet legato 
required from both the woodwinds and the brasses; the 
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allegro-style writing in the first, third, and fourth 
movements is so antiphonal in a type of rhythmic counter-
point that a general oercussive qu~lity prevails. The 
percussive use of the upper woodwinds with the cornets and 
trumpets such as in measures 5 and 6 in Figure 81, page 
293, is typical usage. Persichetti's developmental technique 
is rather stylized in tbis fragmentary manner. 
The Eb soprano clarinet end the Eb alto clarinet 
in this score, as ,;ell as in the scores of Gould, Grundman, 
Respighi, and Holst, are noticeably dependent upon the 
instruments within their range. The inclusion of these 
instruments on parts that do not especially need the 
support is in contrast to the use of the soprano clarinets 
by Richard Strauss, who wrote soloistic material for the 
Eb and D soprano clarinet so effectively. 
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The suite is in five contrasting parts, consisting 
of (1) Intrada, (2) Chorale, (3) Harch, (4) i'.ntia_ue 'Jance, 
and (5) Jubilee. Each movement contains a variation in 
terms of instrumental usage which assists the nature and 
contrasts of the musical content. The instrumentation of 
the '.Villiams score is dissimilar in tvJO respects to the 
preceding score by Persichetti. Whereas Persichetti used 
three cornet parts and tlvo trumpet parts, ldilliams uses 
only the three cornets but has expanded in the direction of 
the lower woodwinds by scoring for both the :Cb and the Bb 
contrabass clarinets. The first page of the score, Figure 
82, page 296, contains instrumental combinations common to 
the rei'laining parts of the score. aThe cornet section is 
often used as a trio in an independent manner, occasionally 
doubled in the first cornet by the baritone. The combina-
tion of the bal to and tenor saxophones '''i th the horns and 
the trombones is also repeated in the score many times. 
This pattern is related to \'/illiams' use o:" the cornets with 
the horns, trombones, and baritones. If the cornets are 
included on a particular rhytht•1 or ['L';ure IJi th either the 
horns, trombones, or baritones; the saxophones are omitted 
or are olaced with another section. If the cornets are not 
.. 
' 
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included, the saxophones, and the altos in particular, are 
more often than not included 1vith the remaining brasses. 
The fourth movement, "Antique Dance," is an example 
of a unique tonal color V.lilliams obtains through the use 
of a small woodwind and percussion ensemble i'Ji thin the band. 
The percussion section furnishes an interesting texture for 
the accompaniment ivith five separate parts. Each of the 
following percussion instruments contains one portion of the 
rhythm: (1) suspended cymbal struck vlith a tympani stick, 
(2) cymbals, (3) wood block, (4) Chinese gong, and (5) bass 
drum. The complete clarinet section, from Eb sonrano rlovm 
to the Bb contrabass, tubas, and string bass (pizzicato) 
make up the remainder of the accompan'_ment from the first 
and third section of the movement; the movement consisting 
of an ~ & A or da ~ song form. 
Over the percussion and ''Joodwind accompaniment, the 
melodic line is passed bac: and forth betvleen the flute and 
the oboe I·Ji th an ans1vering fragment occurring in the English 
horn and the French horn. The omission of the saxophones, 
bassoons, cornets, horns (as a section), trombones, and 
baritones through the forty-eight measures (part ~ is re-
peated) of the movement is of importance with respect to 
scoring practices of crevious works, the transcriptions in 
particular. 
Williams has use~ the instrumentation in a discrimi-
nating manner with close attention to balance and tone qual· 
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In the second movement "Chorale," for instanee, the saxo-
phones and bassoons are not used at letter } in the second 
theme in which the flutes, oboes, English horn, clarinets, 
and horns are united in an eight measure nhrase. In the 
beginning of the "Narch" in the third l'!ovement, the opening 
tutti does not include the second bassoon, either of the 
contrabass clarinets, baritone saxophone, or tuba. The care 
in the use of the saxophones is also demonstrated by the 
fact that there are only eight measures in the entire suite 
in which the saxophone section, or any part of the section, 
supplements the wood\·Jinds \·Jhen they are uerforr:;ing indepen-
dently of the brasses. 1/Jilliams effectively avoids unneces-
sary duplication, demonstrating a desire for clearly defined 
tonal colors by cor"Jbining instruments that tend to cul ti va te 
individual tonal characteristics rather than obtain a 
neutralizing conglooerate. 
Table V1 page 300, illustrates the freer direction 
contemporary composers are taking in regard to the band's 
instrumentation. The individuality of creative exuression 
within the framework of standard instrumentation is a wel-
come solution to the "battle of instrumentation" cited 
earlier in Chapter II. 
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The specific demands for instrumentation, as deter-
mined by the analyses in this chapter and Table V in particular, 
finally offer evidence to disprove Kling's state~ent of 1902 
in which he decried the state of the band. Kling stated as 
follows: 
In consequences of the uncertain and optional in-
strumentation of American Military Bands and particularly 
smaller band organizations, the knowledge of how to 
arrange correctly and effectively for small and often 
unusual combinations is one of the most necessary accom-
plishments. . • • Circumstances will often force the 
substitution of instruments fhich were never intended 
to fill such vacancies • • • 3 
The recent investigation bo: ;,Iayer (1957) also relates 
the present to the past in this regard. Mayer stated: 
The educational situation itself seemed to demand 
that players be kept continually busy; long periods of 
rest were considered uninteresting and unproductive. 
• • • the practice of adding snare drum, bass drum, and 
cymbals to a wide variety of orchestral transcriptions, 
not to mention Bacit fugues, is based on an unusual 
premise. . • . This injudicious busy-1-10rk doubling to 
bolster weak performance is quite a different matter 
from combining insfq:umen tal colors to produce a ne\'J and 
distinctive color. 
In light of the findings of this chapter and the 
contents of Table V in particular, it appears that the long 
period of adjustment in the band's instrumentation and in 
the need for original band music has successfully begun to 
settle with a very promising outlonlc for the future. 
-------------------
13Kl' 1ng, 
.\ill• cit. , p • 256. 
14-
cit. , 24-0. ?,layer, QQ· p. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUHEARY, Cc,J;CLUS I OilS, AND nECOHi1EiWAT IONS 
It vias the purpose of this study to examine the de-
velopment of the concert band through the music that has 
been composed, transcribed, and arranged for it. The scoring 
techniques for band have been a reflection of various exi-
gencies, such as: (1) the aesthetic desires of the composer; 
(2) the composer's understanding and interpretation of the 
available instrumentation; (3) the limitations upon perfor-
mance due to the various stages of the physical developr-,ent 
of wind instruments; and (4) the various functions served by 
the band. It was endeavored to establish, therefore, through 
analysis of selected works from the eighteenth century to 
the present: 
a. the develoning patterns of orchestrational concepts 
as superi~posed upon the varying instrumentations of 
bands; 
b, a b~sis 0 or an evaluation of the repertory, the bulk 
of which c1.ates from the latter part o"' the nineteenth 
century, consisting to such a great extent of 
orchestral and keyboard transcriptions; 
c. an understanding of co:ctef'1porary vJOr'<;S for band \•lith 
special er;phasis upon the treatrr.ent of the vari.ous 
instrumental choirs, and the composer's efforts for 
balance, clarity, transparency, and coloristic effects; 
d. principles for the editing and the r?scoring of music, 
especially transcriptions from the nineteenth century, 
for adAptation to present cconceccs of the American 
concert band. 
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The sources of data for the study may be catego=ized 
in t'"o general areas. The first area is related to the 
need for historical material concerning the band 1 s instrur1en-
tation, the development of '"ind instruments, and scoring for 
bands. There were many imoortant applications to the study 
from books devoted to orchestration. Some of these treatises, 
written by such men as Gevaert, Berlioz, and Kling, con-
tained sections devoted specifically to the band. 
The second area is the music itself. Since the study 
was limited almost entirely to publishe materials, the 
search for early examples of American band music was confined 
to one of the earliest municipal bands in the country; the 
Bangor Civic Band of Bangor, Naine, established .£.1!• 1850. 
A selection was made from all the publi_shed vJorks in the 
Bangor library which dated prior to 1900, the earliest '"ork 
being 1876. The earliest publication from the United States, 
however, which is included in the study, is the "Instrumental 
Director" by ::ia llo111ell, copyrighted in ;v;aine in 1836. This 
very interesting method book contains a variety of wind 
ense:nbles as \vell as elementary instru_ction for the winds 
of that period. The book is in the Sibley Library, Eastman 
Scilool of Nusic, Rochester, New York. 
!•ianuscripts, scores, parts, an:'i microfilo ·were also 
selected from the Boston Public Library, Boston University 
Concert Band Library, Library of Congress, U. S. Navy Band 
School library, Crane Symphonic Band library (Potsdam, Nevl 
York), and from the private collection of Willard I. Musser, 
1;hose library contained the cornet solo arrangements per-
forme'' by 'dilliam Jaeger ,,Ji th the U. S. l1arine Band before 
1900, 
I. SUNHARY 
The findings of the study may be judgec1 from several 
vim,Jpoints: (1) In order to better understand the develop-
ment of scoring and composing for bands, the study has 
examined chronologically the evolution of improvements and 
innovations of wind instruments. (2) The ~1msic for vlinds, 
selected from a range of almost t1;o centuries and from four 
European countries as well as the United States, suggests 
that the Americ~n concert band has recently ~ade tangible 
strides in attaining worthy repertoire from both the estab-
lished composer and the young composer. (3) The selected 
music illustrates also the crude, elemental level of many 
late nineteenth and early twentieth century transcriDtions. 
(G-) The absence of full scores is a factor that has helped 
disguise the ineptness of much of band's nusic. (5) There 
are tangible interrelationships betvJeen the development of 
i_ndividual "ind instruments, the provincial variations in 
the instrumentations of bands, the variance in the social 
and cultural status between orchestrc_s and bands, and the 
absence of original b"nd music of value for such a long period, 
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(6) The verious wi~d combinations called for iD orchestral 
literature, and a comParable tendency on tie nart of con-
temporary composers to ~rite for a concert band instrumen-
tation based less upon an inflexible nucber of narts than 
unon their creative desires, offers a nromisins solution to 
the band's future literature. 
A. THE P lL.TtALLEL I3:2:T~l~~E~.J ~.III~D Il~S ·rp·~Jl<E~· ~T iT~:-rJELC~}Jl·lE=:-~ 
AKD CRIGINAL t;USIC FOR 'JIJ;DS 
The formidable delay in the develoJ.'ment of 'lind in-
struments as comrnred to the fam:Lly of strint;ccd i.nstruments 
was illustrated in Table I of Chapter II. The findings 
nevertheless question to what extent it is possible to 
ev;·luate the amount and quality of origi'l.al r.:usic for \lit~ds 
wholly upon this basis. The concertos for flute, clarinet, 
bassoon, and )wrn by liozart, and the concerto for trunnet by 
Haydn indicate the insnirational level of musical exnression 
that was conceived for the relatively elenental instruments 
of the classic ueriod. The comparatively late start in wind 
instrument irr"provements obviously discouracec1 the composers 
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries from writirtg more 
than they did for the winds. The circumstances, however, 
that cultivated and formed the orchestra from the beginning 
of the seventeenth century were so vital and c•rogressively 
strong, so firmly tied to the cultural outlets of the more 
than h10 hundrer'. years that folloHe1l, there '/las little 
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opportunity for t' e 'dinds to be seriously considered anart 
from the orchestra by the leading comPosers during this time. 
The early start by the orchestra as the chief medium of 
creative expression ncust be considered the more DOVJerful in-
fluence in an aPpraisal of the situation than the specific 
lack of ? key or a valve. 
From Rameau's utilization of the flutes, oboes, and 
bassoons in a soloistic manner within his orchestra to the 
expanded concepts and exploitations by Berlioz, ~agner, 
Hahler, and Strauss of the wind instruments in their orches-
tral writing; the performers of wind instruments may 
easily give recognition to their grovJing imnortance within 
the framework of the orchestra. The very fact that tr.e 
strings \'ere perfected so e2rly has been a fs ctor in direct-
ing the creative efforts of composers to turn to the winds 
in their seerch for new colors; and in t11rn, their decands 
for more facility, range, and exPression has influenced 
the attempts to improve the mechanical and acoustical 
properties of the wind instruments. Not all contemnor~ries 
are agreed, hovJcever, that the classic trumDet and clarinet 
have actually been improved in terms of Performance of music 
from the classic ceriod. On the other hand, the bassoon is 
call.ed archaic by some Dresent bassoonists, and the cl2rinet 
and the valved brasses still have troublesome intonation 
problems rel~ted to their present acoustical and mechanical 
design. 
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The instrumentation of the fifty-eight bands listed 
in Table II of Chapter II apPears to be more dependent upon 
the inventions and imProvements of the wind instruments than 
the lack of '";ortb_'fJ':lile music in any quantity for these in-
struments. For instance, the addition of valves to the 
trumpet, cornet, horn, and fluegelhorn in acproximctely that 
or~er from ca. 1815 to 1840 has a distinct narallel in the 
growth of the instrumentation of the hands r~om the French 
Infantry Band of 1809 \~ith its t1;10 horns, one trumpet, three 
trombones, and two serpents to the thirty-seven brasses 
3erlioz incJ..uded in his "Grand Funeral and ':'riumrhal Symphony" 
of 1840, This score contained twelve horns, eight trumcets 1 
four cornetS-£-Distons, eleven trombones, and six ophicleides. 
While Berlioz scored for oohicleides in 184o, the tuba as 
designed by Wilhelm Wieprecht in 1835, entered the bands of 
lustria almost immediately. ldolphe Sax also excluded the 
tuba in his recommended instrumentation for French Infantry 
There apcears to be, then, a distinct paraJ..lel 
betvJeen the development of the band's instrumentation and the 
inventions of sPecific instruments during the !Pte eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, There seems to be less tangible 
evidence, hm·Jever, that the lac;: of oric;inal r--usic by lead-
ing comcosers of this Period for bands can entirely be 
attribute~ to the unsettled state of wind instrument 
develonment. 
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B. THE BAirD'S llUSIC: VAHIOUS LEVELS OF AC :EVE?IE~;T FROM 
1777 TO THE PRESENT 
The range of quality in the music for bands over the 
past t•w centuries encompasses levels of incons5.stency having 
little in common with the history of the orchestra, ouera, 
or chamber !imsic. The "Earch in D", \Hi tten in 17T1 by 
Samuel Wesley, may be judged typical of the functional marches 
composed for wind groups during this ueriod. This march 
naturally bears a resemblance to marches through to the 
present day. In this regard, band's rmsic has been consistent. 
Tn be functionally effective, a march must be rhythmic, defini-
tive in form and melody, and uncomplicated in har;·ony and 
counterpoint. The t:ili ta::'y Harche s of Beethoven anc:l the 
marches of Sousa have these qualifications. 
The Divertimenti and Serenades of Haydn, i~ozart, and 
Beethoven are treasured contributions for small grouus of 
winds. The Serenade ;;o. 10 by lfozart (Chapter V) illustrates 
a high artistic level in its content, development, form, and 
scoring. From these encouraging beginnings, except for 
isola ted comuosi tj ons by such r~en as Berlioz and ·,'/agner, vJ ind 
groups as well as bands gain little more of artistic merit 
untj_l the twentieth century 1-Ji th such -,vorks as the "first 
Suite" (1909) and tr1e "Second Suite" (1911) by Gustave rlolst. 
It is true th::ct the band has prj_marily been a borrO\-Jer 
for over one hundred years and the accumulation of transcrip-
tions and arrangements during this tine have, in terms of 
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quality, ranged from poor to excellent. The European publi-
cations, esuecially German and Italian, are transcribed with 
greater attention to balance, clarity, and tonal color than 
was apparent in the examples of the American transcriptions. 
There can be no doubt as to the parallels between the perfor-
mance standards of bands in the various countries considered 
and their available music. The high level of the French, 
German, and Austrian military bands by the ~iddle of the nine-
teenth century is fairly well established. llu to ~ithin the 
past thirty years in the United St~.tes, hm1ever, the vague 
patterns of instrumentation and the nr~ctice in which pro-
fessional and cil:i tary bands used their mm rersonally-desir;ned 
arre.nr;ements had placed "Ublishers ancl. ~rr,mgers in a question-
nble position as to the needs and abilities of their potential 
consumers, the early amateur and school bands. The leading 
role nlayed by government and the military bands of Europe 
and England have had a tardy counterPart in the United States. 
Whereas the original band music contributed by Gustav Holst, 
Ralph Vaughn ';Jilliams, and Gordon Jacob during the last hc.lf 
century was the direct result of the hir;h standards attained 
by the British Eilitary bands and the schools that trained 
the rr,usicians for these bands, such as Knel] er ;iall and the 
Royal Naval School at Eastney; the influence of such men as 
Gilmore, Sousa, Darcy, Santelmann, and Goldman in America 
was felt in performance and instru•-entation rather than in 
serious com~osition. 
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The nine original comDositions for band froD the 
tventieth century, included in the study, represent a 
renaissance of writin~ for winds with no historical counter-
cart excect in the previously ~entioned wind enser1bles of 
Hcydn, :,:ozart, and ~~eethoven. Orchestral traditions \·Jill 
continue to at tr" ct the con temnor,·ry com'JO ser s; ho'rlever, 
the organized groucs of band directors such as the ColJ.ege 
Dand )irectors National Association and the Americ~n Band-
masters Association, the crov!ing leader shin of the s<Jrvice 
bs.ncls s.n-::1 the ; ... ·avy School of :-iusic in "?::.rticular, and the 
cotential cL"culction of b:.•.nd L'Usi. c in schools · :--:cl colJ.eges 
have; rll contribute~ to the cont2D)orary con~oser' s j_nterest 
in ~Jri.ting for the concert ba:od.. It is ".ndi.c·tive that bands 
have progressed i.n thG Fni te·J St:1 tes to :J. level ':Jorth'! of 
the e:"forts of such men as Schoenberc; ar.d ''indem:' th. 
C. T:S.A.:··~SCE\IPTIONS .i:L\;D 'i.l.'1~IJG·:~;i·=3rTS: 
Al··r '~V:-~LU AT rc=·~ 
A revim; of the instrumentation o:" the b:cnds listed 
chronologically from the f0urteenth cGntury to the nresent 
in ChaDter II offers conclusive svhlence to the chancing 
conditions comDosers and arrangers of band Gusic ~•ve had 
to f?ce. Band in countries other than the United .St:J.tes 
have at least been consistent within their own nation:J.l 
boundaries from the latte~ nart of the nineteenth century. 
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A comDarison of the scoring :orcctices by the German, 
Italian, and French transcribers vii th the American examDles 
shm~eC', several dissimilarities. The quG.li ty of the European 
scores reflects the security of a set instrur:1e~tation. 
Hellmann and Voigt of Gern,?ny; Hartucci_, Cc.rav'lglios, 
Santori, c;nd Vessella of Italy; Gevaert and r':ayeur of l<'r'lnce; 
and Holst and Duthoit of Engl~nd wrote with an a~Darent 
freedom from speculction as to the ability or presence of a 
particular instrumentalist. 
The examination of the elsven Cl_l'I'~lngerner~ts ::1nd 
transcriptions by Claus, Xeyrelles, Patz, Y'leger, Conterno, 
T 1 ., • 1 T . . l 1 • • • l d . . t . 
.ua..::;::e, ~amecnlK, ooanl, ?.n::_ _i~_oses u1sc.~ose rr::?ny lnequl les. 
The heavy doubling on solo passages, the addition of chordal 
notes as h!•rmonic fi.lJ.er, the dAletion or HfC'usiocl. of i:1-
portant counterpuntal lines, and the inattention to the 
composer's original instrumental colors are the snecific 
liabilities ,assed on to t~1e bands of the Un~te~ States. The 
comp:'.ra t:tve s tu:J.y of the OV9!'ture, "The 'J:I rber of .:)ev_--1_ lle 11 
by Rossini, emphasizerl these abuses. 
A review of the transcrintions of overtures, concert 
selections, 'lnd suites nublished during the u'lst ~alf 
century disclosed that Lake, Laurendeau, Safran0:, Tobani, 
Seredy, :s;rrelles, and Za·wcnik accounted for r,•ore th:1n t·,w-
thirds of this ~art of the band's reDcrtory, \Jith Lrrke and 
Laurendeau resronsible fon nore than half of this propor-tion. 
The necessary utilitarianism that colored the transcriptions 
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during the period these ~en were active is the questionable 
heritage of the present. For the most nart, so-called 
revised e itions of these transcriptions made use of the 
simnlest of exnedients such as sunerimnosing saxonhone, alto 
and bass clarinets, F horns, and string bass to existing 
arranr;enents. 
An accounting of the compositions arranged for band 
revealed that there are eleven hsndre~ and four (1104) 
diffet'ent arrangements or transcrif}tions of seven hundred 
and eight (708) compositions. There are fifty selections 
from the works of 3ichard ~agner alone, arr-nged no less 
than eighty-four tises. There is little doubt as to the 
quantity of this sreat shRre of the band's recertory; the 
doubt is related to the qunlity. 
As the American band's instrumentation fluctuated, 
as their role and function changed from outdoors to indoors 
and from military to concert, and as the quality of nerfor-
mance became more cr:>nsistent, the mediocrity of the vast 
~eritage of trt~nscriptions nay be j,:dc;ed syrr:r;J.thetically. 
It SPems imnerative, ho\•Jever, in lig~1t of i:he ~T9ser.t scotJe 
and l_evels of concert b~J-~ds in t~8 lTnited States, ths..t all 
who are associated with bands -- the JUhlisher, the ~rranger, 
and the conductor -- should exa~ine carefully the arr3nge-
ments and the transcriptions of the nast ~ith a more complete 
mJarene ss of the circumstances th!l t su.Trounle -- their 
.... conce'Jclon. 
D. TEE RELATION Cc FULL SCORES TC THE 
Ql'ALIT': CF BAND'S NUSIC 
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One of the more prominent disclosures resulting from 
the work of constructing full scores from sets of parts in 
h~enty-one of the examples included in the study is related 
to the efficient disguise condenser scores offer the publisher 
and the arranger. Whereas the European scores were all com-
plete with the exception of Mayeur's arrangement of the 
"Barber of Seville" and the Duthoit arranger;Jent for Boosey-
Hmvkes of the same number, all of the M1erican scores of 
transcriptions were in various states of condensatjon; 
ranging from the primitive reference accorded by a solo 
cornet part to a cluttered, but rarely complete, piano score. 
It is conceivable that Americ~n conductors of bands 
would have realized much earlier the ineptness of much of 
their repertory if they had Possessed full rather than con-
densed scores. The movement for full scores in the United 
States began vJith such r:en as Josep'l ;.iaddy around 1927 with 
the support of the National Committee on Instrumental Nusic. 
Concerning the few scores published at that time under the 
label, Na tions-1 §_ta:odardized §_ymchonic 3and Scor~ Edition, 
the logic for placing the parts in order was explained by 
Maddy as being a reflection of the orchestral scoring with 
the string section at the bottom. Maddy therefore placed 
the clarinet section in this location. 
The correlation between the skill and artistic merit 
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of a transcriution and the presence of a full score appeared 
to be very positive. It is unfair to judge all arrangements 
without full scores as inferior, or to imply that all per-
formances of weak transcriptions are inadequate. The dis-
cerning conductor may overcome faulty balance inherent to 
the scoring by various techniques, or by rescoring. A pos-
sibility for understanding the effectiveness or the lack of 
effectiveness of an arrangement where a condensed score is all 
that is available is the use in rehearsal of the full 
orchestral score. The value of this approach to the other-
vlise unuredictable intention of the arranger cannot be over-
esti_mated. 
E. Fil.CTORS II;FLUENCING THE LAC;<: CF 
ORIGINAL MUSIC FOR Bil.ND 
Although the German, Johann Pezel, had ':lri tten a 
volume, Hora Decima Eusicor~ Libsiensum in 1670 for cornets 
(zinken) and trombones in five parts, and Flinfstimmige 
Blasende Musik in 1685; the dearth of original music for bands 
from this time through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
needs little verification. The occasional role of trombones, 
trumpets, members of the flute family, zinken, and various 
woodwind precursors such as schalmey and bagpipes in the 
music of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries is readily 
acknm;ledged. T\W Arie di Battaglia Jlil.1: Inst:r:umen:t;_i da Fiato 
(Battle Airs for llind Instruments) by Andrea Cabrieli and 
Annibale Fadoano, published in 1580 are considered as two of 
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the first to be publishe? for wind combinations. There are 
also known to be examples of earlier wind music 11ith reprints 
of fourteenth century 1 to1m 1 marches from Bamberg and frntr! 
Worms in the fifteenth century. 
From 1400 to 1700 there are approximately two hundred 
known ',Wrks for either tv1o wind instruments or for one wind 
instrument and drum; only seven pieces vii th more than tvJO 
types of instruments; and thirteen with no specific wind in-
struments. The historical significance of this period before 
1700 is important to a study of instrumental development, but 
the lack of original b-nd music from 1700 to the 1900 
represents an area of concern more directly related to this 
study. Several points have been mentioned throughout the 
study as having affected this lack. They include: (1) physical 
factors such as the tardy development of 1-Jind instruments; 
(2) cultural factors, in which the fashions and tastes of the 
consumer dictate the composer's means of expression; and 
(3) nationalistic factors, in which the erratic instrumenta-
tion from one locale to another tends to diffuse the positive 
universal attributes of Lmsic. 
Except for the nreviously mentioned ~erenades and 
Divertimenti, no work of st~ture had been exnressly composed 
for the band until 1909 \vhen Holst \·Jrote his "First Suite." 
Beethoven's Military i'1a:"ches, and especially the one in 
D (1816) are representative of the best from the functional 
music written ror military bands. The music for small groups 
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of winds must be considered in its own right as chamber music, 
Chamber music and military music are the two categories in 
which practically all of the wind music from the eighteenth 
century through the nineteenth century may he placed. 
The social and cultural factors that have influenced 
the evolution of musical art, and therefore the place of wind 
instruments within that art, have been dependent in turn upon 
the church, government, wealth, and aristocracy, the Public, 
and the publisher. As the Political, industrial, and social 
revolution gained momentum from the last cart of the 
eighteenth century, the role of music, more than its inherent 
nature, changed from its dominance by the chu:>:>ch and aris-
tocracy to become more and more a copular art. A survey of 
the incentives and the environment that has affected the 
great composers from the seventeenth century to the twentieth 
century would place institutions such as the church and mem-
bers of the ruling classes in a major role. Incentives from 
publishers, especially from the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury \·Ji th the establishment of such companies as :c. rei tkopf, 
Schott, and Simroc'~, drew from the comcosers music most 
likely to be acceptable to the available market. There can 
be no doubt as to the stronghold in existence through the 
period in question by opera, orchestrP 1 string ensembles, 
the keyboar:1 1 choir, and orcan. iv:ost historical studies in 
the period from Honteverdi to .Richard Strauss (.Q.g. 1607 to 
1900) have little or no reference to the band, military or 
concert. The band is occasionally referred to as a nop-
ularizer of serious music. 
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Research by Kappey, Farmer, and adkins have helped 
explain the development of the cilit~ry band through this 
period, but the isolated examples of original ~usic of any 
consequence in itself state a strong case for the band's 
secondary role. Early attempts by such oen as ':lieprecht 
(1802-1872) to give the military band a re~ertoire are note-
uorthy. Wie,recht transcribed the Second, Third, Fifth, 
Seventh, ,,nd ninth Symohonies of 3eethoven 1 as i'Jell as many 
other outstanding uorks of the early nineteenth century. 
R. F. Goldman, H. Sch\..Jartz, ~1. C. :.1hite, o.ni Fref~erick 
?ennell have uritten their treatises with various references 
to the void of original cusic for band. The :ustific3tion 
for the band's role is ~lso emphasized by these men. 
A rational appraisal of the band's background needs 
additional discussion, hm1ever, The band has served a nro-
letarian need and will orobably continue to do so. On the 
other hand, the share of the creative efforts of the cocposer 
is apt to continue to be in direct proportion to the band's 
own qualitative standards. In the present culture these 
standards nee~ to be more equal to those found in the 
symphony orchestra to obtain original rrusic coo;nrable to 
that found in the orchestral rer;ertory. The functional and 
military asoects of the band in the past, and the cultural 
dominance by the church, state, or aristocracy are no longer 
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the important factors. The law of su:oply and demand is novJ, 
more than ever, in the band's favor with econo~ic advantages 
for the composer. The "~ost important inr:;redient, 110\·Jever, 
needed by the concert band is serious ~usical leadership 
and integrity, 
F. CC.IJTEdPO'\ARY SCORErG PP.ACT ICES 
The range of instrumentation requirements illustrated 
in Table V for the nine selected conteme1orary vJOrks ':las found 
to be very widespread. Fra0k Erickson wrote twenty-five 
different parts in his "Scherzo for Band" and 'lorton Gould 
used a total of forty-six in "Jericho." Eerein lies a most 
important step in the evolution of the band and its music. 
An aversion to the standardized, fixed instrument2tion im-
posed during the past three or four decades may be seen in 
these contemporary scores. The individual! ty of the com-
posers represented is a welcome characteristic that augurs 
~<Jell for the future. The additional point should be made 
that the publishers have been ivilling to print these 1:Jorks 
with their varying degrees of deviation from accecte~ norms. 
The data does not conclusively point to the end of an era 
of standardized instrumentation, but it does suggest the 
potential flexibility within the present i~strumentation of 
the concert band. 
The contemporary scene is much less ha~·ered by pre-
conceived reqnirecl8nts or re st:-ictio;c, s. An anrJrecie. tion for 
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the individual instrument; an experimental search for in-
strumental combinations; the cultivating of homogeneous 
instrumental choirs; the antiDhonal uses of these choirs; 
an austere neo-classicism in an econo~ical selection of in-
struments; a skillful harmonic and cnunter~untal utilization 
of the complete instrumentation; an exploi ta ti.on of the lov1er 
wnodvl ~.nds; and the improved status and fw<ction of the per-
cussion section are all indigenous components of the nine 
scores examined. 
II. CONCLUSIO:·:S 
1. Historically, there appears to be a close 
parallel between tl-)e development of the ins trumenta ti.on of 
the band and the development of ·v1ind instruments. 
2. Transcriptions constitute the bulk of the band's 
repertory, and since the g~eat majority of American transcrip-
tions \•Jere conceived for a fluctuating instrumentation 
(.£.§:_. 1870 - 1930) and l'or onen-air performance, there are 
serious defects inherent to much of this heritage. 
3. The subjectivity o~ books on nrchestrPtion and 
instrumentation is quite evident; anc'i those especially con-
cerned \·lith band arranging dwell L·,ore upon :instrm;ental 
organization and crouning, parallel and substitution devices 
for transcription, and harmonic balance than upon aesthetic 
goals and musical content. 
4. Europea~ concepts of band instrumentation have 
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affected i~merican developments through the various immigrant 
musicians, cnnductors, and arrangers frorJ England, Germany, 
France, and Italy. The resulting metamorphosis, occurring 
in the nineteenti1 and early tvlentieth century, may be 
graphically understood through the unnublished and published 
music of this period. 
5. The instrumentation of the A.merican concert band 
appears to have settled after a long, erratic per'od of ad-
justment. J)uring the past fev-1 decades the viOOd'0Jind sectLon 
has ex;Jandei somewhPt to include the lo,,Jei' men,bers of the 
clarinet family, but has eliminated in varying degrees the 
soprano and bass saxo ;hone, the Eb soprano clar ·j_net, and a 
few oP the experimental types such as the heckelphone and 
the sarrusophone. The brasses have recained more constant 
except for fewer demands for all three members of the high 
brass family in a single composition, the fluegelhorn, in 
particular. 
6. The absence of full scores for such a lon::; 
period VIas an accessory conr'ition to ti1e uneven state of the 
band's music. 
7. The lack of origi.nal rmsic for band has been due 
in part to the eccentric nature of its instrumentation; the 
tardy development of wind instruments in relation to the 
strincs; the traditional functi_or o~ the military band; and 
the strc.ng emphasis and presti::;e of orchestra, opera, and 
keyboard. 
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8. The American concert band, by virtue of its 
recent qualitative and quantitative :;rov1th, is increasingly 
able tn attract the leadinz comnosers of the country. The 
rePertoire of significant works is growing at a faster rate 
than nt "ny time in its history. These works are being 
\.Jritten in :m individualistic, conterr"·:Jorary f;tyle that is a 
sincere reflection of the strong maturity so evident in the 
country's leading schools of composition. 
In conclusion, the appePrance of significant works 
for band by such eminent comPosers as ·:in•1erci th, S choenberc;, 
and Pespighi suggests a final stage in the rRturing orocess 
of the concert band. These works are not significant because 
of their association to the Prestige of the corPosers as was 
more or less true of the isolated works by Beethoven, 
Nendelssohn, and ·,iac;ner in the ninet,--,enth century; they are 
significant in terms of their ovm !1 "ti stic [~eri. t. The ';lorks 
f p o ' +to '" o k n d o .ers1cneu 1, ~r1c son, urun man, and Clifton ~illiams 
reflect compositional techniques of the twentieth century 
rather than utilitarian purposes designed to t~ain, entert?in, 
or exnloit the band movement. The schools of composition in 
the leading universities and conservatories of the United 
States nm-1 enjoy a deserving internntional reputation; and 
their graduates, many \·lith a typically 1\.merican background 
in the school and college bands, orchestras, and choirs, are 
the ones resnonsible for much of the nresent ootirrism. 
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III. R=::::CCl'.f ~~LDATICNS 
Scoring, in the more artistic sense of the word, 
is successfully attained when it best serves the ~usical 
content of a composition. The avail~ble instrumentation of 
the band should be studied in relation to the best examples 
of •:lind instrument usage from Hozart to Schoenberg, ~~hether in 
orchestral music, chamber music, or opera. In light of the 
study of contemporary p~actices, it seems unrealistic to 
suggest instrumental usage for the cresent concert band 
according to any conventional or definitive rule. Although 
many of the books on band scoring h~ve "1istorical_ value and 
were useful for the neriods in which they were written, the 
era of amateurism in band directing and arranging that made 
such materials functional is no longer in effect. Scoring for 
band in the contemporary scene is a blending of the individual 
composer's compositional techni~ue to the instrumentation; 
each factor complementary to the other. There are limitless 
opportunities for innovation and experimentation with wind 
instrurients and Hith •,v:ind instrument combin?tions. The 
future of the concert band as a medium for serious musical 
expression is nm1 deTJendent upon the cre0tive intent of the 
contemporary cmnJoser, It is hope that the direction they 
take is not restricted by instrumental convention but by 
their sincere efPorts to express themselves and the world 
about them through the cooplex that is the concert band. 
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With regard to the heritage of tr&nscri?tions and 
arrangements from the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, many of the American publications in n~rticular 
need to be rescored with the present concert band in mind, 
An attemct should be made to rescore this large oroportion 
of the band's repertory With artistic integrity in order that 
the original content in terms of style, period, and 
instrumental colors is retained. This is especially true 
within certain works where the specific color of the 
instruments is such an integral part. 
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